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For my partner, my  family, and my friends,  
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INTRODUCTION

the art and science of 
being time smart

Time and money. They share a lot in common: both are mea sur able, 

and both are scarce. Both are what most of us would say are the most 

valuable  things we can have. We want more time and we want more 

money, and we work to get them.

But as young adults, we learn quickly that for all their similarities, 

time and money are set against each other, and it seems to stay that way 

for the rest of our working lives. It’s difficult to gain as much of both 

as we want. Mostly,  we’re choosing between them, making trade- offs. 

The old aphorism—if you have the money you  don’t have the time, and 

if you have the time you  don’t have the money— seems true. Over and 

over we find ourselves choosing between time and money. Cook or eat 

out? Work or go on vacation? Find a second job or spend more time 

with the kids?

I became fascinated with the trade- offs  people make between time 

and money when I was a PhD student, in part  because a PhD student’s 
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2 time smart

life is a conscious choice to trade money for time, to spend years be-

coming an expert on new ideas with very  little financial reward. To 

quell my curiosity, I surveyed thousands of working adults around the 

world— from Danish millionaires to working parents and single moms 

living day by day in the United States, East Africa, and India— about 

 these two very  simple, universally valuable resources: time and money.

What surprised me most about  people’s answers was the disconnect 

between how impor tant many of  these time and money decisions  were 

and how trivial they seemed in the moment.  These trade- offs are so 

seemingly dull or obvious, we often  don’t even realize  we’re making 

them. Again and again in my research, and in my life ( because once 

you start paying attention to this topic, you  can’t escape it; it’s the lens 

through which you see  people and their choices), I’ve heard stories 

about the decisions  people make about time and money.  These stories 

show that  these decisions sneak up on us, and that any given choice— 

whether it’s a big decision like what  career to choose or a tiny decision 

like  whether to use  those last two vacation days— seems to be inconse-

quential and easy to reverse. But it is not. All  these decisions powerfully 

shape the happiness we derive from moments, from days, from our 

entire lives.

 These decisions affect every one— not only the financially affluent. 

If anything,  people with fewer means have more to gain by thinking 

critically about how they make decisions about time and money. Some 

of the examples I discuss in this book involve professionals and the 

well- to- do— including millionaires— but  others illustrate the trade- offs 

faced by single moms in developing countries who are living day by 

day. I also share stories of companies helping diverse groups of  people 

effectively navigate time and money trade- offs— from Silicon Valley 

companies offering computer engineers  house cleaning ser vices to a 

startup helping the poorest Americans save time by transforming their 

commutes. In my research, almost every one, from CEOs to students to 

working parents, face trade- offs between time and money and can im-

prove their decision making in the moments when they choose.
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THE ArT And SCIEnCE oF BEIng TImE SmArT 3

Time and Money in Daily Life

Several stories from my research stick with me as prototypical of  those 

facing time and money decisions.

Nicole was a newly minted executive at a major credit card com pany. 

Thomas, her husband, was a busy VP. They  were rarely in the same 

city and  hadn’t taken a vacation together in years. One day, Thomas re-

ceived a pleasant surprise: courtesy of a generous client, he was offered 

the chance to extend his work trip by a week and enjoy the Swiss Alps, 

all expenses paid. This was a once- in- a- lifetime opportunity. Thomas 

pleaded with his wife. “Nicole, please come. It’s only for a few days.” 

Nicole sighed and said, “I  can’t. I have an impor tant meeting that I 

 shouldn’t miss.” Thomas hit the slopes with his  sister Leah instead, and 

the siblings enjoyed what they both deemed “the best trip ever.”

“Five years  later, they still talk about this damn trip,” Nicole told me. 

“And, whenever they do, Thomas asks me, ‘Nicole, what was that meet-

ing about again?’ ‘To be honest, I  can’t remember.’ He always replies, 

‘That impor tant, huh?’ ”

 Later, Nicole admitted that she had vacation time available, and the 

meeting was optional. Her team would have been fine without her. But 

at the time, it seemed too impor tant to her; she just felt she should be 

 there. Thomas and Leah made memories that  will last a lifetime, while 

Nicole’s “impor tant” work obligations have faded into the past.

During a recent field visit in rural India, fifteen- year- old Usha ex-

plained to me the daily decision she has to make: spend time getting 

and transporting  water (in large, heavy urns balanced on her head) to 

support her  family, or attend school. “I have to fetch  water from wells 

and ponds, which takes hours  every day and leaves me no time to attend 

school. I want to be a teacher, but I do not have time to study  because 

of  these chores, which are killing my dreams. Without help, I  will live a 

life of poverty— filled with unknown darkness and illiteracy.” Although 

most of our lives are very dif fer ent from Usha’s, many working parents 
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4 time smart

I have talked to feel a similar tension between supporting their families 

(versus working more hours, or  going back to school). Society needs 

to help Ushas everywhere feel that they have the time and support to 

choose school over chores.

Another story that’s never far from my mind is that of Alice, a first- 

generation college student. She paid her own way through school and 

worked her way up from research assistant to PhD.  After graduation, 

she was lucky enough to be offered two jobs that could be classified 

as dream jobs. Job 1 offered reasonable hours, social connection, and 

meaning. It would allow her to live in her hometown, surrounded by 

friends and  family. She  wouldn’t make much money but would contrib-

ute her skills to the community by working for local government. Job 2 

offered money and prestige. It required a cross- country move to a new 

city. Alice would be given more opportunities than she ever  imagined, 

having grown up the  daughter of a mail carrier in a small town.

She chose job 2 without much hesitation. At that time, it seemed like 

a no- brainer. Alice and her partner of eight years, Paul,  didn’t have kids. 

It would be the adventure of a lifetime, and hard work now would lead to 

many opportunities  later. Except when they settled in, Paul was miser-

able. Alice traveled a lot, and Paul had no job and no friends to turn to. 

 After three months he moved home, and they parted ways forever. Alice 

was devastated, but  under contract. All she could do was keep working.

 Later that year, while Alice was working overseas, her best friend 

had her first child. Then Alice’s cousin passed away. The funeral was 

scheduled at the same time as a work trip. Alice told herself what many 

of us tell ourselves when we sacrifice our time for jobs and money: “It’s 

fine. I’m  doing this now so I  will have more time to be happy tomorrow, 

and I can make it up to  people then.”

This logic makes sense, as long as tomorrow actually arrives. It  didn’t 

for Carly and Adam, who  were happy, healthy, and productive thirty- 

somethings living in Oregon. Adam was a teacher. Carly was finishing 

grad school. On the weekends, they hiked near their  house and cooked 

meals for the week. Adam was training for his first marathon. Carly 

started outdoor climbing. They shared an apartment,  adopted a puppy, 
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and began saving for a wedding (and kids!). They  were busy— always 

too busy to go on the dream road trip they had planned but kept put-

ting off  until next year.

Just before Carly was to gradu ate, Adam was rushed to the ER with 

cramps and a fever. It seemed like appendicitis. Shockingly, Adam and 

Carly learned that Adam had advanced pancreatic cancer, and three 

months to live. Within twenty- four hours, Carly and Adam  were mar-

ried. Carly quit school and set in motion a road trip cum honeymoon 

across the Pacific Northwest that the  couple would schedule in between 

chemo treatments. On their GoFundMe page, Carly wrote, “We thought 

we had all the time in the world.”

No  matter our age, education, or income, we share the same real-

ity: none of us knows how much time we have left. One day, time runs 

out and tomorrow never comes. This is one of the core discoveries I’ve 

made researching time and money: we  don’t understand well that time 

is our most valuable resource, and it is finite. Chasing money is valuable 

to a point, but it’s an infinite errand. You can always try to get more— 

and research shows  people do that, no  matter how much money they 

have already. Given how precious time is, we should put it first. But 

many of us focus on our  careers, constantly giving up more of our time 

in exchange for more money or productivity.

 We’re conditioned to do this. Since the Industrial Revolution,  we’ve 

learned to put a dollar value on time. We’ve been told, literally, that 

money is our most valuable resource: time is money. To gain financial 

prosperity  we’ve exchanged  things that make us happy, at  great expense. 

Many twenty-  and thirty- year- olds like Alice sacrifice the best years of 

their lives based on the assumption that they can make time for joy to-

morrow. I can attest to this. If you  hadn’t yet figured it out, I am Alice.

Meanwhile,  those in their thirties and forties chase the idea of having 

perfect  children and  careers, deferring personal and marital bliss  until 

they retire. They can take the transformative vacation in the Alps when 

 they’re older and more settled.

Then fifty- , sixty- , and seventy- year- olds continue to work, putting off 

life goals and bucket- list items  until “next year,” year  after year— only 
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6 time smart

to run out of time and end up, like my friend’s dad, with unused plane 

tickets lining the inside of their caskets.

This sounds heavy, and it is. My research has shown me that the 

stakes  really are this high.  People tend to focus too much on working 

and making money and not enough on having more and better time. 

Most of us, myself included, fail to value time as much as money. This 

focus on money contributes to the epidemic levels of stress, unhappi-

ness, and loneliness that many socie ties strug gle with. It costs us a lot, fi-

nancially and other wise. Collectively researchers call this phenomenon 

time poverty, and it is chronic.

The Shape of This Book

Throughout this book you  will calculate trade- offs between time and 

money, and see that many of the decisions you make are suboptimal. It’s 

easy to make time choices poorly, and easier still to underestimate the 

long- term costs of prioritizing money. Just as analytics in sports have 

transformed how teams are built, the analytics that expose the flaws in 

time– money decision making— along with some understanding of the 

psychological and behavioral biases that drive us— will help reshape 

our choices about how we build our lives.

That  doesn’t mean the choices are always easy and obvious. It has 

become clear to me in the course of my research that  there’s no one 

right way of approaching time−money decisions. For example, I  can’t 

say for certain  whether Nicole made the right decision, only that, in 

general, data suggest that she would have been happier making a dif-

ferent one. We all want dif fer ent  things in life, and each of us wants 

dif fer ent  things at dif fer ent times in our lives. The best choice  will 

vary. And society prevents some  people, like Usha, from making better 

choices. That’s where policy makers need to better recognize the value 

of time.

Still, we know that for a large number of  people, at all economic 

strata and across many cultures, the best choices are not being made. 
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Nothing less than our health and our happiness depends on reversing 

the nearly innate notion that time is money. It’s not. Money is time. This 

book  will help you live that truth.

You  will start in Chapter 1, “Time Traps and the Time Poverty Epi-

demic,” by delving into how pernicious time poverty can be for anyone, 

no  matter their means.1 You may be surprised by the costs, in the same 

way that you may be surprised when you see your cash spending laid 

out over the course of a year. You might think, I spend how much on coffee 

and dining out?! But unlike  those accountings, you’ll also look at the 

startling effects of being time impoverished, from the profound (mas-

sively elevated stress) to the peculiar (less smiling).

Chapter 2, “Steps to Finding Time and Funding Time,” looks from 

the other shore at time affluence: the state of having and using time 

meaningfully. Who is time affluent? A few  people. What do they do 

differently? For one, they spend more time eating. And how does time 

affluence change them? No spoiler:  they’re much, much happier.

With a newfound understanding, you’ll turn to yourself and learn 

what you can do to recognize and avoid time traps that prevent you 

from achieving time affluence in chapter 3, “The Time- Affluence 

Habit.” All of us can become more time affluent without quitting our 

jobs or winning the lottery. You must commit to time affluence as you 

do to your physical health, which is the cumulative effect of many small 

be hav ior changes such as taking the stairs instead of an elevator and 

eating a salad for dinner more often than eating a cheeseburger. Simi-

larly, time affluence involves small decisions that allow you to have more 

and better time, such as saying no more often and paying your way out 

of time- consuming, unrewarding tasks.

Time affluence, like financial affluence, also involves long- term plan-

ning. Chapter 4, “The Long View,” lays out strategies to help you plan 

for longer arcs of time, such as building a  career or a  family. It  will 

never be enough to change your be hav ior once and stick with it. De-

mands change. Goals shift. Life happens. By planning and reevaluat-

ing your time choices, you can make decisions based on what you need 

at dif fer ent stages.
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8 time smart

Fi nally, you’ll turn your attention to other  people who influence your 

time affluence. Chapter 5, “Systemic Change,” shows you how systems, 

from technology to public policy to  human resources, work against a 

time- affluent existence. This chapter lays out intervention strategies to 

support a better balance between time and money for citizens and em-

ployees. Being time affluent is not only good for you as an individual, 

it is also good for institutions, which often are led by  people who have 

no idea about the negative costs  they’re accruing  because of the time 

poverty they help perpetuate. It is my hope that you  will share this 

chapter with  people in HR and government who have the power to 

effect change and create time affluence.

In each chapter, you’ll get to apply what  you’ve learned by using 

toolkits that contain activities and worksheets.  These toolkits  will help 

you to account for your time and plan ways to recuperate wasted time 

so that you can climb your way out of time poverty.

Are You a Taylor or a Morgan?

To get the most from the strategies and activities in this book, it helps to 

have a baseline understanding of how you think about time and money 

now. So pause and reflect on how you typically make trade- offs between 

time and money. Then read the descriptions of the two  people that 

follow, and decide which one you most strongly identify with. It  doesn’t 

have to be a perfect match. Just pick who, on average, most closely re-

sembles your outlook and decision making.

Taylor values time more than money. Taylor is willing to sacrifice 

money to have more time. For example, Taylor would rather 

work fewer hours and make less money than work more hours 

and make more money.

Morgan values money more than time. Morgan is willing to sac-

rifice time to have more money. For example, Morgan would 
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rather work more hours and make more money than work fewer 

hours and have more time.

I have presented this activity to tens of thousands of  people. Just by 

knowing  whether someone’s a Taylor or a Morgan, I can predict be hav-

ior with surprising accuracy. I know what kinds of flights  they’ll choose 

and what kinds of gifts they value most. I can also predict how many 

hours they work, if they volunteer, their socializing be hav iors, and even 

what kinds of jobs  they’ll take. It’s not a magic trick; it’s only matching 

data to be hav iors.2 Now that I’ve done that you  will benefit,  because the 

strategies that follow in this book are based on rigorous studies from 

behavioral science that take into consideration  whether  you’re a Taylor 

or a Morgan.

So which are you? Spend time thinking about this question, and 

answer honestly. Calling yourself a Taylor  because you think that’s more 

desirable means neither that you actually are a Taylor nor that  you’re 

perfectly time affluent. It’s pos si ble for you to become more time rich, 

no  matter where you start from. And  don’t suppose that  there is a right 

answer or that you are inherently one or the other. Sure, some  factors 

make us more inclined to be a Taylor or a Morgan, but it changes many 

times during our lives. I am a time researcher who understands all the 

data on time poverty, but if I’m honest with myself, at this point in my 

life I have to conclude that I am a Morgan.

 Because  you’re reading this book, I suspect you feel like a Morgan, 

but even if you identify as a Taylor you can benefit from practicing 

being more time smart. Studies show a wide range of benefits for  those 

who focus on time over money. A time- centric mindset:

• Promotes happiness.   People gain about half as much happiness 

from valuing time more than money as they would from being 

married.3 And this boost holds across demographics: it’s not ex-

plained by the amount of money  people make, their educational 

background, the number of kids they have living at home, or 

their marital status.
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10 time smart

• Promotes social connections.  Focusing on time encourages 

us to put our social relationships first.4 Even fleeting social 

interactions— such as chatting with that person you always see 

on the bus— can play a surprisingly impor tant role in reducing 

time stress and increasing happiness.5

• Promotes relationship satisfaction.  Time- focused  people have 

happier spouses and better sex lives than money- focused  people. 

 Couples who spend money on time- saving ser vices spend more 

quality time together and derive greater happiness from their 

relationships. Time- saving purchases can even erase some of the 

unhappiness of having an unsupportive spouse. My research 

suggests that paying for a  house cleaner might do as much for 

your marriage as learning how to be a better listener.6

• Promotes job satisfaction.   People who value time work the same 

number of hours as  people who value money. Ironically,  those 

who value time often make more income than  those who value 

money,  because they are more likely to pursue  careers they 

love and so they work with less stress, are more productive and 

creative, and are less likely to quit.7

Most impor tant of all, being time- centric is prosocial, which is the word 

academics use to describe actions that benefit  others.

When you are building your time- affluence toolkit,  there could be a 

moment when it makes you feel guilty.8 You may think that time afflu-

ence is a nice way of saying privilege. You may think, I can afford to make 

decisions of time over money, and  others  can’t. I’m being selfish.

I’ve strug gled with this myself. Friends and colleagues have teased 

me about my research making life easier for well- off  people. Over time, 

 these feelings have gone away, for two reasons. First, we have begun to 

amass data showing that time affluence positively affects  people at all 

economic strata.9 Second, studies have emerged showing that the time 

affluence you gain can benefit every one,  because it puts you in a better 

position to help  others.
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When I have to say no, or when I am about to take a vacation, I try 

to think about the fact that freeing up my time unlocks energy that I 

can use to invest in the  causes and  people I care about— such as help-

ing undergraduate students apply for PhD programs or spending time 

with my partner. This argument  isn’t merely a hopeful anecdote; it’s 

based on rigorous data: when we feel we have enough time,  we’re better 

able to serve  others.

The most famous example of time affluence encouraging us to help 

 others is the “Good Samaritan” study. In this study, researchers re-

cruited theology students from Prince ton, who completed a  couple of 

questionnaires that—in typical psy chol ogy study fashion— were bogus, 

only a means to an end. The students  were then asked to schlep across 

campus to a local elementary school to teach the story of the Good 

Samaritan, who helps a downtrodden stranger by the side of the road.

 After completing the initial survey, some students  were told that they 

 were  running late and that the class was already waiting for their ar-

rival. Other students  were told they had several minutes to get to class. 

On their walk across campus, all students encountered a man slumped 

over in an alley, moaning in pain. Most of the students who  were told 

they had time  stopped to help. But fewer than 10  percent of the students 

who  were in a hurry helped the man; most  didn’t even take notice.10

Other research— including some of my own— points to the same 

general conclusion:  people who feel time rich are more likely to volun-

teer, engage with local politicians, and help out at their kids’ school.11 

 People who feel time rich are also more likely to be eco- friendly by 

taking time out of their day to recycle and compost, and by buying 

energy- efficient appliances.12

Even reminding ourselves of the prosocial nature of time can help 

us make better time decisions. When we think about time- saving pur-

chases as prosocial acts (“ these purchases help me spend time with 

 people I care about”), we feel less guilt and are more likely to follow 

through with  those choices.13

In short, as you embark on the difficult challenge of prioritizing time 

over money, remind yourself that focusing on time  isn’t only about 
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you. By focusing on time, you can contribute to the happiness of  family, 

friends, coworkers, your community, and the planet.

• • •

The secret to happier time is  simple: prioritize time over money— one 

decision at a time.

As with many of life’s truths, it is easy to know and far more difficult 

to live.  These pages  aren’t filled with promises of quick and easy trans-

formations. Most of the interventions I write about produce small (but 

noticeable) increases in time affluence and implementing and executing 

 these changes takes careful thought.

I’m  here to help, but living a time- affluent life is ultimately part of a 

new mindset and new discipline you  will develop. The learning never 

 really stops. I still strug gle  every day with decisions about time and 

money. I say yes too often when work opportunities arise where the 

personal costs outweigh the professional benefits. My partner often has 

to sit me down and say, “Ashley, you should  really get out of this. It is 

not worth your time.”

My life is a work in pro gress. But my research and personal experi-

ences have taught me that time is worth fighting for. None of us knows 

how much of it we have left. The pre sent, this moment right now, is the 

best time to start to make small but meaningful changes so that you can 

be less stressed, enjoy your job more, and have healthier social relation-

ships—so that you can, in short, be time rich and live your best life. 

Happiness is not the subject of this book. It’s the product.

Let’s get started.
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time traps and the time 
poverty epidemic

 There is an eight-out-of-ten chance that you are one of the poorest 

 people in the world.1 When I say  you’re poor, I’m not talking about 

your bank account (although material poverty is a pressing concern in 

society). Rather, I mean you are time poor: you have too many  things 

to do and not enough time to do them. In countries as dif fer ent as the 

United States, Germany, and Japan, time poverty is at an all- time high.2

No one is immune to the crushing feelings of time poverty. As I sit 

 here typing at my kitchen  table I, too, feel time poor and overwhelmed. 

For me, it’s a squeezing feeling in my stomach. This morning, a student 

emailed me requesting urgent help with a paper, preventing me from 

starting this chapter as soon as I would have liked. Even as I start to 

write, I keep an eye on my phone. At any moment— sigh— a coworker 

 will text me for help with an imminent deadline. I have to stop work-

ing early for a doctor’s appointment,  after which I’ll rush home and 

fumble together a late dinner consisting of salad and what ever, before 
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returning to my inbox and my “rolling to-do list.” That’s the title of a 

document I keep open on my laptop. It sprawls for pages.

I  can’t fit in all the work I need to finish. I  will try to shoehorn in a 

conversation with my partner. I prob ably  won’t get a chance to chat with 

friends. I need to find time to talk to my rapidly aging parents.

 Today  isn’t unusual for me, and it prob ably sounds familiar to you, 

too. Time poverty affects all cultures and crosses all economic strata. 

Most of us feel this way.

Is It  Really That Bad?

Yes, it  really is that bad. In 2012, about 50  percent of working Americans 

reported they  were “always rushed,” and 70  percent “never” had enough 

time.3 In 2015, more than 80  percent said they  didn’t have the time they 

needed.4 That’s how I guessed you  were time poor.  You’ve said so.

If  you’re worried that this is some kind of first- world prob lem, and 

that you should just suck it up and deal with it,  don’t. The pervasiveness 

of time poverty is a serious prob lem, with serious costs for individuals and 

society. The data I and  others have amassed show a correlation between 

time poverty and misery.5  People who are time poor are less happy, less 

productive, and more stressed-out.6 They exercise less, eat fattier food, 

and have a higher incidence of cardiovascular disease.7 Time poverty 

forces us to compromise: instead of preparing a nutritious dinner, we 

grab chips and guac from the con ve nience store and munch mindlessly 

while staring at our screens. Trying to maximize our time to get  things 

done makes our workdays a sedentary blur of salt, fat, and fast food.

Time- poor socie ties pay a steep price, too. The stress of being time 

poor costs the US health care system $190 billion, which is 5  percent to 

8  percent of total health care spending each year.8 Unhappy employees 

waste $450 billion−$550 billion in lost productivity each year.9 At any 

given time, an organ ization with a thousand employees working at its 

offices has two hundred workers who feel so overwhelmed that they call 

in sick.10
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The effects and costs of time poverty are so stark that researchers 

now compare it to a famine— a severe, drastic shortage of time affect-

ing all of society— that carries many of the attendant negative conse-

quences that a natu ral disaster produces.11

Why Are We Time Poor?

The most obvious explanation for rising rates of time poverty is that we 

simply spend more time working than we used to. But evidence  doesn’t 

support this theory. Believe it or not, most  people have more time for 

leisure now than in the 1950s.12 In 1950, OECD data show that the 

average workweek in the United States was 37.8 hours; in 2017 it was 

34.2. Time diaries show that in the United States, men’s leisure time 

has increased six to nine hours per week in the past fifty years, and 

 women’s has increased four to eight hours.13 Technology— microwaves 

and vacuum robots, digital communication and that snazzy feature on 

my email app that auto- suggests meeting times (the best!)— helps us live 

more- efficient lives. With the rise of the sharing economy, companies 

like Uber and TaskRabbit also make time- saving ser vices more acces-

sible and affordable.14

Of course, we  don’t have more or less time than we used to. We are all 

demo cratically afforded twenty- four hours per day. In theory, we should 

be happy to have gained leisure hours compared with our parents and 

grandparents. Why, then, do we feel more time poor than ever?

It’s  because time poverty  doesn’t necessarily arise from a mismatch 

between the hours we have and the hours we need. It results from how 

we think about and value  those hours. It’s as much psychological as it is 

structural. We might not be working more hours, but we are making 

decisions to work at all hours.15 We are ceaselessly connected.16 It’s easy 

to continuously pay attention to that which we believe  will make us 

more money. Valuable  free time arrives; we are unprepared to use it 

and so we waste it. Or we tell ourselves we  shouldn’t take a break, so we 

work through it.
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It’s not our fault we’ve ended up like this. Culturally, the inherent 

value of time has been suppressed. Society teaches us that we should 

hero- worship  people who never leave the office.17 Moreover, rising 

income in equality makes us feel as if our world could collapse tomor-

row if we  don’t spend  every moment working, or at least appearing to 

work.18  These  factors create what I call time traps, which lead most of us 

to feel chronically time poor.

The first step to becoming time smart is to understand  these time 

traps and identify them in your life.

Time Trap 1: Technology

Time Confetti and the Broken Promise of Leisure

It’s true: we have more time for leisure than we did fifty years ago. 

But leisure has never been less relaxing, mostly  because of the disinter-

mediating effects of our screens. Technology saves us time, but it also 

takes it away. This is known as the autonomy paradox. We adopt mobile 

technologies to gain autonomy over when and how long we work, yet, 

ironically, we end up working all the time.19 Long blocks of  free time 

we used to enjoy are now interrupted constantly by our smart watches, 

phones, tablets, and laptops.

This situation taxes us cognitively, and fragments our leisure time in 

a way that makes it hard to use this time for something that  will relieve 

stress or make us happy.20 I (and other researchers) call this phenom-

enon time confetti, which amounts to  little bits of seconds and minutes 

lost to unproductive multitasking.21 Each bit alone seems not very bad. 

Collectively, though, all that confetti adds up to something more perni-

cious than you might expect.

To get a sense of how you shred your time, consider this  simple cal-

culation. You have one hour of leisure at 7 p.m. During that hour, you 

receive two emails, check both, and respond to one; four Twitter noti-

fications about useless pontificating or terrible  people saying terrible 
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 things, and you thumb through the replies for one of them; three Slack 

notifications from colleagues asking you questions or a  favor, of which 

you answer one and ignore two; one alarm reminding you to call your 

 mother tomorrow on her birthday; and four texts from a friend trying 

to make plans for next weekend, all four of which you reply to.

Each event in itself is mundane and takes only seconds. But collec-

tively they create two negative effects. The first is the sheer volume of 

time they take away from your hour, as shown in  table 1-1.

A few seemingly harmless interruptions usurp 10  percent of this lei-

sure time. Research shows that our estimates of the number and nature 

of  these interruptions is conservative, so typically it may be worse than 

this.22

The second, more invasive effect of time confetti is the way it frag-

ments the hour of leisure. It’s most likely that  these interruptions are 

randomly distributed throughout the hour. To show how, I group  these 

interruptions into five events— email, Twitter, Slack, alarm, and texts— 

and randomly distribute them throughout the hour.

When we do this, that  free hour turns from the image shown in 

figure 1-1 into something more like one of the images in figure 1-2.

TABLE 1-1

Activity Seconds used

Check 2 emails 30

Respond to 1 email 30

Check 4 Twitter notifications 45

Check replies to 1 Twitter notification 30

Check 3 Slack notifications 30

Reply to 1 Slack notification 45

Check 1 alarm reminder 10

Check 4 texts 40

Reply to 4 texts 120

Total pieces of time confetti Total time used

21 6m20s
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In each case, the hour of leisure becomes several smaller chunks, 

sometimes only five or six minutes long. Even if  you’re disciplined about 

not responding or not responding very quickly, the interruptions under-

mine the quality of  those smaller, less predictable chunks of leisure time 

by reminding you of all the activities that you could or should be  doing.23

We used to enjoy the gym. Now we one- handedly type out a reply to 

the boss while trying not to fall off the treadmill. We used to have un-

interrupted  family dinners. Now we have hushed phone calls over cold 

meals. We used to have relaxing picnics. Now we have phone meetings 

in “private” park- side bathroom stalls. We carry the office in our back 

pockets, making it difficult to disconnect. Many  people have admitted 

to checking work email  after 10 p.m. during school plays, weddings, 

meals, “intimate encounters,” and even while their wives are in  labor.24

When we try to enjoy a birthday dinner, notifications about our 

friends’ tropical vacation photos make our pasta taste less delicious. 

When we try to choose a restaurant for our next date, the endless ocean 

of reviews and ratings leads us to spend more time choosing our meals 

than savoring them. When we try to have meaningful time off with 

friends and  family, our alerts from work create guilt and dread over 

what  we’re not getting done.

7 p.m. 8 p.m.Free time

FIgUrE 1-1

Twitter

Email SlackAlarm

Texts
7 p.m. 8 p.m.

Email

Twitter

Slack Alarm

Texts

7 p.m. 8 p.m.

Email

Twitter

Slack

AlarmTexts

7 p.m. 8 p.m.
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Thinking about work while trying to relax induces panic,  because 

feelings of time poverty are caused by how well activities fit together 

in our mind. If we are trying to be a committed parent while our work 

email goes off, we  can’t help thinking we should be working on our next 

deadline instead of being pre sent with our child. This conflict makes us 

feel like a bad parent (“Why am I thinking about work while trying to 

hang out with my kid?”) and a bad employee (“Am I hanging out with 

my kids too much?  Will that promotion go to someone  else?”).

It also takes time to cognitively recover from shifting our minds away 

from the pre sent to some other stress- inducing activity.25  People end up 

enjoying their  free time less and, when asked to reflect on it, estimate 

that they had less  free time than they actually did.26 That’s how invasive 

the technology time trap is: time confetti makes us feel even more time 

impoverished than we actually are.

Time Trap 2: Money Focus

The Wealth Paradox and the Pitfalls of Chasing Money

Screen addiction alone  hasn’t caused the time famine. Another trap 

driving us into time poverty is the cultural obsession with work and 

making money. We are taught and (incorrectly) believe that money, 

not time,  will bring greater happiness.27 Even millionaires make this 

 mistake. My colleagues surveyed a few thousand of the world’s wealthi-

est  people (thanks to a connection with an elite bank). They asked  these 

one- percenters how much they would need to be “perfectly happy.” 

Three- quarters of them— even  those with more than $10 million in the 

bank— said they would need “a lot more” to be perfectly happy ($5 mil-

lion to $10 million more “at least”).28 It  doesn’t take a PhD in psy chol ogy 

to see that this mindset is prob ably misguided.

We’ve all heard the saying, “Money  doesn’t buy happiness,” and, em-

pirically, it’s true. Research shows that money protects against  sadness 

but  doesn’t buy joy.29 Once we make enough money to pay our bills, save 
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for the  future, and have at least some fun on the weekend, making more 

does  little for our happiness. In data from 1.7 million  people in 165 coun-

tries, researchers figured out the exact dollar amount at which added 

money no longer increases happiness.  After we make USD$65,000 per 

year ($60,000 globally), money stops predicting how much we laugh or 

smile each day.  After we make USD$105,000 per year ($95,000  globally), 

money stops predicting how well we think we are  doing in life. If any-

thing, once  people make a lot of money ($105,000 per year in the United 

States), they start thinking they are  doing worse in life.30 When we become 

rich, we begin to compare our lives to  people even richer than we are. We 

chase an idea  we’ll never reach,  because as our wealth increases, so does 

our sense that  others are  doing better than we are and that we need to, 

we can, catch them.31

Money  isn’t all bad. Having more of it shields us from stress. When 

your car breaks down, money provides a solution. Having cash on hand 

even provides peace of mind in the absence of a crisis.32 But staving off 

negative outcomes is dif fer ent from creating happier ones. I  will repeat 

this point,  because it’s so impor tant: money does not buy joy. We believe 

that money is a path to time affluence and happiness. But  we’re wrong.33 

If anything, wealthier  people are more stressed.34 Instead, true happi-

ness demands an investment of our time.

Although most of us are time poor, the (working) wealthy feel more 

time poor.35 This makes sense in part  because their higher wages mean 

that, literally, their time is more valuable than  those who earn less (each 

hour worked earns them more money). The increased value of time 

makes it feel more precious and scarce. To demonstrate this, my col-

leagues turned college students into professional con sul tants, asking 

them to charge $1.50 or $0.15 for each minute that they spent work-

ing on a lab task. Students who charged $1.50 for their time felt more 

pressed for time than students who charged $0.15.36 In another study, 

wealthier employees  were more likely to agree with statements such as, 

“ There have not been enough minutes in a day.”37

As wealth increases, so do our feelings of time poverty. The prob lem 

is that a culture obsessed with making more money believes, wrongly, 
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that the way to become more time affluent is to become financially 

wealthier.38 Somehow, accruing money  will allow us to buy happiness 

in the  future: we think, I’ll work hard and make more so that I can afford 

more leisure time  later. This is the wrong solution; soon you’ll see that it’s 

the opposite of the right solution. Focusing on chasing wealth is a trap. 

It leads only to an increased focus on chasing wealth.39

Time Trap 3: Undervalued Time

The “Cheapest Cost” Culture and Misunderstanding  
What Time Is Worth

 Because of a cultural obsession with money, many  people protect their 

money in ways that are counterproductive to time affluence. Seeking 

the best deal and lowest price from a purely dollars- and- cents perspec-

tive contributes to time poverty and unhappiness,  because we  don’t cal-

culate the time costs of being so cash conscious.40

In one of my surveys, 52  percent of  people who  were financially 

comfortable but extremely time poor— working parents with young 

kids— said  they’d rather have more money than more time.41 Asked 

how they would spend a (hy po thet i cal) $100 prize to increase their hap-

piness, only 2  percent of working parents said they would spend this 

money to save time, such as by having their groceries delivered.42  People 

who could clearly afford to value time— people who had an average 

of $3 million in the bank— still said that they would rather have more 

money.43

For most of us, the idea of trading cash for time  doesn’t even cross 

our minds. This is largely  because it’s hard to mea sure time’s value.44 

Even if  we’re making a bad trade- off between time and money— such as 

driving two miles out of our way to save 10 cents per gallon on gas—it 

 doesn’t feel like a bad choice. That’s  because we know we have more 

money than if we paid more for the gas, but we  don’t  really know the 

worth of the time it took.
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 Later, I account for such decisions, and you  will be shocked to see 

how much value you lose by always trying to save a buck, and how time 

poor it’s making you.

For now, you can recognize this time trap in your own life by iden-

tifying moments when  you’re making “cheaper” decisions. When you 

book a trip with connecting flights to get a slightly cheaper price, you 

are falling into a time trap. Suppose you save $300 on that flight, but 

it takes four hours out of your vacation time on each end of your trip 

and increases your fatigue and stress resulting from getting up early 

and switching planes. Would you pay $300 for an extra eight hours of 

vacation— a full workday’s worth— along with less stress and fatigue?

My colleagues and I often strug gle over  whether to pay for an extra 

night at a  hotel or fly red- eye back home  after a conference to save a 

 little money. I recently endured a red- eye flight, arrived home cranky, 

and entered into an awful fight with my partner. In retrospect, I’d have 

paid the $130 it cost to stay the extra night to salvage the day we both 

lost to anger and stress.

The trap is  simple: we reflexively go for the lowest cost when we 

 shouldn’t. Let’s look at the gas example more closely. You consistently 

choose to drive an extra six minutes to a dif fer ent station to save 15 

cents per gallon. You have a fifteen- gallon fill-up four times a month. 

Impulsively it seems worth it. Six minutes  isn’t that much, and the sav-

ings  will add up. Someone aware of time traps would see it differently:

15 cents × 15 gallons = $2.25 saved per trip

$2.25 × 4 visits per month = $9.00 saved per month

$9.00 per month over 12 months = $108 saved per year

6 minutes per trip × 4 visits per month = 24 minutes lost per month

24 minutes per month × 12 months = 4.8 hours lost per year
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Looking at it this way,  you’ve spent almost five hours to save $108. In 

this case, your time is worth about $22 per hour, and that  doesn’t take 

into account the opportunity cost of what you could have done with that 

five hours instead of driving farther to save a  little.

It’s not that  these calculations  will always tell you to go with the more 

expensive option. And you may still feel that the trade- off is worth it. 

But  doing  these calculations in the moment puts a dif fer ent lens on 

time value, which we tend to grossly underestimate.

Time Trap 4: Busyness as Status

The Link between Financial Uncertainty and Workism

More than ever, our identities are tied to work. The best data show that 

 people living in the United States increasingly look  toward work— not 

friends, families, or hobbies—to find purpose.

The idea of work as a central source of meaning has been around 

for several de cades, but the idea of what popu lar press articles call 

“workism” is a recent and intensifying phenomenon. As Derek Thomp-

son, a staff writer at the Atlantic, described it, workism is the “newest 

religion competing for congregants.”45

Work was once more generally considered a means to an end and not 

an end in itself. Work to live. Now many  people live to work. In a 2017 

survey, 95  percent of young adults said that having an “enjoyable and 

meaningful  career” was “extremely impor tant” to them.46

I marvel at how differently students approach college since I was in 

their position. It was common for my friends and me to make  career 

decisions spontaneously, pursuing what ever we found in ter est ing at the 

time. In my ju nior year, I was a theater major, and I legitimately spent 

more time dressing up as Kermit the Frog than practicing linear alge-

bra. Now students come to me in anxious droves to ask about  career 

trajectories and internship offers in hopes of choosing the absolute best, 
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absolutely correct  career path. One student met with me five times in one 

semester to try to figure out her  future plans. I said to her, “You are 

twenty years old and almost a Harvard College gradu ate.  There are 

no bad choices. I spent my ju nior year in college dressing up in a frog 

costume and  doing yoga for course credit, and every thing turned out 

fine!” Let’s just say she was not impressed.

Given the importance that we place on work, busyness at work now 

carries status. We wear it like a badge of honor.47 We want to be seen 

as the employee who works the longest hours (even when  these hours 

 aren’t productive). A colleague, Peter, told me that he used to stay at the 

office  until 7 p.m.— even when he  wasn’t working— just so that the HR 

system would rec ord his physical presence. Peter was paid a salary, so 

 there was no direct incentive for him to work past 5 p.m. The Peters of 

the world make proud proclamations on social media about working 

nonstop and cancel social plans due to being crazy busy.

Financial insecurity also drives workism, and it’s on the rise. Since 

the early 1970s, income in equality has risen dramatically in the United 

States and around the world.48 As society becomes more unequal, 

 people feel increasingly insecure about their financial  future, regard-

less of their current stature.49  Those  doing well worry about how far 

they could fall.  Those struggling to make ends meet fear falling farther 

 behind. Most of us cope by working more and trying to make more 

money.50 By default, we deprioritize positive time for ourselves and our 

friends and  family; it’s the easiest  thing to sacrifice,  because  we’re not 

sure how to mea sure its value anyway. We voluntarily give up vacation 

time lest  people perceive us as not working hard.51 We feel guilty about 

spending money on  things that make us happy, such as dining out or 

vacations.52

This fear is deep seated, sometimes resulting from exposure to in-

equality at a young age. When my colleagues and I asked  people how 

unequal their neighborhood was where they grew up, and how impor-

tant money is to them right now, we discovered that  people exposed to 

greater income in equality as kids  were more likely to say their self- esteem 

was influenced by how much money they made.53 It  didn’t  matter where 
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they lived or how much money they had in the pre sent; financial un-

certainty growing up led to a higher chronic focus on money as adults.

With our self- identity so wrapped up in work and productivity, the 

social appearance of being busy makes us feel good about ourselves.54 

Being busy makes us feel that we are committed as well as essential. 

Our hard work (or the appearance of it) could help us earn more and 

keep us on the perfect  career track  we’ve planned for since college. In 

contrast, focusing our attention on something other than work could 

threaten our livelihood and status. We worry we  won’t be valued, and, 

in part, we are right. Turns out employers are (mostly) rewarding the 

busyness cult. Research shows that employees who boast about working 

nonstop and being extremely busy are seen by  others as better workers 

who have more money and prestige, even if they  don’t.  They’re even 

thought to be more physically attractive.55

Even if it feels good in the moment for someone to see the email you 

sent on Saturday at 8:30 p.m., this be hav ior contributes to an overall 

unhealthy and unhappy life. The workism time trap is contributing to 

your time poverty (and the time poverty of your colleagues).

Time Trap 5: Idleness Aversion

Mindfulness and the Value of  Doing Nothing

Even if we lived in a perfectly equal society, we would still create time 

stress for ourselves:  human beings are not built for idleness. Phi los o-

pher Blaise Pascal said, “All of humanity’s prob lems stem from [our] 

inability to sit quietly in a room alone.”

Researchers call this idleness aversion, and it makes us do some 

strange  things. Dan Gilbert, a professor of psy chol ogy at Harvard, 

placed some college students in an empty room and gave them noth-

ing to do. Most students, accustomed to constant stimulation and easy 

access to distractors, did not like this one bit.56 Many preferred to give 

themselves mild electric shocks to being left alone with their thoughts. 
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As Gilbert summarized, “Most  people boiled over in rage at the idea 

of  doing nothing.”57 Lest you chalk this up to college kids being col-

lege kids, another study showed that working parents felt “bored” and 

“stressed” during leisure activities— signaling that even the most time 

poor among us  don’t know how to relax.58

Technology may help us avoid being alone with our thoughts, but it 

is a trap that contributes to stress and time poverty. Constant connec-

tion to technology prevents the brain from recovering, keeps our stress 

levels elevated, and takes us out of the pre sent.

In fact, idleness has been shown to be a valuable form of leisure and 

can increase time affluence. The mindfulness movement,  whether in 

the form of meditation, prayer, or some other framework, is effectively 

practiced idleness. Although mindfulness training can be completed at 

home and self- guided through websites and apps, it does take effort. 

But it’s worth it. The physical and  mental benefits of disengaging the 

brain are far more valuable than the stress created by keeping the mind 

engaged at all times.59

Time Trap 6: The “Yes . . .  Damn!” Effect

Commitment and the False Promise of Tomorrow

Most of us are overoptimistic about our  future time.60 We believe, 

dumbly, that we  will have more time tomorrow than we do  today.61 This 

is sometimes referred to as the planning fallacy.62 I call it the “Yes . . .  

damn!” effect. Let me explain.

Last Monday, over coffee, a friend asked me if I could help her move 

on Saturday. No prob lem. On Tuesday, a colleague asked me to look 

over her report by Saturday. I said yes. On Wednesday, another friend 

invited me out for dinner on Saturday at a new restaurant that I wanted 

to try. As a happiness researcher, I know that socializing is good for me, 

so I said yes.
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You see what’s happening. I said yes over and over (and over),  until 

Saturday morning, when I woke up and thought, Damn! What was I 

thinking?

Actually, as a researcher, I know what I was thinking: Even though 

I’m too busy now, Saturday is a ways off, and I’ll have time to do  these  things. 

The cost of saying yes in the pre sent is low (and it feels good to say yes to 

 people), and the  future seems like a place filled with open time— that is, 

 until the  future becomes the pre sent, and we often wish we could take 

back the  things we said yes to.

Statistically, the best predictor of how busy we are  going to be next 

week is how busy we are right now. So the decision to say yes to  later 

commitments even though I’m too busy now is a bad bet. Our minds fre-

quently forget this impor tant point and trick us into believing  we’ll have 

more time  later than we do now. This overoptimism means that  we’re cav-

alier with our yeses, even for small stuff we  don’t want to do (you’ll learn 

more about how to say no in chapter 4). We genuinely want to say yes to 

every thing we get asked to do. We see saying yes as a way to overcome 

idleness and feel productive, connected, valued, respected, and loved.

And where does the time to fulfill  these commitments come from? 

From the leisure time that we could be using to feel more time afflu-

ent, of course. We run ourselves around from activity to activity, feeling 

pressed for time, failing to enjoy ourselves. We keep ourselves over-

whelmed in the hopes that this busyness  will provide us fulfillment.63 

Ironically, perpetual busyness undermines the goals that we set out to 

achieve with all our busyness in the first place.64

Overcoming Time Traps

 These six time traps are the most common; I suspect you can relate to 

at least a few.  There are many more reasons that we fail to prioritize 

time, such as the fear of judgment from other  people and several  others 

that I share in more detail  later.
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For now, your goal should be to recognize and document the time 

traps that you fall into most often. They  won’t be the same as other 

 people’s. What makes it a trap for you is that it makes you unhappy and 

steals time that you would other wise use in a way that makes you happy. 

The toolkit at the end of this chapter is designed to help you think 

about and internalize the traps you are most vulnerable to so that in the 

coming chapters you can form strategies to overcome them.

We all have the power to overcome the time traps we have fallen 

victim to. As with efforts to get fit, increasing your time affluence re-

quires taking small, deliberate steps each day to enjoy your  free time 

(and have more of it). And like getting fit, it’s not easy at first. Both soci-

ety and our psy chol ogy conspire against us to make the traps extremely 

appealing.

I am an expert on this topic. I spend most of my days writing, talking 

about, and researching the importance of having  free time— and I am 

still somewhat time poor. I strug gle to protect my  free time as much as 

I should. The one time that I was spotted enjoying myself on vacation 

my friend posted a photo of me on social media with the caption, “Proof 

you sometimes do stuff outside of the office!” This post was my most 

“liked” last year (groan).

Keeping the exercise meta phor  going, just as you  shouldn’t punish 

yourself for not being perfect in your workout habits,  don’t ever beat 

yourself up about being bad at prioritizing time. Remember, multiple 

forces are making it difficult. We  don’t naturally respond to time pov-

erty in a way that controls it. Actually, when we feel busy, studies show 

that we start taking on more tasks. A roommate of mine during final 

exams in college was so anxious about studying for tests that he de cided 

to take on more shifts at work and obsessively run errands. He cooked 

and concocted new protein shake  recipes, usurping time he could have 

used to study and reinforcing the cycle. Stress spurs busyness, which 

creates stress, which spurs busyness.

A friend pointed out that this be hav ior is the diet equivalent of 

saying, “Wow, I feel fat— time to have another burger.” In contrast to 

this example,  there’s an absurd logic at play  here. When we feel time 
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poor, we take on small, easy- to- complete tasks  because they help us feel 

more control over our time.65 We think,  There! I made a protein shake and 

finished that errand. I’m getting stuff done! In this case, it’s a false sense of 

control that  doesn’t alleviate the root cause of our busyness.

Time poverty feels the same for every one, but time affluence looks 

dif fer ent for every one. It could mean spending fifteen more minutes 

strumming the guitar instead of scrolling through your phone, or it 

could be ten minutes of meditation, or a Saturday morning learning 

how to invest your savings instead of Slacking about work gossip. No 

 matter what time affluence looks like for you, the happiest and most 

time affluent among us are deliberate with their  free time. Working 

 toward time affluence is about recognizing and overcoming the time 

traps in our lives and intentionally carving out happier and more 

meaningful moments each day. 

Use the toolkit exercises on the following pages to get a better sense 

of the time traps that you fall into. In chapter 2, you  will build on  these 

reflections by further scrutinizing your time use and devising personal 

strategies for creating time affluence and happier ways to spend your 

time.
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chapter 1 toolkit

The following tools  will help you diagnose your degree of time poverty 
and the time traps you fall into.

The Six Common Time Traps

• Constant connection to technology. Cell phones, laptops, and 
other technology constantly interrupt us, fragment work and 
 leisure into confetti, and create stress.

• Obsession with work and making money.  People incorrectly be-
lieve that money, not time,  will bring greater happiness, and that if 
they work and make money now, they  will have more time to relax 
in the  future. In real ity, making money only leads to an increased 
interest in chasing wealth.

•  Limited value placed on time.  People do not correctly value their 
time. They often give up large amounts of time to save very  little 
money.

• Busyness as a status symbol.  People look to work to find mean-
ing, and they use busyness at work to help shape their identity and 
self- worth.

• Aversion to idleness.  People  don’t see the value in disconnecting, 
even though  there is proven value to being mindful, enjoying the 
pre sent, and  doing nothing.

• The Yes . . .  damn! effect. People are overly optimistic about 
their  future time. They think they  will have more time tomorrow 
than they do  today. This overoptimism means they say yes to many 
requests for their  future time and then regret it (“damn!”) when that 
time comes and they are overcommitted.
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Time Poverty Diagnostic Tools

Thinking about your life overall, how much spare time do you have? Use 
a scale of −5 to 5, where −5 is very  little or no spare time, and 5 is lots of 
spare time.

Rec ord your answer  here: __________
Thinking about your life overall, how much spare money do you have? 

Use a scale of −5 to 5, where −5 is very  little or no spare money, and 5 is 
lots of spare money.

Rec ord your answer  here: __________
Now plot your answers on this grid:

A lot of spare 
money available

Very little spare
money available

A lot of spare 
time available

Very little 
spare time 
available

Neutral–5 +5

+5

–5

If your score is in the lower left, you are extremely time poor. You might 
be more likely to value money over time, contributing to your time pov-
erty. If your score is in the upper left, you are typically time poor. You 
feel that you  don’t have very much time available but might still have a 
time- centric mindset. If your score is on the right side of the grid, you are 
likely not very time poor  because you report having spare time available.

Every one benefits from putting time first, but you might want to spend 
more energy and attention alleviating time poverty if you are extremely 
or typically time poor.
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Evaluate Yourself

Think about your own decisions about time and money, and the time traps 
that you fall into.

In the table below, document which time traps affect you most, and 
describe the specific decisions that you make in each category. For exam-
ple, in the technology time trap, you might write, “Spend too much time 
researching small purchases.”

Time trap Your time trap habit

Technology (checking texts, 
emails, and other notifications; 
using websites to research  
decisions,  etc.) 

Work obsession (focusing on 
earning more money in hopes 
you’ll reach a point where  you’re 
satisfied, and it  will  free up time 
then)

Undervalued time (choosing the  
cheapest price no  matter how 
much time it costs) 
 

Busyness as status (appearing  
to be working at all times  
and tying self- worth to work) 
 

Idleness aversion (fearing that 
downtime is wasted time and  
filling it with low- value activities) 
 

The Yes . . .  damn! effect  
(committing to too many  future 
activities  because it seems you’ll 
have more time in the  future) 
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steps to finding time  
and funding time

So far,  you’ve reflected on your feelings of time poverty, documented 

a few ways in which you fall into the six most common time traps, and 

determined  whether you broadly value time or money.

Now it’s time to get specific. We face thousands, maybe tens of thou-

sands of  these time−money decisions each year. Some, such as  career 

decisions, take time and carry profound consequences.1 Other deci-

sions are made in seconds, such as deciding  whether to take an Uber or 

a commuter train to the airport.2 A few barely register in our conscious-

ness, such as turning to our phone when it buzzes.

Before I started studying time−money trade- offs, I often overlooked 

small, potentially costly decisions. I thought about time and money 

when I made big decisions, but I never  stopped to think about  these 

trade- offs as I went about my daily life. Now I  can’t choose a coffee shop 

or plan a road trip without considering how long I might have to wait in 

line or  whether  there is a toll bridge that I could take to get somewhere 

faster.
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Getting into the habit of being mindful is a good first step, but to 

significantly improve your time affluence you need a plan, along with 

strategies to help you make decisions.

 Here’s that plan.

Step 1: Know Your Default Setting

 You’ve already started this step by identifying with Taylor or Morgan 

(in the introduction). Recall that each character represents an extreme 

version of a person who  either values time over money (Taylor) or who 

values money over time (Morgan). Now let’s add a sense of how much of 

a Taylor or a Morgan you are.

At one extreme is a Morgan I’ve come to know in the course of my 

research. He works in medicine and structures his life around making 

money and being productive. In his words, “When I’m at home, I’m 

unhappy  because I’m not making money, so I’d rather be at work.” He 

works a full shift at the hospital and volunteers to be on call at night. 

To be closer to work, he lives in a dif fer ent apartment from his preg-

nant wife. He  hasn’t fully furnished this apartment  because “that would 

cost money.” He has instructed his wife to text him “exactly one hour” 

before she is set to deliver their baby so that he can leave work, say 

hello to the new addition to the  family, and make it back to the hospital 

where he works in time to finish his shift.

You might won der what the rest of his life is like. Honestly, he  doesn’t 

have much of one. He  doesn’t exercise; he eats dinner in his car or at 

the hospital cafeteria almost  every day; he’s overweight. To be clear: 

I am not making up this Morgan. He is a real person. You may have 

tagged yourself as a Morgan, but not that much of one.

I’ve met extreme Taylors, too, including a digital media strategist 

who would rather buy a significantly more expensive toaster quickly 

than spend hours of his life researching the best deal. “Why would 

I waste my time with that?” He lives in the city, where his rent is ex-
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pensive, but he can walk or bike to work (so he  doesn’t own a car or 

spend time stuck in traffic).  He’ll welcome a promotion but  isn’t will-

ing to “sacrifice weekends or vacation” for one. He never checks email 

outside office hours. He  doesn’t own a TV. His “dumb phone”  can’t 

connect to the internet, and he shuts it off at night. He rarely makes 

plans. Instead, he “lets [his] friends haggle over where  they’re  going, 

what  they’re  doing, where  they’re eating, when  they’re meeting” and 

then “ just shows up.”

Perhaps you think of yourself as a Taylor but not to that extent. You 

like Netflix and have been known to work  after 5 p.m. or check email 

on Sunday eve ning.

Most of us fall between  these two examples. Think about how close 

to the extremes you are, and then mark on the spectrum in figure 2-1 

where you see yourself.

Remember,  these default mindsets  aren’t good or bad;  they’re set 

through our life experiences and social environments.  People who grew 

up poor, live in areas with high levels of income in equality, and feel 

uncertain about their financial  future learn to focus more on work and 

making money.3 And this is likely the right decision.  People who are 

struggling to make ends meet are often happier when their default is 

set on the money side of the spectrum.4

Morgan
Completely

money focused

Taylor
Completely 
time focused

Set your default focus

FIgUrE 2-1
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Yet  people who value money, and are in a position to be happier that 

way, still benefit from making time- related choices. The years of data 

I’ve collected suggest that no  matter where you start, you should move at 

least a  little bit  toward the Taylor (time) side of the spectrum. The  people 

who accumulate time affluence and happiness have done just that.5

Step 2: Document Your Time

To start increasing your time affluence, you need a baseline under-

standing of your time- use decisions. One of the best ways to do this is to 

spend an upcoming Tuesday keeping a detailed log of how you spend 

your time. (You’ll find one in the toolkit at the end of this chapter.)

Why Tuesday? Tuesdays tend to be fairly routine workdays when 

 people usually experience more negative feelings and greater stress 

than other days, so it  will capture more of the activities that are making 

you time poor.6 If you  can’t do a Tuesday, pick another work weekday.7

Note exactly how you feel about each activity beyond positive or neg-

ative. For example, was the activity unproductive or productive? Pleas-

ur able or purposeful? This additional step is impor tant when  you’re 

accounting for your time and thinking about the meaning that certain 

activities add to your life.8

Parenting, for example, comes with a lot of tension and,  after the 

sixteenth consecutive sleepless night, not a lot of plea sure. Yet for most 

 people, nothing is more rewarding than watching their toddler take 

their first steps.9 Becoming a  human taco on the couch while watching 

your favorite TV show is highly enjoyable, although it is not exactly a 

source of existential meaning. We should pay extra attention to time 

spent in unproductive activities that make us stressed, and we should 

ask ourselves  whether we can focus more on accumulating productive, 

pleas ur able, or meaningful experiences instead.10

Once  you’ve documented your activities, reflect on them. Think 

about which activities  were pleas ur able versus painful; which  were pro-
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ductive versus unproductive; and which brought you plea sure versus 

meaning. For activities that made you stressed and unhappy, ask your-

self  whether it’s pos si ble to spend less time on them. For any task you 

 can’t (or  shouldn’t) get out of— like work or exercise— ask yourself 

 whether it is pos si ble to make the activity more pleasant or less tense.

Step 3: Find Time

Being stuck in tasks we  don’t like and  can’t control is one of the leading 

 causes of time poverty.11 As a result, the easiest and most obvious path 

to greater time affluence is to deliberately choose to spend more time 

on activities that bring you joy, and less time on activities that bring 

you misery.12 For fans of minimalism, this approach can be thought of 

as the Marie Kondo method of time use,  after the famous or ga nizer of 

 people’s homes and lives.

Adapting her framework for our purpose looks something like this:

• Observe how you spend your time.

• Ask yourself, Do I love this activity or not?

• If not, get rid of it.

For fans of  labor economics, this approach can be thought of as maxi-

mizing your personal u- Index:13

• Calculate the percentage of time you spend in activities that 

bring you happiness versus  those that give you misery.

• Maximize the positive.

• Minimize the negative.

In any case,  you’re finding time to transform daily activities from the 

kind that make you feel time poor to the kind that make you feel time 

affluent.  There are several ways to find time.
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Transform Bad Time

Finding time starts with taking small moments of “bad” time— while 

commuting or waiting in line— and injecting it with happiness- 

producing activities such as listening to audiobooks or  music.

Without much effort you can prob ably think of several activities that 

you can transform. Meetings are a source of time poverty for many 

 people, so review your calendar and uninvite yourself from as many 

meetings as pos si ble, and use that time to walk outside instead. Close 

email  until the end of the day so you  aren’t constantly bombarded by 

interruptions. Turn off your cell phone on Saturday, and enjoy making 

and eating grilled cheese sandwiches with your niece.

In practice this  will look dif fer ent for every one,  because we all love 

and loathe dif fer ent  things. Some find a trip to the museum unsatisfying, 

while  others return again and again. The key is to identify the time you 

 don’t like and look for ways to transform it.

Committing to only one of  these  simple strategies can alter your time 

affluence, and you should calculate the time shift to see how. Suppose 

you find time to practice guitar instead of attending an optional forty- 

five- minute meeting that takes place on Fridays, when you typically 

work from home. The  simple calculation of forty- five minutes over fifty- 

two weeks means  you’ve transformed thirty- nine hours— a day and a 

half—of your year. And the added benefit of using  these thirty- nine 

hours for something that brings you joy can intensify the time affluence 

effect.

Augment good Time

You can also find time by adding to your positive experiences. Is  there 

a positive activity ( either productive or unproductive) that you want to 

do more of? For me, reading and listening to  music are two of my hap-

piest experiences, so I am purposeful about filling my downtime with 

 those activities.
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Even a few minutes of your happiest or most purposeful activities 

can make a difference. One night a week, you might order takeout and 

spend the time reading instead.

Hack Work Time

Almost every thing about having a job is conspiring to make us time 

poor: the time spent getting ready for work; the commute; unhealthy 

eating squeezed into our day (or not eating at all  because  we’re too 

busy); the after- work decompression.  These negative, time- poor activi-

ties feed on themselves: if we feel time pressed,  we’re less deliberate 

about seizing our  free time.14 In our brief moments of downtime, we 

engage in time- poor activities such as looking at our phones. Time- 

poor  people who feel overwhelmed at work spend more money than 

time- affluent  people on material purchases that distract but  don’t pro-

vide happiness or meaning.15

Coordinating with your boss to work from home one day  every other 

week would immediately eliminate 10  percent of  these kinds of time- 

impoverishing activities. Working from home once a week cuts one- 

fifth of the misery. Even if you have to work your regular hours, you  will 

not suffer from the stress created on  either end of the day, and research 

suggests you  will be more productive and healthier in  those hours.16 

Ask your boss for a bit of flextime. Tell them I sent you. If it’s not pos si-

ble to work from home, take all your breaks and all your paid vacation 

so that you can press Reset and come back to work refreshed.17

Practice the right Kind of Leisure Time

It’s impor tant we do not spend all of our  free time flipping through 

internet memes and generally lying about.  Free time devoted to active 

leisure— activities like volunteering, socializing, and exercising— 

promotes happiness far more than spending time engaged in pas-

sive leisure activities like watching TV, napping, or online shopping.18 
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Even simply moving your body helps: research shows that  those who’ve 

moved within the past twenty- five minutes report higher happiness.19

When my colleagues and I studied this, we  were not surprised to see 

that millionaires  were (a tiny bit) happier than  people with minimal 

wealth. Although having more money  doesn’t predict joy, it can pre-

dict life satisfaction, which is what we mea sured in this study. However, 

money  wasn’t what made  these millionaires happier. Controlling for 

wealth, the millionaires spent thirty more minutes per day engaged in 

active leisure, and forty fewer minutes engaged in passive leisure like 

“watching TV” or “ doing nothing.” That’s a seventy- minute swing in 

time- affluent be hav ior.20 Over a year, this practice creates a large gap in 

time use, with the wealthy devoting hundreds more hours to activities 

that make them feel more time affluent and happier.

Find more Time for meals

Along with my Pa ri sian (naturally) colleague Romain Cadario, I discov-

ered in a survey of more than ten thousand  people that the French spend 

more time each day eating, while Americans spend more time choosing 

what they are  going to eat than enjoying their meals.21  Because of their 

focus on savoring, the French derived greater satisfaction from eating, 

making them feel less stressed.  There’s time to be found in all the before- 

meal activity of choosing a place, getting  there, choosing from the menu, 

and getting on with our day. Eating out seems to be a classic happiness- 

inducing activity, but it may be less effective at combating stress than 

simply ordering delivery (or even better, auto- ordering something 

 you’ve ordered in the past) and then sitting back and enjoying your 

meal and the com pany.22

Find Time to meet new  People and Help  others

The benefits of having high- quality social connections are similar to 

 those of getting regular exercise and not smoking.23 Even fleeting social 
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interactions with strangers— like chatting with the person sitting next 

to you on a flight— improves mood.24

The social interaction of volunteering not only makes us happy but 

also helps us feel less time poor. In one study, researchers asked  people 

to spend between ten and thirty minutes  doing something for them-

selves that they  weren’t already planning to do, or to spend time  doing 

something for someone  else that they  weren’t already planning to do. 

When  people spent additional time helping someone  else, they felt that 

their  future was less  limited.

This may seem backward,  because volunteering actually takes time. 

But this prosocial activity boosts mood and increases time affluence, 

 because we feel more in control of our time when we feel we can choose 

to give some of it away.25 If you commit to finding two minutes per day 

to say hi to a stranger or do something for someone  else, you’ll have 

added twelve hours of prosocial time to your year.

Find Time to Experience Awe

Taking scenic hikes or spending a few moments looking up into the 

sky can rejuvenate you. Awe- inspiring experiences reduce time stress.26 

When  you’re thinking about what activities to add to your schedule, try 

blocking in time for a walk in the park— being surrounded by nature—

or watching a scenic YouTube video at your desk.27

• • •

Even if you feel time poor, the moments are  there to recapture. The 

list of daily activities you make for yourself in this chapter’s toolkit, 

along with the pro cess of pinpointing the activities that are ripe for 

removal and replacement, is the best place to start increasing your time 

affluence.
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Step 4: Fund Time

You can find time largely for  free. It costs no money to cancel one op-

tional meeting a week and take a walk instead. But  there is a more 

direct way to subtract negative, time- impoverishing experiences, and 

that’s to buy your way out. You can fund time.

The startup community uses this tactic well. Venture cap i tal ists (VCs) 

advise mentees to outsource as much work as pos si ble that  isn’t core to 

their entrepreneurial idea. This practice lets them focus only on their 

most mission- critical work. They hire chefs so that they  don’t have to 

spend time on meals; they buy into workspaces close to or even in the 

same building as collaborators to cut down on travel; they buy high- end 

conferencing and collaboration software to make remote work as effec-

tive and efficient as pos si ble. ( Whether or not this obsession with work is, 

overall, creating time poverty is another  matter, but the princi ple of fund-

ing time is identical to what you’ll be  doing.) They are onto something: 

we know, for example, that CEOs who use meal- prep ser vices and dele-

gate tasks to se nior leadership generally feel better about their time use.28

Wealthy CEOs  don’t have to be the only beneficiaries. Funding time 

is effective— more effective than you think— regardless of where you 

live, your age, your gender (men and  women benefit equally), how much 

you work, or how much money you make. It takes less money than you 

may suspect to increase time affluence, and you should spend more than 

you suspect to reap the benefits.

In one experiment, I provided working adults with two payments of 

$40. On one weekend I asked participants to spend this $40 on a ma-

terial purchase, and they bought stuff for themselves such as t- shirts, 

board games, and makeup. On the next weekend, I asked participants 

to spend the $40 in “any way that would save time,” and they ordered 

takeout, took taxis instead of the bus, and had their groceries delivered. 

The time- saving purchases made them feel happier and less stressed.29

To decide  whether outsourcing is worth it to you, ask yourself  whether 

your time is worth more than what it would cost to outsource some of 
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your most negative and unproductive experiences.30 When I looked at 

the activities on my list, the miserable time stuck in traffic on my way to 

work was the time I most wanted back. So I checked what it would cost 

to take an Uber from my  house to work and then use that time to read 

and listen to (and discover new)  music— activities I enjoy im mensely.

I invested to convert a time- poor activity (commuting) into a time- 

affluent activity (reading and expanding my musical tastes). I also paid 

money for a  music subscription ser vice to eliminate ads from my  music 

listening.

That may seem extravagant, but let’s compute it.

Costs:

Ride share @ $30/day, 20 days/month = $600

Streaming ser vice @ $12/month = $12

Total cost: $612 / month

Benefits:

Time gained back: 45 minutes/day, 20 days/month = 15 hours

Commute stress reduced to near zero

Approximately 165 more hours per year of pleas ur able and meaningful 

activities

I’ve gained back nearly two workdays each month that previously 

 were filled with stress that carried into my day. And I redeployed that 

time to activities that contribute to my time affluence and happiness, 

all for about $600 per month, or $40 per hour. I consider that a good 

deal. Remember, it’s not a new expense. I incur a $600 cost, but I am no 

longer paying for a car lease, gas, or parking, which had cost me $500 

per month. Another way to frame this decision is that I’ve spent an extra 

$100 to gain back fifteen hours per month. For me, the comparative ad-

vantage of taking an Uber outweighed the cost savings of driving.
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You may still pause. It seems like a lot of money, and culturally it feels 

like an extravagance. If you feel you  can’t afford to outsource an entire 

task, think about removing your most disliked tasks half the time, or a 

quarter of the time, or when your schedule is especially tense and busy. 

My research shows that this is when funding time pays off most.31

Also,  don’t underestimate how much it’s worth spending to get your 

time back. It seems like a lot,  because  you’ve been hardwired to always 

think about spending as  little money as pos si ble. Moreover, it’s hard 

to know how much money  these hard- to- quantify ideas, such as expe-

riencing less stress and gaining time  doing something you love, are 

worth. Soon you’ll calculate the value of such  factors. In the meantime, 

you might be surprised by how much better you’ll feel spending extra 

money for what might seem like an extravagance.

And you can look for material purchases (that likely are not making 

you as happy as you think) that you can remove to supplement your 

funding of time. I “found” $100 to contribute to my  ride share by get-

ting rid of my daily coffee- shop purchases and refraining from unnec-

essary online  orders.

Now let’s look at other strategies to think about when  you’re funding 

time.

Subtract your Chores, but not Too many

If  you’re stuck trying to figure out exactly how to outsource your chores, 

companies like Angie’s List, Beyond the Rack, and TaskRabbit make 

it pos si ble, and more affordable than ever, to fund time. Spending 

on time- saving services— like shopping, cleaning, and laundry— can 

reduce time stress and increase happiness. But buyer beware: outsourc-

ing too much becomes a management job that brings stress. Suddenly, 

your schedule is out of control and  you’re juggling setting up and man-

aging appointments, deliveries, and so on.32
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Understand What you Want to outsource

 Don’t assume that  because making dinner is stressful, you should just 

order food. Research I conducted with the smart phone application 

Joy showed that many consumers  were more satisfied with subscription 

dinner ser vices than food delivery.33 This is prob ably  because many 

of us like cooking, but we  don’t like having to think about what  we’re 

 going to make or how to purchase ingredients in the right amount.

So think critically about your disliked tasks. What is it you  really 

 don’t like? Do you not like commuting, or is it that you usually  don’t do 

anything  else except stare at someone  else’s bumper during that time 

instead of paying to stream  music or a podcast? Look to fund the most 

disliked part of the task you  don’t like  doing.

For example, funding time by using a grocery delivery ser vice allows 

you to spend more minutes engaged in the part of making a meal that 

you like— cooking. Again, a quick calculation shows  you’re still saving 

time: getting rid of deciding what to eat (ten minutes) and shopping for 

the food (twenty minutes) only once a week  frees up twenty- six hours 

in a year. You might save more time ordering takeout, but you’d also 

remove positive cooking time.

One person in my study got this down.34 When documenting tasks 

that she wanted to fund, she was careful to distinguish between chores 

in general and the kinds of chores specifically that made her miser-

able. She said, “I am neurotic, so  doing laundry and dishes and de-

cluttering the  house makes me feel like I am putting my life in order. 

Spending twenty or thirty minutes a day tidying up puts me in a good 

mood and makes me feel like I am in control. In contrast, ‘deep clean-

ing,’ like washing baseboards, scrubbing toilets, mopping the floor, and 

sweeping the porch, makes me miserable. The thought of  these chores 

makes me unhappy, and it also makes me resent my husband  because 

he avoids the entire situation. So I hire someone once per month to do 

 these  things.”
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 don’t Assume you  Can’t Afford to Fund Time

Even  those on strict bud gets can fund time and should spend more 

than they may suspect  doing it.35

Take Cameron, an undergraduate student.  After listening to me 

talk about the importance of focusing on time over money, he tried to 

implement  these strategies even though he was a poorly paid student. 

He gleefully recounted his efforts to me: “Since I started my new job, 

I have had to start work at 6 a.m. on Saturday mornings. With my first 

month’s pay, I bought a used bike off Craigs list, which cut my commute 

down considerably (I used to walk). It now only takes me six minutes 

to get to work! And, more recently, I bought a new coffee machine with 

auto- start. Now,  every Saturday morning at 4:57 a.m., my coffee ma-

chine kicks in and brews hazelnut coffee! This allows me a few more 

valuable minutes in bed.  These purchases have allowed me to cut down 

on the time I’m spending in the morning, reducing the pressure of 

being late to work. I would say that’s money well spent!”

If you Still Feel guilty, Ask for Time Saving as a gift

You may still feel guilty about outsourcing. I’m not that kind of person, 

you tell yourself. Even when I pre sent evidence that it’s worth it and 

 will increase your happiness, some  people  can’t bring themselves to try 

it.36 If that’s you, ask for time as a gift. Get  others to fund your time 

if they intended to spend money on you anyway. We tend not to give 

 these kinds of gifts, but  people perceive gifts given with the intention of 

saving time to be more thoughtful and appreciated than gifts that are 

given with the intention of saving money, especially  because most of us 

hesitate to make time- saving purchases for ourselves.37

As one  woman explained to me, “My marriage was saved by hiring 

someone to do the cleaning. When we both worked full- time it was 

almost impossible to do every thing, and the  house suffered. But we felt 

pretty uncomfortable regularly making time- saving purchases, since we 

 were trying to pay off our  house. So, when asked what gift I wanted for 
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my birthday or Christmas, I would always say someone to do the clean-

ing. Imagine my delight when one birthday that’s what I received! I joke 

that I hate cleaning so much that if  there was a hell, and I was sent  there, 

that is what my job assignment would be. Luckily, since I was gifted time, 

I  don’t have to be trapped in my own personal hell (cleaning).”38

A word of warning: despite this story, time- saving gifts are more ap-

preciated by the recipient in professional contexts rather than romantic 

relationships.39  They’re also more appreciated for activities the recipi-

ent  doesn’t enjoy.40 Giving time gifts  isn’t a panacea; you also must give 

gifts that are based on the other person’s preference.41 Gift givers: if 

someone likes cooking, they are less appreciative of an automatic mixer 

that saves time than someone who hates making dessert.

do Less Comparison Shopping

The amount of time that is used to find the cheapest price is often more 

valuable than the amount of money that you end up saving. Driving 

farther for cheaper gas or  going from store to store to find the same 

outfit at a lower price likely costs more time than it’s worth.

I was thrilled to see my editor employ this strategy when buying a 

new TV. Normally, he’s one to do deep research on such a purchase, 

poring over pixel densities, feature lists, and refresh rates and future-

proofing his investment. He reads reviews online, and then, when he 

has narrowed his choices, he goes to stores to look at the TVs in person 

to make sure he’s happy with his research; then he goes store- to- store to 

find the one with the best price. The pro cess takes hours and can take 

up most of a weekend, if not more.

This time, though, he set a price range, looked at reviews for a few 

TVs in that range, and picked one. That’s it. The  whole pro cess took 

less than thirty minutes. “It was  really hard for me at first to get out of 

that mindset that I have to get the best TV for the best price,” he said. 

“But in the end, say I paid an extra hundred dollars. So what? I got 

my  whole weekend back. Prob ably fifteen hours at least, for major pur-

chases. It has  really changed how I think about shopping.”
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Step 5: Reframe Time

We can count up minutes and assign costs to our time, and we should. 

But we can also change how we feel about our time, and that can make 

us more time affluent, too.

For example, we know from research that deliberately savoring an 

experience can change our perception of it.42 In one study, the  simple 

instruction to treat the upcoming weekend “like a holiday” changed 

how  people approached their weekends by increasing how much they 

savored their  free time, improving their mood.43 Conversely, ruminat-

ing on the past (e.g., thinking about our workweek) or anticipating the 

 future (e.g., thinking about our upcoming week) makes us feel pressed 

for time. By focusing our attention in the pre sent, we become sensitive 

to existing pleasures, increasing time affluence in the pro cess.44

Even the most time- destroying  thing of all, our jobs, can be reframed. 

If you work in a physically demanding job like construction or retail 

where  you’re on your feet all day, you can reframe this activity. Research 

shows that when  people think about  these physical demands as “ex-

ercise,” they like their jobs more and feel more physically fit.45 In one 

study, a group of  hotel room attendants  were told that the activity they 

did at work met their recommended levels of activity to be an active and 

healthy person. This  simple shift also resulted in significant reductions 

in weight, body fat, and blood pressure among  those workers.46

Similarly,  people who deliberately set goals during their car commute, 

such as planning for their upcoming day, enjoyed their commute more 

and  were less likely to want to quit their jobs,  because they felt more pre-

pared for the day ahead.47  These studies suggest that you can find better 

time by reframing what you think is bad time as some form of good time.

meta- reframing: The Time Value of Valuing Time

One of the most valuable ways to gain time affluence is to recognize 

the value of time affluence.48 Taking moments to acknowledge the pre-
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ciousness of time changes how we feel about it and encourages us to 

extract more happiness from even the most mundane activities.49

Research repeatedly demonstrates this phenomenon. When told to 

imagine that it was their last month in the city where they lived,  people 

suddenly gained greater satisfaction from time that other wise went by 

unnoticed and undervalued, such as walking through a park, noticing 

art, and seeing pets and  people.50 When researchers asked  people to 

give up something they loved for seven days (choco late, of course), they 

savored it more the next time they tasted it.51

Research I’m  doing on near- death experiences gives us some of the 

best findings on the time value of valuing time.52 I’ve discovered that 

 people who’ve nearly died feel as if time moves more slowly. They are 

more grateful for daily experiences, and they prioritize socially focused 

goals over professionally productive ones. As one person who died (four 

times!) on the operating  table explained to me, “ Every single one of my 

relationships has changed. I have a new re spect for the  people I love and 

take nothing for granted. My  mother and I are much closer. My  sisters 

and I are much closer. It has made me see how short life  really is!”

A harrowing experience was foisted on this person, but you  don’t 

need to nearly die to start gaining time affluence. In fact,  you’ve al-

ready started. The act of accounting for your time and writing down 

how long  you’re spending on tasks is cultivating an appreciation for 

time.53 Even reading this book is a good first step  toward cultivating a 

greater appreciation for time and greater time affluence.54

• • •

I’m often asked, “How much time should I spend finding time versus 

funding time?”  There’s no one answer. Start by looking back at the 

Taylor or Morgan spectrum. If you are a moderate to deeply devoted 

Morgan and are money- focused (like me), you’ll likely want to spend 

more effort finding time versus funding time. Trying too hard to fund 

time  will likely cause you stress.55 So any funding you do should be 

strategic and low risk. In contrast, if you skew  toward Taylor, focus on 
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funding time. You  won’t worry as much about spending cash to buy 

back time. But you should also spend some effort on finding time as 

well.56

No  matter what you value, make sure that you leave enough time for 

active leisure activities like socializing, vacations, hobbies, and volun-

teering. And, of course, try to reframe your time. All of  these activities 

reduce stress,  whether you value money or time.

So far, this chapter has been focused on forming the building blocks of 

new habits. Even  after reading this far you still might be skeptical about 

putting time first,  because it’s harder to trust the value of time gained 

versus money saved. Money is easy to mea sure, whereas smarter time 

is harder to gauge. We need a metric to show us how much our time is 

worth. The following section provides a framework for starting.

Account for Your Time

 Here’s a dilemma:  after you put in five hours of work for a colleague, 

they give you two tickets to see your favorite band. A few days before, 

you put in fifteen hours of work for another colleague, who gave you 

two tickets to see another decent concert on the same night. Both shows 

would make for a good night’s entertainment, but the first band is your 

favorite and you’d prefer that one. Which do you go to?57

Option A: Favorite band, reward for 5 hours of work

Option B: Good band, reward for 15 hours of work

Now imagine that you  were forced to make the same decision, but 

instead of getting the tickets in exchange for time you put in at work, 

you paid money for the tickets.

Option A: You paid $40 for tickets to see your favorite band

Option B: You paid $200 for tickets to see a good band
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Most  people choose their favorite band in the first scenario, and the 

expensive tickets in the second scenario. (As you might have guessed, 

this situation comes from a real lab experiment; it’s one of many sce-

narios that my colleagues tested.)

Nothing has changed about the choice except what  you’ve spent to 

get the tickets: time in the first case, money in the second. What this 

and other experiments confirm is what you might expect: we are more 

sensitive to small losses of money than small losses of time. We feel  we’ve 

lost more if we choose cheaper tickets than we do if we choose tickets 

based on working fewer hours. You prob ably felt this when you  were 

making the ticket choice. Two hundred dollars is a lot to give up. On the 

other hand, fifteen hours of time  isn’t that much more than five hours.

Behaviorally, it’s not necessarily rational to make choices this way. 

We do it anyway, mostly  because money is easier to mea sure. Calculat-

ing the value of a $10,000 raise is easy; determining the cumulative 

value of an additional thirty minutes of  free time in a day is more dif-

ficult. So we default to the metric that we know for certain.

Put simply, we can account for money, but  there’s no accounting for 

time. If  there  were an accounting for time—if we could say what our 

time is worth—it would be easier to make time- affluent decisions. An 

accounting for time would make it easier to believe that time- focused 

decisions carry greater value than the money we might miss out on.

In fact, we actually can begin to account for our time. Part of my re-

search has been devoted to helping  people think through how to assign 

a tangible value to time and the happiness it produces.58 I’m trying 

to produce hard metrics for a somewhat soft concept: time value. I’m 

motivated to create this accounting,  because I recognize how hard it is 

to make time- affluent decisions in the face of easy- to- measure money. 

Also, I work at a business school full of MBAs with accounting, finance, 

and investment banking backgrounds. The way to get them to under-

stand and care about their time affluence is to put it in a metric that 

they care about and understand.
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A New Metric: Happiness Dollars

The metric I’ve created  isn’t real dollars, but rather the income equiva-

lent of happiness gains, or what I like to refer to as happiness dollars. 

I define happiness dollars as the income equivalent of the amount of 

happiness produced by a time- related choice. For example, the happi-

ness you’d gain from a $10,000 raise is equivalent to a decision to use 

your time in a time- affluent way. You  will feel as happy by making that 

choice as you would by gaining a certain amount of income.

As you might imagine, the pro cess of assigning a tangible value to 

time and happiness  isn’t straightforward. First, you must find a repre-

sentative sample of working adults and ask them how much money they 

make, how happy they are, and how they spend their time. In  these sur-

veys, I identify positive uses of time that  people are already engaged in, 

such as spending time in nature, valuing time more than money, hiring 

a  house cleaner, spending less time stuck in traffic, and spending more 

time savoring experiences like meals (i.e., the activities from chapter 1). 

I run a series of statistical analyses on respondents’ answers to compare 

how income influences happiness and how time- use decisions influence 

happiness. Then I compare the differences between  these two analyses 

to assign dollar values to the happiness gains  people receive from time- 

affluent activities.59

It’s a lot, I know. To put it into concrete terms, if someone makes 

$50,000 and receives a $10,000 raise, research suggests that their hap-

piness  will, on average, increase by about 0.5 points on a 10- point hap-

piness scale.60 Similarly, starting to pay to outsource our most- disliked 

tasks increases happiness by about 0.5 points on a 10- point happiness 

scale. By comparing  these two numbers, I can assign a dollar value to 

the amount of happiness that this decision creates: about USD$10,000 

of happiness for someone making $50,000 year.61

We must acknowledge that this pro cess  isn’t exact. I have rounded 

the numbers to keep  things  simple, and I base my calculations on aver-
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ages; some  people  will benefit much more or less. The boost in happi-

ness that  people get from making time- related choices (or from making 

more money) varies depending on  factors like debt levels, monthly ex-

penses, and income. In fact,  people who make less money benefit more 

from making time- related choices. This is  because  people who are ma-

terially constrained also tend to be time poor.62

For example, for someone who makes an income of $50,000 per 

year, the value of spending money to shorten their commute or hire a 

 house cleaner could result in the happiness equivalent of making nearly 

$40,000 more in  house hold income per year—if they spend at least 

$150 per month outsourcing their disliked tasks. That same choice for 

someone who makes $125,000 per year is worth closer to $16,000— still 

significant, but less so.

The science  behind time accounting is still evolving, but we can 

start to apply this approach as a way to make time value feel more 

real.  Going through the exercise of assigning a tangible value to time- 

related choices and to the happiness that they produce  will help you 

more easily see that giving up money to have more time  isn’t always the 

loss it may feel like. Sometimes— more often than you think— funding 

time results in a happiness gain that is greater than the equivalent cost 

to your bank account. And in many cases, spending more money than 

you think you should in order to fund your time is still worth it. Let’s 

look at some of the happiness dollar values I’ve been able to assign to 

vari ous time- affluent activities.

Valuing Time: h$2,200

Based on making $50,000 in  house hold income per year, shifting your 

mindset from valuing money to valuing time produces the happiness 

equivalent of making another $2,200 per year; that’s $2,200 happiness 

dollars. (I use h$ as a marker for happiness dollars.)63 Even if you  don’t 

change any of your actions, it  will help if you simply remind yourself 

that time (not money) is the most impor tant resource in life.
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Savoring: h$3,600

Spending more time savoring meals is only one way to savor. Savoring 

all kinds of daily experiences is a path to greater happiness. Enjoying 

good weather. Listening to a concert in the park. Watching kids play in 

the street.

Savoring is a form of mindfulness,  because it requires you to discon-

nect from productivity and efficiency and focus on the pre sent. Savor-

ing also requires you to let go of creating the “perfect experience” in 

 favor of creating a good one. In research we call the former types of 

 people maximizers, and the latter satisfiers.64 Maximizers stress over 

which restaurant to go to, what to order, and  whether the experience 

is living up to expectations. In contrast, satisfiers pick a place and a 

meal without worrying  whether  they’re exactly the right choices. Then 

they experience the meal without thinking about  whether it’s what they 

hoped. In my calculations, shifting from maximizer to satisfier be hav-

iors is worth h$3,600.

outsourcing: h$18,000

Many  people feel that outsourcing chores is a frivolous expense. Why 

should we pay for something we can do ourselves? One answer to the 

question is that the happiness benefits offset the financial costs, to a 

surprising extent.

Outsourcing your most- disliked task (like laundry, cooking, or 

cleaning) each month is worth h$18,000. That’s a big boost. If you make 

$48,000 per year, for example, you could hire someone to buy and put 

away your groceries (something you despise) for about $100/week in 

most American cities, or about $5,200 per year. That’s 11  percent of 

your take- home salary.

This prob ably feels completely unreasonable. But when you calcu-

late your life satisfaction boost— h$18,000— the investment seems less 

excessive:
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Income: $48,000

Grocery ser vice: −$5,200

Remaining income: $42,800

Happiness boost: +h$18,000

Income + Happiness Income: h$60,800

What’s more, this happiness increase  doesn’t account for the multi-

plying effect of spending your newly freed-up time in happier ways. If 

grocery shopping took 2 hours per week, you now have an extra 104 

hours— more than four days—to fill with happiness- producing activities 

like volunteering, exercising, socializing, or engaging in other hobbies.65

Of course, the trick of  these calculations is that you must outsource 

tasks that you do not like. If you enjoy cooking but hate the prep, invest 

in a meal kit delivery ser vice. If you like cleaning, letting a Roomba 

vacuum your floor  isn’t a likely path to greater happiness.

You might be thinking  you’ve found a loophole: I  will just outsource 

my most disliked task and spend this  free time working and making 

money while every one  else focuses on  free time and happiness. Clever! 

But not so fast. As it turns out, working more hours than average, even 

when we like working, comes at a cost to happiness.66 Spending an addi-

tional eight to ten hours per week working, even on activities we enjoy, 

results in the happiness equivalent of −h$2,900.

Chasing deals: −h$3,300

In this chapter I’ve observed that, purely from a time point of view, 

driving around looking for the cheapest gas is a poor use of time. How 

poor? My calculations show that chasing deals, in person or over the 

internet, usually  isn’t worth the time it takes.

We all do it. Nine out of ten consumers seek bargains when they are 

shopping online, even for inexpensive purchases like toothpaste.67 For 
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each purchase, consumers spend an average of thirty- two minutes re-

searching prices before they follow through. We drive out of our way to 

save a few pennies per gallon on gas, and we comparison- shop between 

stores for items we might save only a few bucks on. This costs us about 

h$3,300 per year.

Vacation: h$4,400

Our most egregious misuse of our time is how we treat vacation days. In 

my research, the average US employee took off nine vacation days per 

year. If Americans took eight more days off per year (seventeen in total), 

it would result in a bump of h$4,400 per year.68 Most working adults— 

even in the United States, where paid time off  isn’t mandatory— have 

two weeks of paid vacation available.  These data suggest that all  people 

have to do to increase their time affluence and happiness is to take the 

paid days off they are entitled to.

Socializing: h$5,800 or more

We are social creatures, and  we’re only beginning to understand the 

steep costs of social disconnection, which is on the rise.

Consider the following scenario: you want to work from a coffee shop 

a few days a week, and  there are two equally close coffee shops near 

your  house. At one coffee shop, you  will be left alone, and you’ll spend 

$20 per week on coffee and pastries. At the other shop, you’ll know 

the staff and you  will chat with friends, but you’ll spend $60 per week. 

Which do you choose for your happiness?

On the surface, the first coffee shop seems to be the better option, 

 because you’ll spend less money and prob ably get more done. This is 

a classic case of the money being easier to calculate than the time. In 

fact,  people who take friendly breaks get more done than  people who 

sit alone with nothing to keep them com pany. You’ll spend more money 

at the second coffee shop, but you’ll be happier and you’ll likely be more 
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productive as a result. And the happiness you  will get working at the 

second coffee shop is worth about h$5,800 per year.

The math works out:

Quiet coffee shop

Coffee expense −$1,040/year

Happiness bump + h$0

Net −$1,040

Friendly coffee shop

Money spent –$3,120/year

Happiness bump + h$5,800

Net + h$2,680

It’s hard to overstate the value of socializing for your happiness dol-

lars. In the most extreme case, shifting from (a) working all the time and 

never seeing your loved ones to (b) spending time each day with friends 

and  family produces an income increase that is equivalent to making 

$108,000 more in annual  house hold income.69 If all you do is work and 

you make $100,000, shifting to spending all of your time socializing 

would do the same for your happiness as doubling your salary would.

 These are remarkable values. Of course,  they’re not realistic examples. 

Most of us— even if we are  really busy— spend at least some time with 

friends and  family, and few of us spend all our time working. But the calcu-

lation should give you an idea of how much value your  free time can have.

Active Leisure: h$1,800

Active leisure also pays off. Spending thirty minutes more each day on 

active leisure, such as exercising or volunteering, is worth about h$1,800 
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per year. (Even passive leisure, like watching TV or  doing nothing,  will 

give you a modest bump of about h$1,000.)

Living with a partner in a healthy and happy relationship is worth 

h$20,700, which is another reason to prioritize social relationships. 

Gifts, such as  house cleaning, that allow  couples to spend more time to-

gether create far greater increases in happiness than material gifts; my 

calculation puts the happiness increase of buying time for our partners 

at h$4,000 per year.

Accounting for Time Balance Sheet

It’s worth reiterating that the happiness bump  will vary depending on 

how much you earn and your financial needs. Across the board, time- 

affluent activities produce happiness increases that are often equivalent 

to thousands of dollars per year in increased income.

 Here’s a balance sheet encompassing some of the foregoing activities 

for a person who makes $50,000 per year.  These  simple strategies result 

in an expected happiness increase of h$27,500 per year. By employing 

some of  these time- smart strategies, this person  will feel the same hap-

piness that would result from a 72  percent salary increase.

Income: $50,000

Shift mindset from money to time + h$2,200

Take 8 more vacation days + h$4,000

Savor meals as a satisfier + h$1,800

30 minutes per day of active leisure + h$3,600

Outsource your most disliked task + h$12,800

Plan how we  will spend our  free time +h$3,100

Total + h$27,500/year
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• • •

The goal of assigning happiness dollars  isn’t to create precise account-

ing, but rather to engage in the pro cess of accounting at all. This ac-

counting demonstrates how much more valuable our time is than we 

might suspect, and how much more money we should spend on time 

than we do.

Even now,  you’re likely fighting your brain’s effort to convince you 

this  isn’t real. You  can’t hold the value of thirty minutes’ worth of so-

cializing in your hand like thirty- six hundred- dollar bills. A certain 

amount of faith is required to make the leap to time- smart living, but 

it’s worth it. The happiness gains are  there, waiting; you only need to 

get into the habit of netting them.

Let’s do that in chapter 3.
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chapter 2 toolkit

In chapter 2, I’ve asked you to reflect on how you typically spend time and 
identify your most positive and negative experiences. You also learned 
three strategies that you can use to increase your time affluence: finding 
time, funding time, and reframing time.

The following exercises encourage you to reflect even more deeply on 
your daily experiences and to find ways in your own life to find and fund 
 free time.

Time Tracking

In this activity, you  will use the Typical Tuesday worksheet to write down 
the major activities that you have completed in a typical workday. Then 
you  will plot  these activities on the Typical Tuesday matrix. This second 
worksheet is designed to highlight areas where you could fund or find 
time by minimizing time spent in stressful and unproductive activities.

Three Activities to Build Time Affluence

 After reflecting on your typical time- use activities, commit to trying three 
time- affluence strategies, including finding time, funding time, and re-
framing time.

• Finding time.  This activity involves removing your most negative 
and unproductive time- use activities or injecting  these activities 
(like commuting) with happier activities (like listening to  music) to 
make  these activities more positive or productive.

• Funding time.  This activity involves reallocating your discretion-
ary income that you spend on material purchases that  don’t boost 
happiness  toward time- saving purchases.

• Reframing time.  This activity involves reframing negative activi-
ties like commuting or working in more positive ways— like think-
ing about your commute as a “break.”
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The Typical Tuesday  Table

Use  the table on the following pages to write down the activities you com-
plete on a typical Tuesday, following the example shown below. It  doesn’t 
have to be a Tuesday, but try to make it a workday  because this is when 
you are likely to experience the most stress.

Activity Type of experience Reason

1. The first  thing I do  after 
I wake up is put on my 
favorite  music, sit with 
my partner’s cat in our 
office (Ollie likes looking 
at the cars below), and 
drink a cup of dark roast 
coffee.

Positive experience 
(pleas ur able)

It is something I enjoy. 
It is relaxing.

2. Once my coffee has 
kicked in, I try to  
write for 1–2 hours  
uninterrupted.

Positive experience 
(meaningful)

My brain works best in 
the morning, so I like  
to try to get a  couple  
of hours of writing  
done before meetings. 
I get cranky when I 
 don’t get in a  couple of 
productive hours.

3. Then I commute to the 
office. I drive to work 
around 9:30 or 10:00 
in the morning, which 
means getting stuck in 
rush hour traffic.

Negative experience 
(stressful)

It is stressful and  
irritating,  because I feel 
like I am wasting my 
time.

Fill in as many or as few activities as you want, but try to capture the 
major activities during each period of time shown next. For example, a 
typical number of activities might be, on average, three to five activities 
for each time period.
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mornIng: WHEnEVEr yoU WAKE UP To ABoUT 12 P.m.

Activity Type of experience Reason

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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AFTEr noon: ABoUT 12 P.m. To 5 P.m.

Activity Type of experience Reason

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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EVE nIng: ABoUT 5 P.m. To WHEnEVEr yoU go To BEd

Activity Type of experience Reason

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

You can rec ord any additional notes you might have about your activities. 
For example, you might want to highlight which activities involved time-  
or money- related decisions (such as the decision to work more overtime 
hours versus to come home early).
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The Typical Tuesday Matrix

In this exercise, you  will try to map the activities that you listed in  the 
previous table onto the grid below. For activities on the positive side of 
the matrix, use a star or a check mark to indicate activities that you find 
meaningful or purposeful, not simply pleas ur able. In other words, watch-
ing TV may be positive, but this activity may also lack purpose or provide 
 little meaning to you. I have given you space to make one matrix each for 
morning, after noon, and eve ning.

mornIng ACTIVITIES

Productive

Unproductive

Positive
(at ease)

Negative
(stressful) Neutral
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AFTEr noon ACTIVITIES

Productive

Unproductive

Positive
(at ease)

Negative
(stressful) Neutral

EVE nIng ACTIVITIES

Productive

Unproductive

Positive
(at ease)

Negative
(stressful) Neutral

Once you have reflected on which activities are unproductive and stress-
ful, or are pleas ur able but not meaningful, you can think about replacing 
some of  these activities with strategies that could improve your time af-
fluence and happiness, as described in the text.
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Find Time: Create a Time- Affluence To- Do List

If you want to use the strategy of finding time, consider adding the fol-
lowing activities to your day, all of which have shown to increase time af-
fluence and happiness.

IF yoU HAVE 5 mInUTES

• Or ga nize the small errands you need to complete, and start  
checking them off.

• Message someone impor tant to you that you  haven’t spoken to for 
a while.

• Check out  whether you have any paid vacation days.

IF yoU HAVE 10 mInUTES

• Watch relaxing nature videos on the internet.

• Send a gratitude email to a colleague,  family member, or friend.

• Write a journal entry; journaling can increase happiness.

IF yoU HAVE 30 mInUTES

• Go for a walk in nature.

• Do something creative (painting, writing, making jewelry,  
knitting).

• Read a book (maybe read a book on your phone while in line at 
airport security).

• Meditate or complete online resilience training (such as through 
the app Happify).

• Go for a short jog (15−30 minutes).

IF yoU HAVE An AFTEr noon

• Learn something new (learning can improve happiness).

• Spend time helping other  people in your community.

• Plan your next vacation (even planning positive activities can boost 
happiness).
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The Reframing Time Worksheet

Some activities that you  can’t find or fund your way out of may seem like 
time- usurping misery, but  there may be value in that time  you’re not think-
ing about. By reframing how you think about time, you  will feel better 
about the activity— even if you  can’t get out of it. List  those activities you 
must do that you  don’t like, try to think of ways in which the time spent on 
that activity brings some value, and list it in the following  table. For ex-
ample, as mentioned in this chapter, a physically demanding part of your 
job can be reframed as a daily workout.

My time- consuming,  
undesirable activity is . . .  

 . . .  but it does provide some value, 
such as . . .
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the time- affluence habit

Now begins the hard part.

The solutions to time poverty are  simple. The execution is some-

thing  else altogether. Can you make  these small daily decisions about 

time a habit? As with losing weight, knowing what to do is relatively 

easy.  Doing it is harder. And living it  every day is the hardest of all.

Even when know we should make time- centric decisions, escaping 

the allure of money is remarkably difficult. In one survey I conducted, 

 people who said that they valued time more than money still  were very 

unlikely to pay money to outsource disliked tasks, take a more expen-

sive direct flight (versus a cheaper indirect flight), or forgo a promotion 

to spend more time with their  family. In fact,  these so- called Taylors 

made time- centric decisions only about 5  percent of the time.1

Let me reiterate: research clearly shows that  people who value time 

are happier, healthier, and more productive than  those who value 

money over time.2 But we still focus on money,  because we underesti-

mate the value of our time; we tell ourselves that we  will have more time 

tomorrow than we do right now (we  won’t); and we underestimate how 
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long it  will take us to complete our daily tasks. We  can’t help ourselves; 

we consistently betray the better angels of our nature.

Why? If we have evidence— real data— that tells us the right  thing to 

do, why is it so hard to do the right  thing?

Anyone who wants to lose weight  will tell you about that strug gle. 

Sugar is bad but alluring. Exercise is good but hard to instigate. We 

know we should work out, but we could just relax;  after all,  we’re tired 

and the gym is pretty far away. Parts of our brain drive us to choose 

vice over virtue. Messages bombard us telling us to do the wrong  thing. 

It’s not easy.

And it’s the same with time and money. To our minds, money is a 

need that takes over our attention. In contrast, time is a currency that’s 

hard to grasp and easily ignored.

Our obsession with money is deeply rooted in how  we’ve evolved.3 

Our early ancestors who  were successful and thrived learned how to 

trade. Then they developed currency, a tool that facilitated efficient 

transactions and allowed  humans to proliferate.4 We are hard wired to 

think about, worry over, and carefully track finances,  because the success 

of humanity has depended on our ability to access and use goods and 

money.5 Some researchers have gone so far as to call money a drug, 

 because its physical effects are similar to  those produced by natu ral and 

chemical substances in our bloodstream.6

 People make emotional and seemingly irrational decisions in the pur-

suit of money. In India, for example, thousands rioted when the larg-

est denominations of the country’s currency  were replaced with smaller 

ones.7 Moreover, friendships— the  things  humans need most— are torn 

apart by in equality in financial standing or the perceived poor use of 

money.8  After  handling money, even six- year- olds  will forgo the chance 

to help. In one study, young  children brought fewer red crayons to an 

experimenter when asked, and they spent more time coloring for pay.9

Valuing time seems to stand  little chance against the narcotic prop-

erties of cash. Yet  there are ways we can begin to start seeing time as the 

more critical currency that it is— and the resource that, more than any 

other, determines our happiness.
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Prioritizing Time in Our Everyday Lives

This chapter and chapter 4 are designed to help you internalize the 

good practices I’ve laid out in previous chapters and build a time- 

affluence regimen that you can live by.  These strategies are designed to 

help you walk the talk when it comes to treating time as the valuable, 

precious resource it is.

To make your time- affluent mindset stick, you take three steps:

 1. Convince yourself that time is at least as impor tant as money.10

 2. Remind yourself of your values when faced with critical deci-

sions.11

 3. Make deliberate and strategic decisions that allow you to have 

more time across days, weeks, months, and years.12

Implementing each of  these steps depends on two activities that  will 

become part of your time- affluent life:

 1. Reflection to create self- awareness about what  you’re  doing and 

why  you’re  doing it. This seems easy: it’s only thinking. But as 

any behavioral scientist can tell you, we  humans are capable of 

twisting our thinking into Escherian stairwells to avoid uncom-

fortable or hard- to- accept truths. Your reflection must be inten-

tional and honest.

 2. Documentation to create a rec ord of your hopes, observations, 

calculations, and plans for time affluence. Plenty of research con-

firms the efficacy of writing  things down, and it’s essential  here 

 because of the forces conspiring to make you focus on cash.13

Below are specific strategies based on  these steps, along with activities 

for building your time- smart regimen.
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Strategy 1: Address Your Why

How much time do you spend playing Candy Crush or using some 

other app on your phone? You prob ably  don’t know, but it’s a habit 

 you’ve developed in the in- between moments to kill time. For me, it’s 

scrolling through Instagram. Often, I do it when I’m procrastinating 

on work that’s impor tant but not urgent. I see my partner playing 

games on his phone, too, and I call him on it. He tells me he  doesn’t 

realize he’s  doing it, and, truthfully, I  don’t realize I’m  doing it  either. 

We’ve both lost many, many hours to idle moments and mindless screen 

time.

All of us have our own personal Candy Crush be hav ior, an activ-

ity we compulsively, somewhat thoughtlessly engage in. And it’s OK. 

Disconnecting our brains from anxiety and stress can help refresh 

us, like a sweet snack now and again.14 But when “now and again” 

becomes a habit, the activity becomes an unhealthy time suck, discon-

necting us from  human connection or from better, more time- affluent 

activities.15

The Small Why Question

One way to beat back bad habits is by asking the small why question: 

Why am I  doing this?

Be deliberate. It might help to say it out loud to yourself. Follow up with 

other questions: What am I hoping to accomplish? Is it truly adding value to my 

day? And most crucially, Could I use this time for something more fulfilling?

Answer as honestly as you can. Think critically about yourself and 

your time. And think about the  future. Even if an activity is making you 

happy right this moment, are you borrowing against  future time, when 

you know you’ll be more stressed  because  you’re procrastinating now? 

Think of it like sugar: It tastes spectacular right now, but if I have choco late 

for breakfast  every morning, I  won’t be happy  later; I’ll have a stomachache, 

cavities, and five extra pounds.
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If your answers suggest that you truly are disconnecting from anxi-

ety and stress, or that you get genuine plea sure out of the activity, then 

keep  doing it for a bit. Enjoy leveling up on Candy Crush or looking at 

the latest cute stuff your friends’ baby did on the internet. It still may be 

useful to write down how much time you think would be good to do this 

before moving on to other tasks. A small why note might look like this:

When: Tuesday, 9:45 a.m.

What: Scrolling through Instagram

Why: Stressful meeting at 10 a.m. Need to not think about it for a while.

Keep  doing? Yes. For no more than 5 minutes. Then prep for meeting.

Often, if  you’ve prompted yourself to think about why  you’re  doing 

what  you’re  doing, it’s  because deep down you sense  you’re not using 

your time wisely. Maybe you catch yourself watching the next episode 

of your favorite TV show (a rerun)  because it started playing automati-

cally, or you click your way down the rabbit hole of silly YouTube videos, 

or you find yourself scrolling through a website of pictures of dogs’ 

heads on birds’ bodies (it’s real).

If your answer to the small why question is, “I’m just filling time” or 

“No reason,  really” or the big red flag answer, “I  don’t know,” stop  doing 

what  you’re  doing. Write down the activity, and add it to a subtraction list.

Over time, this list  will help you identify the time- impoverishing ac-

tivities you fall into and may give you insight into why you fall into them. 

For example,  here are a few entries from a friend’s subtraction list:

Subtraction List

Phone games before meetings

Website surfing before and  after lunch

Looking through/choosing Spotify play lists in the morning
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My friend recognizes their time- killing activities through the small  

why question, and a clear pattern is emerging: they mindlessly fill the 

minutes right around scheduled time. They would do well to add activi-

ties that would be a better use of their time, activities they could draw 

from a substitution list like this:

Substitution List

Phone games before meetings / INSTEAD: Chat with colleague.

Website surfing before and  after lunch / INSTEAD: Walk for  

15 minutes before lunch; do nothing  after.

Looking through/choosing Spotify play lists in the morning / INSTEAD: 

Get on the road; let Spotify choose play list.

Knowing why and when you engage in mindless activities can help you 

replace them with happier time. If you kill time when  you’re tired, try 

taking a nap instead. If it’s brought on by stress, spend the time planning 

productive or enjoyable time in your calendar. Is it  because you are lonely? 

Instead of passively scrolling on Facebook— which ironically increases our 

feelings of loneliness— then text, call, or visit friends or  family instead.16

Fi nally, when  you’re thinking about subtractions and substitutions, it’s 

impor tant to add or subtract experiences in a way that is consistent with 

your preferences for socializing and working. Unsurprisingly,  people 

who score higher in extraversion are happier spending more time social-

izing (e.g., eating out); introverts are happier when they spend more time 

engaging in self- reflective activities (e.g., reading or journaling).17

Strategy 2: Allow (or Schedule) Slack Time

I’ve discovered that when  people begin their effort to find and fund 

time, they are often so overzealous about replacing bad time with good 

that they pack their schedules tight with time- affluent activities.
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Connie— one of my type A friends— learned a bit about the science of 

happiness and started to meticulously schedule her leisure time to make 

sure she  wasn’t missing out. She would wake up at 6 a.m. on Saturday, try 

a new  recipe, go for a jog while her treats  were baking, invite one friend 

over to try the  recipe, and proceed to schedule a packed after noon of 

walking, volunteering, reading, and podcasts— often in locations all over 

the city. Just looking at her social media posts made me feel exhausted.

While I do advocate for spending more time in active and enjoyable 

ways, my advice  doesn’t mean you should add so many activities that 

you spend your Saturday mornings rushing around. In fact, when we 

stack personal (and professional) appointments back-to-back, we enjoy 

them less.18 They begin to feel like obligations, and our stress increases 

as we try to keep to the schedule. Even putting leisure activities in our 

calendar can make them less enjoyable.19 Instead of enjoying a pint with 

our neighbor, we ignore their story, thinking about  whether  we’ll make 

the train on time for our next event. We pull ourselves out of the pre-

sent and into the  future, and our worries about what’s next start to steal 

our time.20

One way to prevent this is to allow for, or even plan, slack time, which 

is extra time left between appointments that can be used as a buffer 

or as downtime. Some researchers advocate rough scheduling,  under 

which you  don’t schedule time with friends for 7 p.m., instead planning 

to meet “ after work.” Or you’ll do gardening “sometime Sunday morn-

ing” instead of “from 8  until 10.”

Slack time removes the stress of making sure we fulfill all of our plans 

and allows for spontaneity. This spontaneity  matters,  because overeffi-

ciency carries negative consequences: when we are overly efficient in 

conversations, we enjoy them less.21 And prioritizing efficiency makes 

us more likely to miss opportunities to connect with weak ties:  people 

who are likely to bring us creative ideas and new opportunities.22

When someone I interviewed named Michael took a few paid days 

off (to decompress from his overly stressful job), he broke his usual pat-

tern: he  didn’t try to sneak in work calls or work on reports or be hyper-

efficient with daily activities like shopping. Instead, he focused on using 
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his time in a leisurely fashion. He was casually grocery shopping on one 

of  these days (he likes shopping) and engaged in the time- affluent activ-

ity of chatting up an acquaintance he bumped into  there. The chat led 

to a new job opportunity in a role he felt was perfect for him. The con-

versation  wouldn’t have happened if Michael  were being hyperefficient 

and trying to rush through shopping to get to his next work- related 

task, as usual. Michael attributes this serendipity to being open to using 

and enjoying slack time.

Strategy 3: Know Your Calendar Mindset

True rough scheduling  isn’t for every body. When conscientious types 

like me hear, “Let’s meet  after work,” their anxiety levels rise. How can 

plans be so vague?!  Doesn’t this mean you may never get together with 

your friends  after work? Honestly, yes. And that might be OK. The 

stress of missing out on roughly scheduled plans is less intense than the 

stress created by making sure you are perfectly on time for all of your 

tightly scheduled plans. Even if you  can’t commit to something as loose 

as “ later in the week,” try building in extra time around the activities 

 you’re  doing. If work ends at 3 p.m. and  you’re a half hour from where 

 you’re meeting friends, schedule the meetup for 4:30 and  don’t schedule 

anything in between.

If you are still stuck about how much slack time to schedule, you can 

use your calendar mindset to decide how much to schedule.

 There are two calendar mindsets:

 1. Clock- time  people

 2. Event- time  people

(You can identify your calendar mindset using a questionnaire in the 

toolkit at the end of this chapter.)

Clock- time  people use schedules that are defined by the hours of the 

day— the clock.23 They  don’t move on from an activity merely  because 

it feels like the “right”  thing to do; rather, they move on  because it’s 1:30 
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and that’s when  they’re slated to move on. They are more likely to stick 

to a routine and set time- dependent goals for their work and leisure 

(I  will exercise between 5 and 6  every morning). They make detailed plans 

for phone calls and dinner dates. (Our reservation is for 8:15. We  will meet 

at the bar for one drink beforehand at 7:40.)

In contrast, event- time  people allow events to shape their schedule. 

They might set up a meeting, but it  will last as long as it lasts; it may 

run fifteen minutes or ninety, regardless of the scheduled time. Event- 

timers  don’t call you at 1:30; they call “when I’m finished with lunch.” 

 They’re not as concerned about making reservations. They  will say, 

“Let’s meet for dinner Saturday night” or “Let’s walk home from work 

when we wrap up for the day.”

Most of us can operate in both styles— thankfully, lest workplaces 

implode.24 But we all default  toward one style or the other, and in our 

personal planning we need to think carefully about how our default 

calendar mindset can shape  whether and how we account for time and 

our time affluence.25

By scheduling activities in a way that is consistent with your calen-

dar mindset, you  will feel more comfortable and  will be more likely to 

follow through on your plans. Maria— a clock- time person— explained 

how she scheduled her leisure time.

I love planning and tracking my leisure time to make sure 

I get the greatest happiness from it.  After starting fourteen 

years ago ( after my first son was born), I still do it. I  can’t 

imagine not. Tracking my time has enabled my  family and I 

to have uninterrupted dinners, road trips, and spend minimal 

time watching TV; we complete arts and crafts in the shed 

(without a TV) instead. Tracking makes sure I  don’t spend 

time engaged in mindless activities without intention.

Maria makes perfect sense to you if  you’re a clock- time person. You 

 will be happiest with defined limits, and you  will schedule time- affluent 

activities into your day— including slack time. (Remember,  don’t over-

schedule.)
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To event- time  people, though, Maria’s clock- time approach seems 

almost oxymoronic (schedule leisure?). Troy—an event- time person— 

explained how he planned his leisure.

For me, it  wasn’t about restricting my time in some authori-

tarian way to be more “responsible” or “less wasteful” with 

how I spent my time. It was about understanding how I was 

spending my time in a guilt-  and stress- free way. I was able 

to cut the amount of time I spent scrolling on my phone 

and watching TV by nearly five hours a week, saving twenty 

hours a month without having to write it down. My aware-

ness alone allowed me to rein in wasteful [time] spending in 

a way that felt natu ral and easy. I could then put this time 

into  things that  were impor tant to me—my goals, the goals 

of my  family— and my overall happiness.  Those twenty hours 

quickly added up to giving me the time I needed to start to 

learn how to  ride a motorcycle. I had always wanted to do that 

but never felt that I had time for it! Being more efficient with 

my time meant that I was happier overall, saving more time 

each week, and feeling less stressed about spending time on 

 things that did not bring me joy.

One approach to time affluence  isn’t better than the other; the better 

system is the one that matches your mindset. In  either case, you need 

to follow through on your best- laid plans,  whether  those plans are set 

by the clock or by the event. Know who you are, and start planning (or 

roughly sketching out) your approach.

Strategy 4: Create Intentions

Intentions are deliberate actions that force us to think about how  we’re 

using our time and to commit to making positive use of it. Subtraction 

and substitution lists are intentions, in a way. Choosing to read this 

book is another.
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Intentions become power ful when we tie them to daily actions that 

take our time away. For example, if you want to enjoy more books, you 

might state your intention as listen to books on tape. But an even better 

one would be to use my commute to listen to books on tape. In this way, 

 you’ve found time and replaced the time- impoverishing activity with an 

intention for a time- affluent activity. If you want to start writing a book, 

make the intention to spend three lunch breaks a week eating and writing by 

myself. To increase your chances of following through, put an in ter est ing 

reminder, such as a bright sticker, on your lunch box.26 Tying intentions 

to activities you must complete each day (shopping, commuting, eating) 

also makes it more likely you’ll follow through,  because  every time you 

sit down to have lunch, you are reminded of the fact that you could be 

working on your book.

It  will also help to write down your intentions at the beginning of the 

week and then check them off at the end. If you  didn’t follow through, 

write down why you  didn’t. If  you’re a clock- timer, you could schedule 

one hour on Sunday to document and plan the activities you are  going 

to do, and one hour the next Saturday to review  whether you followed 

through. If  you’re an event- time person, you could plan to use part 

of Sunday after noon to think about the high- level goals you want to 

accomplish with your time for the upcoming week, and also roughly 

schedule, say, the next Saturday morning, to consider  whether you  were 

able to follow through on  these goals.27

If  you’re having trou ble following through in any of the categories 

discussed in chapter 2 (finding time, funding time, reframing time), re-

flect on why you  haven’t met  these goals. Sometimes we  don’t reach our 

time- use goals  because we are faced with objective constraints: our boss 

gave us extra work; our dad needed help fixing his computer. At other 

times, however, we simply  don’t do what we intended, just as sometimes 

we  don’t exercise when we planned to. If you failed to follow through 

on tracking your time and intentions, a good next step is to employ be-

havioral strategies to motivate yourself to follow through.

It’s time for rewards and punishments.
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Strategy 5: Implement Rewards  
and Punishments

If your time regimen is  going well, plan a reward for yourself. In one 

extreme case of this, a new initiative— the four- day workweek— rewards 

employees with Fridays off if they complete their work between Monday 

and Thursday. Getting to skip work with full pay is, of course, an ef-

fective motivational tool. While we  don’t usually have the ability to give 

ourselves an entire day off, you could treat yourself to thirty minutes of 

additional sleep-in time or fancy wine this weekend if  you’ve effectively 

managed your priorities.28

If  you’re  going to reward yourself for following through on your 

time goals, it’s worth remembering a few  things about rewards. First, 

we tend to value rewards earned through effort even when they have no 

cash value.29 Badges for hitting certain daily fitness milestones in your 

fitness app, for example, have proven to be somewhat effective, even 

though they obviously have no monetary value.

Static rewards— such as always treating yourself with the same res-

taurant meal each week for hitting fitness goals— will become demoti-

vating over time. It’s better to choose uncertain or surprising rewards. 

One way to do this is to let a friend give you the reward; it could even 

be a dinner together (thereby adding to your good use of time!). You 

could also create a lottery- based reward. Suppose you avoid checking 

email  until 5 p.m. three days in a row. Give yourself a 50-50 chance of 

winning  either one fancy coffee or two by flipping a coin. Research sug-

gests that building in a bit of uncertainty about winning smaller versus 

larger prizes can boost personal commitment.30

An even more power ful motivator than earning rewards for good be-

hav ior is losing them for bad. Losing has a larger impact on our actions 

than winning, even when the stakes are low. In one study,  people  were 

more likely to cheat when given $30 and told they could lose it than 

when provided with the chance to win $30.31 That is, the prospect of 

losing made cheating more likely than the prospect of winning.
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If you are serious about changing your time- use be hav ior, you may 

try a strategy that incurs critical costs when you fail.32 Beyond obvi-

ous penalties (no dessert  after dinner), technology is  here to help you 

punish yourself more creatively. The application Beeminder takes $5 

from your credit card for  every goal you  don’t meet. Another, Forest, 

provides you with the chance to grow a beautiful animated tree or 

watch it slowly wither and die, depending on  whether you meet your 

time- use goals. The stickK app lets you set your goals and, if you  don’t 

achieve them, allows you to punish yourself by, for example, donating 

to your least favorite po liti cal candidate (a potentially highly effective 

tactic).33

Punishment and reward can take the form of publicity, too. You can 

share your per for mance on social media to hold yourself accountable. 

Public commitment to goals is highly motivating, as is public sham-

ing. Capitalizing on social motivations, such as the need to fit in, can 

encourage per sis tent be hav ior change, which is what  we’re  after— a 

change that sticks.

Strategy 6: Engineer Defaults

Engaging in self- control and exerting willpower are hard (and, as it 

turns out, somewhat overrated). You can get more assertive with your 

time- affluence regimen by setting defaults that produce time afflu-

ence. In this way, you  don’t choose time affluence; it’s your default. This 

means that making a decision means opting out of time affluence.

make your Technology default to Silence

If an app  doesn’t let you turn off notifications, remove it. Put your device 

on  silent, and commit to checking it only once  every three hours, or 

what ever interval you can muster. (Think of this like physical exercise, 

too. Start with thirty minutes, then try to go forty- five, then an hour, 

and so on.)
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Be aggressive with this strategy. Unsubscribe from websites that 

email you regularly. Divert newsletters and other regularly scheduled 

communications into folders for reading  later. You may be surprised 

how  little you miss the notifications. My colleague Davis went as far as to 

remove all email from his phone. At first, he was ner vous about missing 

impor tant messages, but soon enough he found it relaxing.

I  couldn’t believe when I fi nally would log on and check email 

how  little of it mattered. Not once in the past six months I’ve 

been  doing this did I feel like I missed something impor tant 

by not having email on my phone. I figured out if it was  really 

impor tant someone would find me another way. But for the 

most part, it’s so  great not feeling that buzz in my pocket all 

the time.

Davis did a basic calculation. As a college instructor, he received 

about 200 emails per day during the school year but prob ably checked 

his phone when it buzzed, conservatively, 40 times per day. Loosely, he 

guessed the average disruption was 10 seconds, which totaled nearly 

7 minutes per day, or 35 minutes per week, which over a work year 

equaled about 29 hours. And that’s only email. He has since severely 

 limited his notifications from Twitter, Instagram, fantasy football, and 

news sites (he quit Facebook altogether). He figures he’s getting back 

roughly a workweek a year of his time by defaulting to no notifications 

and no email.

Fortunately, technologists are recognizing the sapping effect of their 

wares, and a market has opened for technology that makes it easier 

to engineer time- affluent defaults. One app, appropriately called Free-

dom, automatically blocks users from visiting distracting apps and web-

sites, such as social media platforms and online video games. Another,  

Ransomly, alters the default setting of a room, such as the dining room, 

to be phone and screen  free by using a sensor and app to automatically 

turn off all devices when they are in the vicinity of the room. In the 

 battle against technology and time confetti, our greatest weapon may 

be technology.
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Control your Personal defaults

You can create a set of rules regarding  those activities you automati-

cally  won’t opt in to when they come up. Default to no for unplanned 

activities, especially ones for which  you’re being asked to give up your 

time for someone  else’s benefit (or for an unclear benefit), such as a side 

proj ect at work. Set a quota on work travel (say, one trip per quarter), 

remembering that you may be giving up advancement at work for hap-

pier time, as discussed  earlier. Likewise, with personal time, default 

to saying no when you have a certain number of social engagements 

already planned.

Engineering the default no is a power ful weapon in your  battle for 

time affluence, but most of us are terrible at it. It takes practice. One 

strategy that  will help make it easier is to make default no a public dec-

laration. For example, several of my colleagues already do this by engi-

neering an auto response in email to say, “Thank you for your message; 

as a rule I check email once a day at 8:30 a.m.” Workplaces also play 

an impor tant role in helping employees feel OK with disconnecting by 

allowing for interventions, such as giving workers a “Do Not Disturb” 

feature on their Slack channels.

Strategy 7: Recognize and Fight Mere Urgency

Sometimes when we are procrastinating on harder, more impor tant ac-

tivities, such as preparing for an interview, we  will waste our time with 

simpler, less impor tant activities, such as answering email.34

It happens to all of us. When we have a busy week at work, with 

impor tant deadlines, we find ourselves with an inbox at zero. When we 

feel busy or stressed for time, we also feel an increased sense of pressure 

to get  things done right now. Sadly, this is when we also suffer from a 

decreased ability to think through the importance of the task we have 

de cided to work on. As a result, we default to thinking about  whether or 

not a task is urgent, as opposed to  whether or not it is impor tant. This 
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be hav ior is called the mere urgency effect. The matrix in figure 3-1 

helpfully summarizes the trap of mere urgency and shows what to do 

when you face it.

One of the first ways you can begin to stave off the mere urgency 

effect is to map your activities (something you may already be record-

ing from chapter 2) onto this matrix. Take special care in documenting 

tasks that, in retrospect,  were merely urgent or not impor tant, and try 

to avoid  those tasks in the  future when they come up.

You may also recognize patterns. Do you take on merely urgent ac-

tivities around a deadline, for example, as an avoidance mechanism? 

Do you succumb to mere urgency when  you’re tired? Is  there one 

person constantly asking you for  favors that are urgent to them but 

 aren’t impor tant to you?

Schedule Proactive Time into your Life

Proactive time (one colleague calls it “pro- time,” and  we’ll use that for 

its brevity) is time reserved for impor tant but not urgent work (or lei-

sure), found in the upper left of the matrix in figure 3-1.35

Important

Not important

UrgentNot urgent

Do
Do it now

DelegateDelete

Decide

Can someone
else do it?

Don’t do it

Schedule a
time to do it

FIgUrE 3-1
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In general, mere urgency encroaches on pro- time activities the most. 

Impor tant, urgent  matters tend to be taken on with alacrity; unimport-

ant, not urgent  things can be ignored (and much of the previous chap-

ters has focused on tactics for  doing that).

It’s the impor tant activities that we defer when mere urgency sur-

faces (clean up résumé; write a proj ect proposal; call  mother). Clock- 

time types can set aside an hour for pro- time. Event- timers can plan to 

do it at some predictable part of the day, such as late after noon.

Map some of your upcoming priorities on the matrix. For work, 

 these are  things you must do. For your personal life, it’s more likely to 

be  things you want to do. Then schedule pro- time into each day for the 

next  couple of weeks, and assign tasks to  those time blocks.

Pro- time should be distraction  free: this is critical. The merely urgent 

crops up in communication that interrupts the impor tant  things  you’re 

 doing. So during your daily pro- time, turn off all distractions and block off 

your calendar so that the merchants of urgency  can’t spring surprise de-

mands on you. Stay focused on impor tant tasks during this block of time.

Felicia, a se nior account executive at a sales firm, does this. She holds 

a weekly planning session with herself  every Thursday morning; at this 

time she moves each of the items on her “impor tant not urgent” list into 

a block of pro- time she’s set aside for the upcoming week. At the end 

of each week, Felicia fills out a log indicating her success in completing 

the items on her list.

This worked for Felicia and many other executives like her. In a 

recent study we conducted with a group of computer engineers, employ-

ees who  were randomly assigned to schedule pro- time for themselves 

felt they had greater control over their time and felt they  were better at 

time management. They felt less stressed. They reported being more 

productive. Importantly for their organ izations, they felt happier about 

their jobs overall. Of  those assigned to schedule pro- time, 84  percent 

said the method should be used across their entire organ ization.

The key to avoiding mere urgency is to be disciplined about pro- 

time.  Don’t miss the scheduled time, and track what you get done. If 

you lose hours  because of an unexpected expense of time, make it up 
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as soon as pos si ble. Follow through— even if you are the only person 

who  will know you did. Think of it as a  matter of personal integrity. It’s 

easy to cheat, but  don’t, or you could end up back where you started in 

chapter 1, with too much to do and not enough time to do it.

Strategy 8: Make Leisure Leisurely

It  isn’t enough to build in more time for leisure. You also must make sure 

you do every thing you can to enjoy the leisure time you have cultivated.

With their kids fi nally off to college, Miguel and his wife, Alejandra, 

de cided they would take their dream trip. They would tour central and 

southern Italy for three weeks. It cost a lot of money, a fact they  were 

painfully aware of as they paid up front.

It  didn’t go perfectly, and, given how much they paid, it was disap-

pointing. Miguel got heatstroke, and they missed a tour of the Vatican. 

It rained for two straight days along the scenic Amalfi Coast. Alejandra 

and Miguel fought so much about why they chose this tour in the first 

place that at one point Miguel threatened to take the next flight home.

Back in Amer i ca, Miguel and Alejandra looked at their photos— 

eating squid ink pasta in Venice, walking on beaches along blue oceans, 

and olive oil tasting in Tuscany. The stress they felt on the trip  wasn’t 

 there. The missed opportunities somehow seemed smaller in retro-

spect. They  were happy to have gone on the trip. Now their only regret 

was that they spent too much of the trip worrying about how much it 

cost versus what they  were getting out of it.

You may have had a similar experience. It’s not uncommon. Research-

ers find that thinking about the economic value of our leisure time can 

undermine our enjoyment of it,  because we are constantly comparing 

the experience against some perceived expected value or ideal.36 This 

has been shown in many types of activities: when we track the distance 

of a morning nature walk, we enjoy the scenery less. When we track the 

number of calories  we’re burning during a run, we  don’t derive as much 

joy from the experience as we do if  we’re  running to feel good. When we 
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count the number of pages  we’ve read of our latest book, we lose track 

of the story, worrying  whether or not we have hit our reading target.37 

Whenever we “track” our leisure or think about the amount of money 

our leisure time has cost us,  we’re like Miguel and Alejandra: we become 

hyperfocused on time efficiency. Instead of savoring our time, we worry 

about getting our  money’s worth from our leisure time.

To enjoy the activities in your schedule, disconnect the value from 

money and other metrics that  don’t explic itly mea sure the value of what 

 you’re  doing. Turn your thoughts away from, How efficient was this in-

vestment? to the pre sent moment. Anything that takes us out of our pre-

sent enjoyment of leisure time destroys its value and makes us less likely 

to want to engage in the be hav ior again in the  future.38

In short, do not think about how much the vacation cost or  whether 

the  house cleaner was worth the financial investment. Instead, think 

about how nice it is to spend extra time with your friends and  family—

or curled up on the futon enjoying a movie with your significant other.

Make It Stick

 These strategies  will provide the foundation for a good time- affluence 

regimen. You  will find more time, and you  will enjoy the time more.

I know it’s not easy. As someone who continues to strug gle to pri-

oritize time over money, I’ve experienced the  battle. I’ve been caught 

typing on my computer or taking work calls while (dangerously) cross-

ing the street, eating in restaurants, and at the summit of Mount  Kenya 

(4,500 meters above sea level). I worked for ninety minutes during my 

best friend’s wedding day. I skipped two of my close  family members’ 

funerals  because I chose to work instead.

Cultivating time affluence requires you to do what I failed to do in 

 those situations: hold yourself accountable.  Human nature being what 

it is, you’ll want to take shortcuts, even  after reading this chapter and 

even  after coming up with a seemingly airtight time- affluence strategic 

plan. We are rationalization machines, capable of explaining away bad 
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be hav ior in a myriad of “creative” ways:  Today was an unusual day, so I 

 don’t have to write down the tasks that I completed. Or I actually  don’t mind 

waiting in line or commuting. It’s  really not that bad. One person told me 

that they would find it “awkward” to have someone clean their  house 

while they  were home— even though they hated cleaning, could afford 

to outsource it, and could schedule the  house cleaning ser vice when 

they  were out. Another time- pressed person (a twenty- five- year- old 

professional) recently told me they could “never” spend money on ser-

vices that made their life easier, but had “no prob lem spending a hun-

dred dollars for a new pair of jeans” or $200 a month for a fitness club 

membership— even if they never used it.

The marginal cost of cheating “only once” seems alluringly low. And 

 these rationalizations are especially likely to intrude in easy moments, 

when we  don’t feel  great time pressure.39 On Saturday morning relax-

ing on the sofa, it’s easy to dismiss the notion we  won’t have time to 

clean the  house  later, even though our calendars tell a much dif fer ent 

story. The pain of bumper- to- bumper traffic feels less miserable than 

it is when it’s only a topic of discussion during a night out with friends. 

But the pain  will be  there for us when we have to clean  house or drive 

to work, and it’s massively damaging to our happiness and health.

Even  people who are making positive changes in their time use  will 

feel tempted to congratulate themselves too soon and fall back into old 

habits: Now that I have gotten the hang of this time and money trade- off 

 thing, I  don’t need to keep tracking how I spend my time, or, Maybe I’ll just 

check a few emails on my phone during my upcoming  family vacation; it  won’t 

be too disruptive, I’m sure. As with trying to eat healthy, a few good days 

makes us feel entitled to treat ourselves.40 So we get the burger and the 

milk shake. And the fries. And when we make excuses once,  we’re more 

likely to do it again, and we fall back into bad habits.

• • •

Throughout this chapter  we’ve used the meta phors of exercise and 

healthy eating to describe the kind of commitment it takes to escape 
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your time poverty and live a time- affluent, happier life. The compari-

son is perfectly apt, but  here, at the end, it breaks down a bit.

I’d love to tell you that sticking to a time- affluence regimen creates 

results you and  others can see. Exercise leads to a fitter you, and friends 

notice a positive change. With your time, it’s harder to immediately 

notice the change. Still, it’s  there. I’ve seen it.  There’s more smiling and 

laughing, fewer exhausted raccoon eyes, and less fighting with partners 

and colleagues and kids.

And no  matter what you or  others see, I promise that if you get into 

the habit of making time- affluent decisions, you  will feel it.41
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chapter 3 toolkit

Time- Smart Regimen Checklist

Review the eight strategies for getting into the habit of living a time- smart 
life.

 1. Address your why.  When you catch yourself wasting small mo-
ments of  free time, ask yourself why you are engaging in this activ-
ity. Do you enjoy it, or are you procrastinating on  doing something 
 else?

 2. Schedule slack time.  Do not become overzealous  after reading 
this book and try to schedule all the leisure time pos si ble so that 
not a moment is  free. Research suggests that overly scheduling 
leisure could backfire,  because it  will feel like work. Make sure to 
allow for or schedule empty slack time between your leisure activi-
ties and meetings.

 3. Know your calendar mindset.   People generally think about time 
 either in terms of clock time (highly specific and set to hours in the 
day, such as “1 to 2:15 p.m.”) or event time (less specific and set to 
general ranges of time such as “mid afternoon”). Knowing your time 
typology (see the questionnaire  later in this toolkit) can help you 
schedule your time in a way that is most likely to promote affluence 
and joy.

 4. Create intentions.  To follow through on any new goal, engage in 
strategies that  will help you follow through. Create intentions— 
figure out who, what, where, when, and how you  will increase time 
affluence— and document your intentions.

 5. Implement rewards and punishments.  Reward yourself when you 
follow through on your intentions, and punish yourself when you 
fail. Remember that uncertain rewards are more motivating than 
static ones and that losses often loom larger than gains, so threat-
ening yourself with a punishment if you  don’t follow through might 
help you most.

 6. Engineer time- smart defaults.  Make it easier to engage in time- 
smart be hav ior by setting up technology so that it no longer sends 
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immediate notifications or constantly interrupts. Set “analog” 
decisions to default to time- smart be hav ior, too, by, for example, 
limiting the number of business trips you agree to each year.

 7. Recognize and fight mere urgency.  Recognize the difference 
between merely urgent tasks and impor tant tasks. Try to focus on 
the impor tant over the merely urgent.

 8. Make leisure leisurely.  Focus on enjoying leisure moments rather 
than  whether you think  you’re getting your  money’s worth from 
your leisure activities.
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Know Your Calendar Mindset

 There are two types of  people when it comes to how we think about our 
time: clock- time types and event- time types. One is not better than the 
other, but knowing which you are  will help you know how to plan your 
time regimen. To find out if  you’re a clock type or event type, rate your 
agreement with each of the following items on a scale ranging from 1 = Not 
at all, to 7 = Extremely.

ITEM SCORE

 1. When I have more than one task to complete in  
a given time frame, I usually decide to move on  
to the next task only  after I am satisfied with the 
completion of the current task.

 2. I usually or ga nize my tasks for the day (or week) 
based on the order they should be completed in.

 3. I  don’t mind how long it takes to complete a task 
as long as it is done well.

 4. I decide on moving on to my next activity of the 
day only  after I am done with the previous one.

 5. I decide on moving on to my next activity of the 
day based on what time it is, even if it means 
 cutting my current activity short.

 6. When I am performing a task with no time limit,  
I check what time it is to pace myself.

 7. When I have more than a few items to complete 
in a task, I first determine the amount of time I 
should dedicate to each item.

 8. When I make a timetable for a task, I usually stick  
to it.

 9. When I have more than one task to complete at once, 
I usually decide to move on to the next task based 
on what time it is.
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 10. When I have a task to complete, I decide when to 
start working on it based on when it is due.

 11. When I have a task to complete, I decide when  
to start working on it when I feel I have time to  
complete it.

Add up clock- time items: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Add up event- time items: 1, 2, 3, 4, 11

Your score on each of the clock- time and event- time dimensions deter-
mines what your inclinations are and how strongly they skew that way. If 
your scores are roughly equal, reflect on when you act more like one type 
than the other, and ask yourself  whether  there are opportunities for you to 
more optimally schedule your time at work and outside work.
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The Small Why Worksheet

Use the following template for tracking your activities and having honest 
conversations with yourself about your time use. Think critically about 
yourself and your time. And think about the  future a  little bit. Even if 
an activity is making you happy right this moment, are you borrowing 
against  future time when you know you’ll be more stressed  because of 
what  you’re  doing now? Fi nally, consider adding the activity to a subtrac-
tion list if it’s something you decide  doesn’t bring you value, and write 
down a substitute, time- affluent activity you can replace it with.

WHEn: (TImE I noTICEd THE ACTIVITy)

WHAT: (ACTIVITy)

WHy: (rEASon I’m  doIng THIS ACTIVITy)

KEEP  doIng? (yES or no; IF yES, For HoW Long)

rEPLACE WITH? (nEW ACTIVITy)
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Create Intentions

Intentions are assignments to yourself to fill your days with time- affluent 
activities. Think of writing down your intentions as creating a time- smart 
day planner. Set aside time  every  couple of weeks (clock- time  people, set 
a specific time; event- time  people, block off a range of time), and insert 
activities into your upcoming schedule that  will support your effort to im-
prove your time use. At your next check-in with yourself, note  whether 
you  were able to do the tasks you wanted to and, if not, why not. Look 
for patterns that would explain why you did not engage in the be hav iors 
you  didn’t follow through on, and come up with a game plan for following 
through on  these activities.

PLAnnIng TImE:

nUmBEr oF ACTIVITIES PLAnnEd:

nUmBEr oF ACTIVITIES donE:

WHICH onES dId I noT do? WHy noT?
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PLAn For FoLLoWIng THroUgH:

Time- affluence activity Time- affluence activity

Activity #1 Activity #2

When I  will complete this: When I  will complete this:

How I  will complete this: How I  will complete this:

Who I  will complete this with: Who I  will complete this with:

Strategy used: Strategy used:
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Time- affluence activity

Activity #3

When I  will complete this:

How I  will complete this:

Who I  will complete this with:

Strategy used:
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the long view

 Every day you make hundreds of time- use decisions that you can con-

trol in the moment. You can put your phone down, stop obsessing about 

what you’ll order for lunch, cancel meetings, and take a walk by a river. 

You can call a friend, turn off the TV, exercise, and close email in  favor 

of a podcast.  These are the moments and actions  you’ve focused on so 

far in this book.

Some actions, though, are the result of a dif fer ent kind of decision: 

a longer life- view decision made years ago that may still carry conse-

quences for the way you spend your time. For example, choosing a job 

is, in part, choosing a set of activities that could force you into time- 

impoverishing activities. Decisions about where to live and whom to 

live with could affect your time affluence for as long as the lease or the 

mortgage lasts. Having  children comes with certain time commitments 

you must adopt: Should you find time elsewhere, knowing  you’re  going 

to devote more to childcare?

As impor tant as it is to develop the daily habit of making good time 

choices, it’s equally impor tant to think about the effect on time affluence 
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of major decisions and life planning. You need to look ahead five to 

ten years and think about how big life choices  will influence your time 

choices.

The goal of this chapter  isn’t to upend your life or to encourage 

you to reverse major decisions  you’ve made in the past. If you recently 

bought a  house, for example,  you’re not likely to sell it right away to 

increase your time affluence. Rather, the goal  here is to explore the 

nature of the relationship between major life decisions and the ways we 

plan our time long term. Then, when new life decisions come up, you’ll 

have ways to frame the decisions to be time smart.

Choosing Jobs

We start conspiring against our own time the moment we enter the 

workforce. Job decisions, especially early ones, funnel us into a set of 

be hav iors that are destined to make us time poor. They can shape the 

trajectory and time affluence of our entire lives.1

Ted was on the brink of a major life decision that nearly every one who 

has worked full time  will face at some point: Should he change  careers? 

Ted had worked in retail management for five years since graduating 

from college. He had a wife and a four- year- old  daughter, a mortgage, 

and many other expenses. It would be difficult for him to take a pay cut. 

Yet he felt that his job “was like quicksand.” As he explained, “The harder 

I try to get out, the deeper I get in.” He felt thankful for having a job 

but also felt that the constant stress and pressure of driving more sales 

was driving him into insanity. He was on a promotion track to move up 

even further at his current job in the next two years. He knew that a 

 career move would involve a pay cut, but he wanted to feel greater hap-

piness and move into a  career he thought he would enjoy more, such as 

being an account executive.

You prob ably already see the choice  here: taking a happier, lower- 

paying job versus staying at his current job, where his promotion track 

 will sap a ton of hours and result in even more stress.
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At dif fer ent points in our lives we have dif fer ent priorities, and our 

time affluence fluctuates. Maybe  you’ve incurred significant loans or 

have a mortgage and feel the extra money you make in an undesirable 

job is necessary even if it comes with a time cost—or a cost to your hap-

piness. This is one reason we make time- poor decisions, and  there are 

 others. But it’s impor tant to know what the consequences are so that you 

are clear about the effect it could have on your life. We know from re-

search that young  people are extremely likely to take the highest- paying 

job they can. And we know  they’re not necessarily happier for it.2

In recent research, my colleagues and I tracked more than one thou-

sand graduating college students and asked them  whether they gener-

ally prioritized time or money, using the identical Taylor and Morgan 

questions I asked you to complete in the introduction. We also asked 

the students about their life satisfaction and daily happiness. Then two 

years  later, we asked them  these happiness questions again.

Two years  later, students who prioritized time  were happier than  those 

who prioritized money, even when we accounted for how happy students 

 were when they started our study. Why  were students who valued time 

more than money happier?  After graduation,  these students made their 

initial  career decisions for dif fer ent reasons.  Whether they chose to enter 

the workforce or enroll in gradu ate school, students who prioritized time 

 were more likely to report that they  were working at something they 

“wanted to do” as opposed to something they “had to do.”

What’s more, the time- focused  people  weren’t reporting they  were 

happier  because they worked less or made less money: many  people 

who say they value time also report working fifty-  to sixty- hour work-

weeks and are  doing well financially. But by choosing time- centric ac-

tivities and focusing on  career decisions that support a time- focused 

point of view, they set themselves on a long- term path that meant they 

had meaningful jobs and made time for friends,  family, and hobbies.3

 These findings  matter. When choosing jobs, most of us focus too 

much on salary and prestige— easy- to- measure metrics— and not 

enough on the value of the time  we’ll spend in the job or the ways the 

job  will allow us to shape our time outside work. We do this in part 
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 because we overestimate the extent to which wealth  will make our lives 

better.4

The wealth fallacy extends to work rewards, too. Workers believe that 

pay, insurance, and other cash benefits like retirement plans  will fun-

damentally determine their job satisfaction. They overestimate  money’s 

value.5

Si mul ta neously, they underestimate the value of time- rich features 

like a flexible schedule or a short commute. Our analy sis found that non-

cash benefits such as social experiences and paid leave had a greater 

impact on job satisfaction than additional money. All  else being equal, 

time- centric benefits such as parental leaves, flextime, and sick days con-

tributed to job satisfaction more than receiving an additional $38,000 in 

annual salary for someone making $48,000 per year. Think about that: 

a collection of time- smart benefits contributed as much to job satisfaction 

as a 79  percent increase in pay.  These results held even  after controlling 

for income, age, gender, education, industry, firm size, employer type, 

and firm revenue.6

In my research, students who valued time also chose dif fer ent  career 

paths from their money- focused colleagues. Time- focused students 

 were more likely to attend gradu ate school. In contrast, money- focused 

students  were more likely to work full time or pursue business degrees. 

In this study, why  people pursued their  careers mattered more for hap-

piness than what they chose to do. This was true no  matter how wealthy 

students’ parents  were, eliminating the idea that time- focused  people 

 were simply  those who could afford to be that way.

One caveat: this study was conducted in Canada, where students 

gradu ate with less debt than students in the United States. The results 

might not be so clear- cut in places where debt loads are higher and loans 

glower over young workers. That’s not an argument against making 

time- affluent decisions. Instead, it’s a signal that organ izations and gov-

ernments could do more to help  people feel they can make  career deci-

sions for time rather than for money in places beyond Canada, knowing 

that generally  they’ll have happier, more productive, and more loyal 

employees at least two years  later. I return to this in chapter 5.
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I suspect  these findings hold even for decisions that  don’t involve 

first jobs. It’s in  middle  career when it is easy for us to become money- 

obsessed to pay for all that life brings us: mortgages,  children, college. 

We likely have a  career established and feel locked in. We may not be 

able to easily move to the city and take a flexible job for less pay. How-

ever, we can at least understand that money- centric decisions  don’t 

always work to increase our happiness. And when  we’re saying to our-

selves, Yeah, it’s four hours of commuting a day, but it’s $36,000 more a year, 

we should realize that our time is prob ably worth more than the money.

Ted, whom you met  earlier, chose to stay at his stressful job. Two 

years  later, he was making more money; he was also divorced, living 

alone, and unhappy. When the job choice is in front of you— when you 

are faced with a critical juncture in life—it is impor tant to think about 

the happiness you might lose throughout your life if you choose having 

more money over having more time.

Choosing Where to Live

Commutes suck. And  they’re getting worse. The average commute 

time in the United States is twenty- six minutes each way (a 20  percent 

increase from the 1980s). Certain mega- commuters commute ninety 

minutes or longer each way to work.7 I’ve done the math in chapter 2. 

Mega- commuters burn weeks of their lives in high- stress, unhappy 

gridlock. In one research proj ect a person complained, “One of the 

 things that I hate most is my daily commute. I have come to dread this 

daily ritual.  Every morning and  every after noon, I have to steel myself 

for what feels like  going into a  battle that I am doomed to lose.”8

Commutes are the space and time between work and home.9 Bad 

commutes are, generally speaking, the by- product of a disconnect 

between one’s desire for a certain type of work and one’s desire for a 

certain type of home. We want good jobs that are largely located in 

concentrated economic zones, and we want big  houses that are at least 

a car  ride away from  those jobs.10
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I’ve talked about the desire for high- paying jobs and the reasons we 

tend to overestimate the value of salary and bonuses for our happiness.11 

With housing, our focus on status and materialism can often drive our 

desire to live in bigger homes farther away from our jobs.12 Again,  we’re 

undervaluing the time we lose connecting between life and work.

Ironically, we frame our desire for certain kinds of housing around 

the idea of affordability, even if it’s costing us massively in the time (and 

happiness) we lose by paying less for a place that demands a longer com-

mute. When deciding where to live, most  people focus on the features 

of the  house, as opposed to the features of life the  house  will dictate.13

Often, you get more for your money when you live farther away, but 

even that hackneyed phrase betrays a financial- centric point of view. 

In truth, what ever value you get for your money, you may lose in time.

It helps when  you’re faced with  these decisions to reframe them as 

trade- offs between features of your home and your time. Take this ex-

ample. You can move to a suburb and get a 2,700- square- foot, five- 

bedroom home with a large backyard and a garage for $400,000. 

The commute is seventy- five minutes one way. Or you can move to a 

1,400- square- foot, three- bedroom condominium with a driveway but 

no garage, and no backyard but a park within walking distance from 

your  house, also for $400,000. The commute is ten minutes by car or bike.

By moving to the city, you pay the same money but lose two bed-

rooms, a backyard, and a garage. Yet you gain twenty- two days (more 

than five hundred hours) to use in ways other than commuting. Sup-

pose you plan to live  there for at least five years. When making your 

purchase decision, then, the calculation  isn’t how many bedrooms 

 you’re paying for at one place versus the other, but rather  whether the 

extra two bedrooms, a backyard, and a garage are worth the 110 days 

of your life you’ll lose to commuting over the next five years. Would you 

give up, or pay, three months out of sixty—5  percent of your time— for 

two bedrooms, a backyard, and a garage?

Although many  people look forward to waiting  until their “golden 

years” to ditch their commutes, this example and my research suggest 

we need to think seriously about ditching our commutes now and find 
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housing closer to work, or work closer to housing. If you  can’t move 

right now, work from home at least occasionally if you can. For workers 

with moderate commutes— a total of one hour per day— working from 

home one day a week instantly buys you back two days of the year.

I recognize that the choice of where to live involves more than square 

feet and lawns. School districts,  family, a partner’s job, and general 

preferences for the environment we want around us all play impor tant 

roles in this major life decision. My aim  isn’t to suggest that the decision 

to buy less  house closer to work, or to take a lower- paying job closer to 

our  house, is an easy one, or even necessarily always the right one.

What I want to do is empower you to overcome your inclination to 

think of this challenge primarily in terms of money- for- features. In-

stead, think about your choices from a time- centric point of view. If you 

 can’t make an obviously beneficial switch in housing in the short term, 

you can use the strategies discussed in chapter 2 to make the commute 

more bearable. You can listen to your favorite podcast, meditate, or 

plan for your upcoming day—or maybe even shell out the cash to spend 

one or two days commuting to work via a ride- share ser vice.

And then, when the next chapter in your life arrives, you’ll think dif-

ferently about the decision of where to live or work and possibly make a 

dif fer ent choice that could foster happiness and time affluence.

Planning Your Time

This book is full of time- positive strategies for you to employ. You may 

have already begun feverishly injecting time- affluent activities into your 

life: nature walk  every Thursday at 4 p.m. Call stepdad  every Saturday 

morning at 11. Ride share to work  every Friday and listen to podcasts. 

If  you’re a type A you may already have a packed schedule of activities 

that promote time affluence (while always remembering to leave slack 

time, as I talk about in chapter 2).

Bravo! Keep at it! But (you knew  there was a but) planning time- 

affluent activities over weeks, months, and years  will require additional 
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tactics. For the effects of time- affluent activities to hold, you must think 

about the need for variety and spontaneity.14

We tend to underestimate how quickly the joy of any new activity  will 

dissipate.15 Back to the diet analogy. It’s harder to stick with it if  we’re 

bound to a protein shake at 6 a.m. and spinach salad at 1 p.m.  Every. Day.

Variety Helps

When we spend time throughout our days and weeks  doing many dif fer-

ent  things as opposed to many similar  things, we feel more productive, 

less stressed, and happier. In contrast,  doing  things repeatedly or for too 

much time— even positive  things like socializing— can create stress and 

unhappiness. Some data show that  people who spend more than three 

hours per day in the com pany of  others report higher stress and lower 

happiness than  people who spend less time in the com pany of  others.16

In another study, researchers sent text messages to  people through-

out the day and asked them what they  were  doing and how happy they 

 were.  People who responded to more than 60  percent of  these text mes-

sages saying that they  were in the com pany of other  people reported 

higher stress and lower happiness—no  matter how much they said they 

derived joy from the com pany of  others. Even the extroverted among 

us need a break from  others.17

This makes sense. Too much of a good  thing dampens its effect.18 

To recognize their value, you need time away from carefully planned, 

time- positive activities. If  every moment is about maximizing time hap-

piness, none of them are about meaning, or even about earning a living.

It’s good to plan time- affluent activities into your life; try to vary the 

activities and avoid their becoming routine. As noted in chapter 3, al-

lowing for spontaneity helps, too. If we adhere too closely to our plans, 

we could miss the opportunity to create our own luck. Richard Wise-

man, a psy chol ogy professor at the University of Hertfordshire, finds 

that one of the key distinguishing  factors between lucky and unlucky 

 people is that lucky  people are willing to deviate from their routines 

and keep an open mind.19
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In one of Wiseman’s experiments, participants  were asked to flip 

through a newspaper containing photo graphs and count the number 

of photo graphs. Three pages in,  there was an ad that read, “Stop 

counting,  there are 43 photo graphs in this newspaper.” A few pages 

 later,  there was another large advertisement that read, “Stop counting. 

Tell the experimenter that  you’ve seen this ad and win $235.” Lucky 

 people— people who  didn’t just simply do as they  were told and con-

tinue mindlessly counting the photo graphs— were more likely to win 

the money  because they approached the task in a more flexible and 

open- minded way.20 In Wiseman’s words, “Lucky  people just try stuff. 

Unlucky  people  don’t do anything  until they walk through  every single 

 angle and by then the world has moved on.” As this study emphasizes, 

leaving time in your life to go off script is likely to pay dividends.

Saying No

If we too rigidly plan our schedule and lock in predictable uses of our 

time, we risk missing the serendipity that’s necessary to transform our 

 careers and lives. Spontaneous conversations, unexpected meetups, 

and whimsical decisions to take an after noon off carry value. But we 

 can’t do it all the time. We  can’t say yes to  every networking opportunity 

and conversation. If we did, our days would be overrun with distrac-

tions, and we would be stuck in the trap of prioritizing only what’s right 

in front of us (the urgent and unimportant) at the expense of focusing 

on what truly  matters (the nonurgent and impor tant). We need to de-

velop long- term policies for how we approach demands on our time, 

with an emphasis on how to productively say no.

Monica’s unique solution to this dilemma is to always say yes to a 

conversation, while being more cautious about saying yes to an action. 

Monica runs her own boutique marketing agency that employs about 

twenty graphic designers and copywriters. She often feels that she must 

be working all the time to bring in new business and manage her team. 

Constantly strapped for time, she has read many self- help books about 
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time management. Most of  these books advocate developing a single 

strategy: learn to say no.

At first, Monica thought that saying no made sense.  She’d think, 

When  people email me inquiring about my ser vices, I’ll simply say no to a 

conversation if I have already met my sales quota. If they want to talk about 

owning a small business, I have a set answer I give them about why I  can’t do 

that. However, she always felt a bit uneasy about turning away  people 

who  were genuinely interested in connecting.

Monica changed her tack  after taking an improvisation class; improv 

is notable for forcing participants to say yes to all ideas  they’re pre-

sented with and working with them.21 To invite moments of sponta-

neity and serendipity into her life, she de cided to say yes to an initial 

conversation with  people who inquired. At the same time, as a rule, she 

would plan to say no to anything beyond a conversation. What’s more, 

she stacked all the resulting “informational meetings” on one day in the 

 middle of the week. This would break up her nine-to-five weekly grind 

and ensure that  these meetings  didn’t distract her from  doing impor-

tant but nonurgent work like completing client proj ects.

Over time, Monica’s business and social network expanded and 

flourished. Although she was careful not to take on work that would 

overstretch her team, saying yes to conversations allowed her to have 

more time for spontaneous connections. One of  these conversations led 

to a partnership with another design firm. Another conversation led 

to the hiring of a new, up- and- coming design star. Still another caller 

became a client of the partner of one of her employees, who specialized 

in ad copy for biotech companies.

Monica explained:

By saying yes to  every conversation or idea, just like I was 

taught in improv class, I have been able to let a lot more suc-

cess into my life. The best part? This success  doesn’t just ben-

efit me. It also benefits the  people I work with. Through  these 

conversations, I have been able to help my employees find 

new jobs for their partners or themselves, I have  noticed 
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opportunities in the market to take on new and dif fer ent 

work, and I have found new staff to take on dif fer ent kinds of 

work that I only ever dreamed of completing. . . .  So my rule 

 today is that I say yes to the idea or conversation, and more 

often than not I say no to the implementation ( unless the proj-

ect or profit margin is too good to turn down). But when some-

thing in ter est ing comes my way that I  can’t take on, I think 

about  whether someone at my firm or one of my friends could 

benefit. Then I forward the opportunity to them. This way, I 

 don’t feel overwhelmed, and the  people who work with me are 

provided with a worthwhile opportunity to test their skills.

Monica’s time strategy is grounded in behavioral science. Delegating 

and forwarding tasks to  others not only help us deal with our workload 

and feel greater control over our time but also make the  people around 

us feel appreciated.22 Moreover, helping other  people feels good.23 By 

providing instrumental opportunities for a ju nior colleague, we have 

engaged in an act of prosocial be hav ior. When we help  others, we help 

ourselves.

It’s not hard to see, though, that this approach might get out of con-

trol. Saying yes expands your network, meaning you’ll get more re-

quests to talk, and at some point  you’re  going to have to say no, even to 

a conversation. You need strategies to do that well, too.

 don’t Use Time Excuses

It might seem natu ral to refuse a request by telling other  people  you’re 

too busy. Unfortunately, time- related excuses have a high social cost. 

My colleagues and I have found that  people who make time- related 

excuses are perceived as less likeable and less trustworthy than  those 

who do not.24 This is  because time is perceived as  under our personal 

control: all of us, even the busiest person in the world, get the same 

allotment of twenty- four hours in a day. It comes across as a personal 

preference not to use your time on your colleague’s request.
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Instead,  people respond much more positively to  those who decline 

requests using excuses related to money or energy, or provide no excuse 

at all. So if you  really must say no to a conversation, a meeting, or a re-

quest from your boss or a colleague, try to make it clear that the reason 

is something outside your personal control, such as  family obligations 

or unexpected travel.

Ask for more Time

Instead of saying no, you can ask for more time in order to make taking 

on a request more  viable. At work, deadlines are a major source of time 

stress. A  simple, power ful tool to feel more in control of your schedule 

is to push back adjustable deadlines. This sounds easy, but we often 

avoid requesting extensions  because we worry it  will make us appear 

less competent and unmotivated.

My data shows we overestimate the likelihood  we’ll be perceived in 

this way.25 As long as we request more time to work on tasks before the 

deadline has passed, most man ag ers actually believe  we’re more moti-

vated when they get the request. It’s likely that your colleague or man-

ag er  will grant you an extension unbegrudgingly. In contrast, when we 

feel stressed but fail to ask for more breathing room on flexible tasks, 

we end up submitting suboptimal work. We feel dissatisfied, and we end 

up disappointing our colleagues and our man ag ers— the very  thing we 

 were trying to avoid.

Another form of the extension request is to ask for a few days off 

to reduce stress and make sure  you’re operating at a high level when 

 you’re working. Burnout produces bad work and demoralized work-

ers.26 A few days of paid vacation is preferable (and less costly) to an 

employer than your failing or quitting in frustration.27

One person who’s faced this tension is Wanda, who confided in me 

that she felt overwhelmed as an assistant in an oncology doctor’s office. 

She was paid to work four days a week but often worked five days to 

keep up with the demands of the growing practice. She  didn’t take 

time off and often worked through weekends and holidays. Her adult 
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 daughter, Leah, asked why Wanda  wouldn’t ask for a raise for the extra 

hours she was working, or at least for a few extra days off. “I  don’t want 

to hassle my boss,” Wanda told her  daughter. “I know how busy she is.” 

In truth, Wanda worried that her boss would see this as a sign that she 

 couldn’t do the job; Wanda feared she would be fired at a time when she 

felt she had few other employment options.

Several months  later, Leah found Wanda exhausted and in tears at 

her living room  table, trying to fit in a few more hours of work before 

the two went out to enjoy a Saturday morning together.

Wanda had had enough. But she  wasn’t  going to ask for a raise or for 

days off. She was  going to quit. Leah walked in as Wanda was writing 

a resignation letter. Leah wanted to take a dif fer ent approach. She sug-

gested they write a less intense email instead.

In this email, Leah helped Wanda factually report that she was work-

ing eight to ten additional hours each week that she  wasn’t getting paid 

for. She reported that she felt it would be fair  either to be compensated 

for  these hours or to have five days of paid vacation over the holiday to 

rest and recover  after having worked so many extra hours.

Her boss quickly replied. She had no idea Wanda had been work-

ing so many additional hours. The boss told Wanda to bill her for any 

extra hours she worked each week  going forward. Wanda also received 

five days of paid vacation immediately (and a gift certificate for a spa!). 

The boss told Wanda that she would find another assistant to cover her 

hours while Wanda enjoyed her vacation. They also set up a meeting to 

discuss the possibility of hiring another part- time assistant to help one 

day a week.

Wanda’s fear of saying no turned out to be misplaced. Her fear that 

her boss would be disappointed was wrong. Most  people I have inter-

viewed about time affluence forget that we can also negotiate for time 

at work, just as we can negotiate for a higher salary.

Shamefully, employers often  don’t tell workers  whether their dead-

lines are flexible or  whether they can ask for more paid vacation. 

As a result, the most time poor among us— junior employees and 

 women— are the least likely to ask for more time. But they should. For 
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years, negotiation scholars have been researching the best way employ-

ees can ask for more money; workers can and should negotiate for time 

just as aggressively.28 You may be surprised how receptive man ag ers 

are. In truth, the costs of losing an employee are far higher than grant-

ing a short vacation or a modest raise. Wanda’s boss  didn’t want her 

to leave any more than Wanda wanted to quit. What Wanda’s boss did 

want was for her administrative tasks to be handled competently, and 

for Wanda to be a happy employee in a job she loved.

Of course, some workplaces are unwilling to accommodate time flex-

ibility or consider such requests seriously. If  you’re searching for a job, 

make it a point to ask about  these policies, and look skeptically at com-

panies that  don’t consider  these issues or seem to be confused by your 

question (suggesting they  haven’t thought much about the value of your 

time). Still, the number of firms across sectors that are willing to work 

with you on this is growing; it must, as the  battle for talent becomes more 

intense. Helping workers live time- rich lives can be a recruitment tool.

Evaluate the opportunity Cost

To help you say no, remind yourself of the opportunity cost of saying 

yes. Saying yes to a meal with someone who wants to network with you 

is saying yes to sixty minutes in addition to the time you’ll spend get-

ting to and from the restaurant and finding parking. If you bud get 

two hours total, you should ask yourself, What am I not  doing with that 

time that I could be  doing? And what is the effect on the time around 

that meal? Did you have to rush to complete tasks? Did it increase your 

stress trying to make the appointment, and did it affect your work 

afterward?

Similarly, work travel is never only the days you spend away from 

home. The day before your trip you have to do laundry (thirty min-

utes), iron (thirty minutes), pack (twenty minutes), and negotiate your 

trip away with your partner and  family (sixty minutes). That’s 2.3 hours 

devoted to your trip before it starts.29 On the day of the trip, you lose 

an hour or more traveling to the airport, and from the airport to your 
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travel destination (forty minutes). Once you arrive  there, you  will have 

more meetings than you expected and likely have a late- night flight 

back— which could be delayed, resulting in your feeling exhausted the 

next day.30 And the day  after, it takes more time to unpack and re orient 

yourself.

When looking at your schedule and planning your activities for the 

next several months, be sure to add  these kinds of incidental time costs 

surrounding the activities you said yes to. Write down a list of five to 

ten  things you  won’t be able to do  because of  these time costs. If you 

travel a lot for work, you prob ably  won’t be able to be a mentally avail-

able parent to your kids on the day you come home from work. You  will 

miss  family breakfasts, phone conversations, and recitals. You  will also 

miss lazy eve nings together with your spouse or quiz nights at the pub 

with your best friend.

Quick lunches, dinners, and trips seem trivial, but over the long 

term they can come at a major cost to your social relationships and your 

health in a way that’s worth accounting for. Some dinners are necessary, 

and some work trips required. But saying no, even a few more times a 

year, is likely to bring positive change.

The Big Why

In chapter 3, when developing strategies for living  every day in a more 

time- positive way, I told you to ask yourself the small why question. At 

any given moment, Why am I  doing this? Now I want you to address the 

big why question, which focuses on what you value as a person over a 

long time. The big why question is, Why does prioritizing time over money 

 matter to me?

The answer to this question  will motivate you to keep pursuing better 

uses of your time. It may not be a  simple answer, and it may change over 

time, but it’s impor tant to periodically reflect on it.

As I reveal in chapter 1, I’m bad at prioritizing time more than 

money, in part  because I grew up in a working- class  family where a 
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focus on increasing the money we had was palpable and where I was 

taught that leisure was lazy. As I have grown older, I’ve tried to reset 

my thinking about the true value of my time—in part by accounting for 

time, holding myself accountable for having more and better time, and 

by answering the big why question.

For me, the answer to this question involves my cousins Marc and 

Paul.

My  family is small and scattered. I  don’t have siblings. Most of my 

cousins  were married with kids when I was young, except for Marc 

and Paul. They  were a few years older than me, and we managed to 

get into plenty of trou ble together. Marc and Paul taught me to swear. 

(I remember particularly the education I received from Blink-182’s hit 

 album Take Off Your Pants and Jacket and reruns of South Park.) They 

also taught me about online dating and professional wrestling. When 

we  weren’t raising hell, we talked about their favorite soccer teams, and 

we talked about my upcoming soccer tournaments.

We talked about my tournaments  because Marc and Paul  couldn’t 

play soccer. At age six, they  were diagnosed with Duchenne muscu-

lar dystrophy, a horrible and rare degenerative ge ne tic disease. Only 

a handful of families in North Amer i ca had more than one child with 

DMD when Marc and Paul  were born. By the time I was watching South 

Park by myself, they  were using wheelchairs. When I graduated from 

college, they  couldn’t breathe on their own. When I received my PhD, 

they  were quadriplegic. Two years  later, they died in short succession. 

Marc and Paul remind me that our time is finite— and we  don’t  really 

know how finite. I do not want to let time pass unremarkably or, worse, 

wastefully.

In Stumbling on Happiness, Harvard professor Dan Gilbert quotes 

Willa Cather:

One cannot divine nor forecast the conditions that  will make 

happiness. One only stumbles upon them by chance, in a lucky 

hour, at the world’s end somewhere, and holds fast to the days 

as to fortune or to fame.
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If something makes us happy or gives us purpose, we need to hold 

on to it. We need to do what ever we can to prioritize it, to care for it, 

and to not let distractions disconnect us from it. All of us are living lives 

that are slowly slipping away. In an era of constant distraction, without 

careful planning our seconds  will pass easily, and unhappily.

So whenever I find myself mindlessly checking out during a work 

task or scrolling on my phone for what seems like hours, I remind 

myself of the big why, my cousins, and the slowly fading nature of life.

In fact, to make  these reminders easy for myself, I have my cousins’ 

initials tattooed on my wrist. I’m not saying you need to take it this far; 

a photo in your office or a note on your desk  will do just fine. Having 

Marc’s and Paul’s initials on my wrist gives me the motivation to keep 

 going, to keep prioritizing my time, and to take owner ship and respon-

sibility over the life I want to live.

The ultimate motivator is knowing the answer to your big why and 

following through on implementing positive time choices. Take a few 

minutes to reflect on your big why. When  you’ve done this, put a re-

minder someplace where you often find yourself squandering time, 

such as the office or the living room. Whenever you need a reminder of 

what’s impor tant, it should be easy to spot.

• • •

Becoming a time- affluent person over the long term takes practice. You 

 will do better during some periods, and worse in  others. Some stretches 

may feel overwhelmingly positive, and  others may feel like a slog to 

maintain your focus on time.

That’s expected and OK. Keep at it. You got this.

Best news of all, you’ll likely get better at it as you get older. We’ve 

seen via research that older  people tend to be Taylors more than Mor-

gans. They tend to be more financially secure, making it easier to value 

time.31 Then  there’s this: older  people have less time left. (Other re-

search suggests time seems to move faster the older you get, so we feel 

the loss of time more acutely.)32 Time is literally scarcer and more 
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valuable as we age, so making the decision to value time over money 

becomes an easier calculation.33

No  matter your age now, with this chapter and the preceding one, 

you have tools to become happier through better use of your time, both 

in everyday moments and over longer periods.

In chapter 5, it’s time to give your bosses some tools to help you, too.
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chapter 4 toolkit

 These tools  will help you navigate upcoming major life decisions and learn 
to think about the potential effect on your time over the course of years 
when  you’re making big decisions.

Five Time- Affluence Habits

Following are strategies that are proven to help you lead a time- affluent 
life over longer periods of time.

• Vary your activities.  The effect of time- smart choices  will lessen 
over time if you do the same  thing  every time you have an opportu-
nity. When planning time- affluent activities, spend time throughout 
your days and weeks  doing many diff er ent  things.

• Say no.  Set default responses to certain kinds of requests that you 
get often and that cause time stress. Practice saying no to requests 
you  don’t think you  will have time for. Try saying yes to requests for 
conversations, but no to requests for actions.

• Ask for more time.  Many requests  don’t have hard deadlines. If 
you think that having more time would improve the quality of your 
work, ask for it. If you need a vacation or are feeling overwhelmed, 
tell your boss.

• Remind yourself of opportunity costs.  Whenever we say yes to 
something (travel, additional work proj ects), we say no to other 
 things— spending time with  family,  going to kids’ soccer games, 
helping our parents. Before saying yes, calculate not only the time 
costs but also the opportunity costs to help you decide  whether 
the decision you are contemplating (e.g., additional work travel) is 
 really worth it.

• Ask yourself the big why.  When making major life decisions, you 
should ask yourself what you value. What is your purpose, and 
why does prioritizing time  matter to you? Put a physical reminder 
of your big why somewhere where you can see it. In this way, you 
 will be prompted to think  whether any decision you are making in 
the moment aligns with your overall goals and purpose in life— 
whether it aligns with what truly  matters.
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Major Life Milestones Worksheet

In the leftmost column of the  table below, list the major events in your life, 
especially ones involving money, such as choosing a job, choosing where 
to live, getting married, moving in with someone, having a child, buying a 
puppy, or taking care of a  family member. Account for some of the time 
implications of your expected decision by documenting  those costs in the 
 middle column. For a job, this might be the length of the commute and the 
amount of travel required. For getting married, it might be the amount of 
planning required.

 After you have thought about the time costs, consider how you might 
offset some of  these costs— either by making a diff er ent decision or by 
increasing your focus on time- smart strategies such as funding time, find-
ing time, and reframing time. Write  those strategies in the last column.

Major life decision

Estimated  
time costs  
(day/week/year)

Strategies to offset 
any time costs
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Saying No Worksheet

Plan to say no by creating a policy for committing to requests for your 
time. It could be like Monica’s, where she said yes to requests to talk but 
no to requests for action.

WrITE yoUr gEnErAL PoLICy  HErE:

Now write down some standard answers you can use when  people ask for 
your time but you  can’t or  won’t give it. Keep in mind that time- based excuses 
like “I’m too busy” or “I  don’t have the time” are not good reasons,  because 
they tend to make  others think you are less likeable and less trustworthy.

rEASon nUmBEr 1 To SAy no:

rEASon nUmBEr 2 To SAy no:

rEASon nUmBEr 3 To SAy no:
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Asking for More Time Worksheet

In addition to planning to say no, you should plan to ask for more time 
when you need it. You could be like Wanda, who asked her boss for more 
time in the form of paid days off. Write your general strategy for deciding 
when you  will ask for more time (at work and outside it) and how you  will 
ask for it.

Next, write down some standard reasons for asking for more time when 
you need to complete tasks. Keep in mind that  people are more favorable 
 toward granting time when you ask well in advance of a deadline, or when 
you ask for more time for a justifiable reason. As with saying no, reasons 
such as “ Because I  don’t have the time” are not likely to provide good 
justifications.

rEASon nUmBEr 1 To ASK For morE TImE:

rEASon nUmBEr 2 To ASK For morE TImE:

rEASon nUmBEr 3 To ASK For morE TImE:
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Big Why Worksheet

Use this space to create the answer to the big why question: Why does 
prioritizing time over money  matter to me?

Your big why can be an event in your life that reminds you of how precious 
time is, or a long- term goal you have that requires you to not squander 
your time, or something  else. Use your answer as motivation in moments 
when you know your time is being used poorly, or to remind yourself of 
the importance of valuing time over money. Fi nally, revisit your big why 
question periodically and update the answer if you need to.

Now use the space that follows to generate ideas for how you  will 
remind yourself of your big why in daily life. I got a tattoo to remind 
myself, but, of course, how you do this can be as  simple as putting up a 
photo in your office that reminds you of what truly  matters.
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systemic change

Time is the most precious commodity— let’s see if we can  

find ways to give our fellow citizens more of it.

— CASS SUNSTEIN, PROFESSOR, HARVARD LAW SCHOOL

This book is for you, so to this point I’ve focused on you: what you do 

with your time, what you can change, and how you can change it.

But it’s not entirely your fault that you feel time poor. Social structures 

promote time poverty. Our organ izations and their  human resource 

policies, and our public institutions and their structures, contribute 

substantially to this modern affliction.1 As much as you can change, so 

can they. This final chapter is for them.

More specifically, it’s meant to enlist you in a broader effort to engage 

leaders in creating time- friendly policies for workers and citizens. This 

chapter  will feel dif fer ent from the  others; it is built to make a case for 

change rather than to help you institute personal change. I felt it was 
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impor tant to include this chapter,  because we  can’t fix the time- famine 

epidemic without the help of leaders and government. It is my sincere 

hope that you  will dog- ear this chapter and hand it to an HR man ag er 

or local government leader.

• • •

Companies and the government inadvertently and intentionally perpet-

uate time poverty. Each year, US companies waste $100 billion in employ-

ees’ time, and the government imposes 9.78 billion hours of paperwork 

on its citizens.2 In the United States, for example, “ free” programs— 

like FAFSA ( Free Application for Federal Student Aid), Medicaid, and 

SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)— impose a “time 

tax” on eligible recipients, requiring them to complete complex and 

lengthy paperwork.3

Around the world, international aid programs require recipients to 

walk for miles as a way of “proving” they need the help.4 In one study, 

nonprofits asked potential recipients of food aid to walk more than four 

miles to receive aid, instead of the one mile they  were typically asked to 

walk. When the distance was increased, fewer  people sought the food 

aid even though they needed it, and richer  people  weren’t less likely to 

come.5

In an increasingly noisy, crowded, and busy world, institutions can 

help us value time and become more time affluent. Organ izations can help 

employees see time off as something to celebrate; governments can 

help citizens save time by offering subsidies to live closer to work; new 

technologies can help  people disconnect from their online news feeds, 

coordinate their commutes, and more cheaply and easily outsource 

tasks to  others. Nothing is stopping our institutions from increasing 

time affluence for workers and citizens. Leaders need only to decide to 

make it happen.
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Work Policies

Wasted Time Increases Stress and Resentment

The digital transformation of work is prob ably the single biggest  factor 

in creating our modern time famine. At the highest level, it has cre-

ated new norms of occupational instability. To offset the effect of  these 

changes, many employees have improved their skills at  great cost, ac-

cruing debt. This debt, combined with the fear of losing a job in a vola-

tile market, conspires to make us focus ever more on earning money at 

the expense of time. The tools that enable the digital workplace have 

also shredded the time we have into smaller pieces of confetti, each of 

which has the potential to pull us back into work and away from time- 

enriching activities. Work has never loomed larger in our minds.

Work also excels at wasting our time. Harvard Business School 

professor Teresa Amabile and University of Texas at Austin professor 

Andrew Brodsky studied more than one thousand employees in twenty- 

nine occupations, including  lawyers, man ag ers, and soldiers. More than 

78  percent of the employees they studied said their organ izations “sys-

tematically wasted their time” by keeping them idle between meetings 

and assignments. Converting this wasted time into wages amounted to 

more than $100 billion lost in unproductive wasted time each year.6

Workplaces also create time poverty by imposing unnecessary ad-

ministration. Doctors spend 8.7 hours per week (about eigh teen days 

per year) billing and rec ord keeping; this number has doubled in the 

past de cade.7 Business professionals spend an average of twenty- three 

hours a week (forty- eight days per year!) trapped in meetings—up from 

ten hours a week in the 1960s.8 CEOs, who presumably have complete 

control over their schedules, report “wasting” 57  percent of their work-

days engaged in activities that have “absolutely no impact” on the mis-

sions of their companies.9 And it  isn’t only high- earning professionals 

who feel this way. In a survey of more than seven hundred average 

income earners (who made about $50,000 per year), 99.9  percent said 
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they  were routinely asked to complete unimportant tasks that wasted 

their time, such as unnecessary phone calls, emails, and paperwork.10

Wasted time  causes stress, too. One employee, Corey, confided his 

latest work- related conspiracy theory: he thinks his boss holds meetings 

each week for the sole purpose of creating work that  doesn’t need to be 

done. At one of  these meetings, his colleague Heather became so frus-

trated she dug her nails into her palm  until she bled. Drawing blood 

was seen as a better alternative than screaming about the ridiculousness 

of her latest assignment: creating a fifty- page report about a discontin-

ued workplace policy that (most likely) no one would read.

When forced to wade through workplace drudgery,  we’re reminded 

of other tasks we could be  doing, increasing our time stress. We feel 

the opportunity costs viscerally.11 What ever annoying task we are  doing 

is preventing us from the main point of our job (e.g., seeing patients, 

helping customers, fixing prob lems). We think, Why bother  doing soul- 

crushing tasks when I could be  doing something better with my time?

The advice to leaders  here is obvious:  don’t assign time- wasting activ-

ities. Better yet, recognize  those time wasters and institute time- affluent 

replacements. Reassign a weekly meeting no one finds valuable as man-

datory “walk outside” time. Encourage idle time to be used as social 

time. As Chandler Myers, a former military veteran, recounted to me, 

“Something as  simple as grabbing lunch with a colleague can be im-

mensely impor tant. When my colleague started to encourage this, my 

morale and the morale of my team brightened. All of our tasks became 

more manageable,  because we knew we always had  these small social 

breaks to look forward to.”

Financial Incentives Exacerbate  
money- Centric Thinking

HR policies play a significant role in shaping how employees perceive 

their time. Financial incentives are a cornerstone strategy for improving 

per for mance, and they work—to an extent. But we now know that fi-

nancial incentives carry costs that may outweigh the productivity gains.
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In a large- scale data set that my colleagues and I analyzed, we found 

that per for mance incentives may have the power to change how employ-

ees use their time.12 Employees who  were paid for their per for mance 

spent 2  percent less of their time each day socializing with friends and 

 family. In contrast, they spent 3  percent more time socializing with cus-

tomers and coworkers. This difference was true no  matter how many 

hours they worked or what industry they worked in. While  these differ-

ences seem small, they add up quickly. It’s equivalent to spending thirty 

minutes less per day on personal social connections that generate hap-

piness, and forty- five minutes more with colleagues, clients, and other 

connections that  don’t increase our happiness. Quick math: that’s 120 

hours (five days) less time with friends and  family per year, and eight 

days more with clients and colleagues.

The effect is especially pernicious for nonsalaried employees.13 

Hourly workers are more likely to think about time as equivalent to 

money and are more concerned with wasting time, saving time, and 

using time in “profitable” ways.14 As one  lawyer explained to me, “Bill-

ing hours creates an adversarial relationship with time. I often feel like 

if I do something other than work for an hour, I have to pay that hour 

back  later. So, to not feel like I am in ‘time debt,’ I often forgo leisure 

altogether.”

John, a personal trainer, explained to me how this time- as- money 

thinking was a major demotivator— even in a  career he loved. “I used 

to work for a com pany that told me to think of  every person who walked 

through the door like a number. My boss said, ‘John, it is  simple. The 

more clients that come in and the more they come in, the more money 

we make.’ ” But John hated thinking about  people (who  were coming 

to him for help with achieving their fitness goals) as dollar signs. “This 

people- as- cash mentality made me anxious. I  didn’t want to seem 

pushy. As a result, I  stopped talking to clients. I was worried that they 

would see me as a money- hungry trainer, instead of someone who truly 

cared about their success.”

John quit  after six months and went to work at a smaller gym with-

out commission. Ironically, his sales went up 300  percent. “Now that 
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I am not focused on thinking about how to squeeze as much money 

as I can from  every person who walks through the door, I can spend 

more of my attention on  doing what I do best— empowering  people 

through strength training.” Encouraging employees to focus on culti-

vating social relationships  will certainly reduce the employees’ stress, 

but it also could improve the bottom line.

A  simple shift away from focusing on billing and compensation would 

be a massive boon to organ izations’ plans for their  human resource de-

partments. Society already does a  great job of making us overly focus 

on money. Employees  don’t need another reason to think about their 

time as money. Taking employees’ time off the clock is a good first step 

in helping cultivate time affluence.

 There are many other strategies HR leaders can take.

reward Employees with Paid Time off

Workplaces can help employees find time by rewarding them with it. 

In the United States, one out of four private- sector employees receives 

no paid vacation.15 Yet we know that employees who are offered (and 

take) all of their paid and unpaid vacations are more engaged, creative, 

and productive than  those who do not.16 They derive more meaning 

and satisfaction from their jobs.17  After taking a vacation, most employ-

ees report feeling less tired and more energetic, and they more readily 

savor daily experiences.18 Even short vacations can have benefits lasting 

up to two weeks.19

One long vacation is less beneficial than many shorter ones, so HR 

departments should help employees take getaways and award them 

with short stints away from the office.20 In a survey of 148,000 employ-

ees, only  those who regularly took vacations experienced any benefit of 

 doing so.21 This is  because  after two weeks, our after- vacation blissed- 

out feeling evaporates and we go back to being overscheduled, over-

committed, and burned out.22

In addition to offering time off, companies should mandate work-

ers use it, by any means necessary. Unused vacation is a particularly 
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American scourge: in one survey, 75  percent of employees did not take 

all of their paid vacation days.23 More than 700 million vacation days 

go unused each year—5.6 billion hours that could be spent on time- 

affluent activities instead of work.24 That’s a lot of untapped happiness. 

It slows the economy, too. Researchers estimate that unused vacation 

takes $255 billion of spending out of the economy each year. To put this 

statistic into perspective, con sul tants estimate that the cost of all cars 

bought in the United States in 2019 totals $462 billion.25

What’s more, when workers do take vacations, they feel obligated 

to spend some of that time working. Most American employees feel 

compelled to work during vacations (Hello, from Portland, Maine!).26 

Working on vacation increases stress and creates time confetti, forcing 

employees to jump between worlds and mindsets.

Employers: tell your workers who  don’t take their vacation, “If your 

boss left you a  giant stack of money sitting on your desk one morning, 

you  wouldn’t walk away from it. But by failing to take all of your paid 

vacation, that’s what  you’re  doing— walking away from a gift of time 

worth thousands of dollars.”

Or you could force vacations upon your workforce. In an extreme 

example, Shashank Nigam, CEO of SimpliFlying, an airline marketing 

consultancy, forced his employees to take one week off work— paid— 

every seven weeks. He also forced his staff to disconnect from work. If 

an employee checked their office email, Slack, or any other work- related 

communication platform, Nigam took away their pay. The com pany was 

serious when it said the time off was mandatory. What did it find?

 After their vacations, employees’ creativity increased by 33  percent, 

their happiness increased by 25  percent, and their productivity in-

creased by 13  percent. Since that small experiment, SimpliFlying has 

made some modifications to the original plan.  These mandatory vaca-

tions now happen only  every eight weeks, and employees who work on 

the same proj ects  can’t take their week off consecutively. Beyond  these 

minor modifications, the com pany is still following through with this 

policy.27 As it turns out, companies  don’t suffer when employees are well 

rested. They thrive.
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Vacation offsets  mental health issues as well. In a representative 

survey of 3,380 working adults, taking ten additional paid vacation days 

predicted a 29  percent average drop in reported depression overall, 

and a 38  percent drop in depression for  women with  children.28

offer Time rewards

Smaller time rewards in lieu of minor per for mance recognition cash 

awards can also help HR departments combat time poverty. Funding 

 free time for workers through ser vices like TaskRabbit and Uber rather 

than the occasional $200 cash card is a positive change that could in-

crease workers’ time affluence.

That is, if they use them! As with vacations, workers also fail to 

redeem time- saving vouchers. Data from 207 companies (with 200,000 

employees) shows fewer than 80 offered time- saving options for re-

demption. Of  those that did, only 3.2  percent of employees redeemed 

their points for time- saving rewards, whereas 67  percent of employees 

redeemed their reward points for material items, such as books.29 I sus-

pect this is  because employees often view  these rewards as luxuries, es-

pecially when compared with the material purchases they could make 

with cash or credit gift cards.

One potential solution to this aversion is to limit employees’ reward 

choices to decisions that are focused on positive time. Researchers at 

Stanford conducted a pi lot study in which doctors  were rewarded with 

vouchers for time- saving ser vices. The program gave credit to physi-

cians who  were completing tasks not always formally recognized, such 

as supporting a colleague, volunteering to teach in someone  else’s 

course, or mentoring a student.30

As one doctor explained, “If I volunteer to teach in someone  else’s 

course, I get credits and can use  those credits to order groceries  because 

I  don’t have time to go to the store. You can also use the credits to get 

grant-writing support or help with pre sen ta tions when  you’re giving 

a lecture.  These vouchers  really help to restore my time.” One physi-

cian used  these credits to help his pregnant wife  after she gave birth. 
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Another donated some of  these credits to a colleague who would be 

“picking up the slack” while she was out of the office.31 Doctors who 

involuntarily received  these credits reported higher work−life balance 

and less intention to quit.

Another way to get employees to redeem time- saving vouchers is to 

assign time- based rewards a cash value.32 To help employees take paid 

vacation or time- saving rewards, organ izations can appeal to employ-

ees’ money- first mindsets and make time savings seem financial. As one 

Silicon Valley HR leader suggested to me, “To better motivate  people 

to apply for jobs that tend to have lower pay and more vacation time, we 

should show the total compensation package, not just the salary, put-

ting a value on health care, child care, public transportation subsidies, 

vacation, and sick leave, and calculating it all. That way, employees  will 

know what they are truly paid.”

To test  whether putting a dollar figure on noncash rewards increases 

employees’ interest, my colleagues and I conducted eight studies with 

more than three thousand Americans. Prospective employees  were asked 

to choose between nearly identical jobs:

$100,000, with two weeks of vacation

$90,000, with three weeks of vacation

Three- quarters chose the higher- paying job. But  there’s another way 

to look at this by looking at the salary value of the vacation:

$100,000, with two weeks of vacation (valued at $3,846 in salary)

$90,000 with three weeks of vacation (valued at $5,192 in salary)

In the second scenario, the number of employees who chose the 

higher- paying job dropped to 50  percent. A similar effect was found 

when benefits other than paid vacation (e.g., health care)  were shown as 

line items and given a value. (Note: this  doesn’t seem to work with lower- 

paying jobs at entry level, where workers are far more money sensitive.)
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Marketing time as money therefore seems to be a crucial talent re-

cruitment strategy: job seekers reported that they thought  those em-

ployers truly cared about employees and  were more considerate of 

work−life balance. And companies could enjoy an additional upside: 

increased diversity.  Women often see high- powered jobs as equally at-

tainable but less desirable.33 This  simple and costless intervention could 

draw more  women into the applicant pool by making a com pany seem 

more  family friendly and licensing employees to take all of their paid 

vacations or take any time- saving rewards that are offered.

This book  isn’t meant to deliberately highlight gender issues, in part 

 because I find that men as well as  women benefit from valuing time 

over money. However,  these findings suggest that  women might be par-

ticularly likely to benefit from time- related HR practices, especially to 

the extent that  women still take on the majority of the childcare.

Let Workers Ask for more Time

As much as workers feel compelled to not use their vacations,  they’re 

similarly reticent to request more time at work, fearing that it  will make 

them look incompetent and unmotivated. In ten studies with employees 

and man ag ers, my colleagues and I found that employees who felt time 

poor avoided requesting deadline extensions— even when  these dead-

lines  were adjustable. They would rather hand in suboptimal work than 

ask for a few more days to work on required tasks.34

Of course, avoiding extension requests can undermine employees’ 

per for mance. In one experiment, we assigned business school students 

to write a paper and gave them a flexible due date; if students needed 

more time, they could email the instructor to request an extension 

without penalty. Students who had requested an extension turned in 

higher- quality essays and received higher grades from a professor who 

was not aware of who had received assignment extensions.

 Women and ju nior employees are especially unlikely to ask for more 

time,  because they worry about the way such a request  will be perceived. 

This tendency is tied to data that show  women and younger workers 
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tend to be more insecure about their positions at work and more so-

cially focused.

The key to combating this reluctance is to normalize the be hav ior. 

Broadly, it’s impor tant to communicate the fact that asking for more 

time—to try to balance the demands of work and life—is OK. Employ-

ees who are overwhelmed and who are secretly desperate for more time 

on a proj ect need to be told they  aren’t alone. Deadline extension re-

quests (and requests for vacation time) often occur in private, such as 

over email or during one- on- one conversations. As a result, employees 

are likely to underestimate how common  these requests are. They also 

underestimate how much other employees experience similar stressors.

Employers need to let their workers know  they’re not alone and that 

taking extra time is normal. Communicating the prevalence of grant-

ing extensions could be an easy and power ful way to reduce employees’ 

fears of being singled out as incompetent and unmotivated.

Often the strictness of a deadline is ambiguous: employees may not 

know  whether the deadline is movable. When facing this ambiguity, 

most workers  will avoid asking for more time in case the deadline is 

inflexible. (Again, it’s worse for  women and younger workers.) When 

assigning tasks, man ag ers should clearly communicate  whether or not 

a deadline is adjustable.

Let Workers Work Anywhere

Companies that let workers decide where and when to do their jobs— 

whether in another city or in the  middle of the night— have workers 

who are happier, more productive, and less likely to quit.35 Research by 

my colleague Prithwiraj Choudhury found that employees with work- 

from- anywhere arrangements  were 4.4  percent more productive than 

employees with a more traditional work- from- home policy allowing 

them to work whenever they wanted to but requiring them to live closer 

to the office. The research team estimates that this productivity gain 

could result in an average $1.3 billion boost to the US economy each 

year.36
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The policy produces other indirect benefits as well: employees ben-

efited from bringing their salaries to places with lower costs of living, 

such as Florida. They also spent less time commuting. Each employee in 

the study ( there  were six hundred in total) drove an average of eighty- 

four miles less, reducing emissions by 44,000 tons during the study. 

It’s likely that employees also felt less stressed and happier given the 

increased control they had over their time.

Of course,  these employees worked in specific jobs for which such an 

arrangement was pos si ble. And this strategy  wasn’t without its draw-

backs. Some employees  didn’t like the feeling of being left on their 

own and missed the social connection ele ment of their workplaces. 

Researchers suggest that periods of in- office work, or “sprints,” could 

help all employees build a strong foundation of trust with their supervi-

sors and each other. Conversely, sabbaticals— a long- standing academic 

perk— are proving increasingly popu lar in companies. Early research 

shows they benefit both the worker and the com pany.

For HR and workplace leaders, a mindset shift is in order that may 

feel uncomfortable but is backed by data: you  will gain better talent and 

more- loyal employees by helping workers increase their time affluence. 

It is easy for man ag ers to lose sight of the fact that the best data shows 

that employees who take the most time off (and ask for extensions when 

needed) are the happiest and most productive.

• • •

A final note on work policies that encourage time affluence: leadership 

is crucial. Man ag ers must lead time- off trends by practicing them. By 

saying, “I would like to take more time and put more thought in my 

response to your proposal than what we had originally discussed,” man-

ag ers can help employees feel more comfortable in asking for extensions 

themselves. Man ag ers also set the tone when it comes to bad habits like 

working while on vacation or not taking one. When you send work- related 

emails when you are supposed to be on vacation, you send a strong signal 

to your subordinates that they should always be available, too.  Don’t do it.
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If you email an employee late at night, early in the morning, or on 

a weekend, be clear about why you are emailing at strange hours and 

 whether or not you require a response. I learned this the hard way 

when I (inadvertently) sent a panic through my research team by email-

ing at 3 a.m. when I was traveling. One student immediately texted 

another, wondering  whether I required an immediate response. They 

lost sleep over an email that was not urgent. I should have led by ex-

ample. I could have added a short note at the beginning: “I’m travel-

ing, please ignore this email  until normal work hours” or, better yet, 

not sent it at all. The entire point of email is that it’s asynchronous and 

 doesn’t— shouldn’t— demand immediate attention.

Public Policies

We know from data that  those who benefit the most from making time- 

saving purchases are  those who make the least amount of money. Time 

poverty is worse for the financially impoverished.37 They spend more 

time commuting, working multiple jobs, and waiting for ser vices than 

the wealthy. It’s a tricky paradox,  because we also know that  those who 

make less money are less likely to invest in  free time and are more likely 

to think they  can’t afford to buy time. My studies suggest we should 

spend more money than we think to buy back time, even when our 

means are  limited.

Unfortunately, our social structures exacerbate this paradox, creat-

ing time poverty for  those who need the most help getting rid of it. 

The United States, for example, is the only country in the industrial-

ized world without paid maternity time off, leaving most new  mothers 

scrambling to figure out how to find time and money for childcare 

through a combination of disability, vacation days, and paid help. The 

United States also has the least- generous benefits for, and the lowest 

public commitment to, caregiving.38

Let’s look at some ways governments could ease the burden of time 

poverty for their citizens.
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reduce Paperwork

To receive permits, licenses, tax deductions, subsidies, educational as-

sistance, and health benefits, citizens must fill out forms, travel to gov-

ernment offices, and wait. In Washington, a policy that was recently 

implemented meant that families who wanted Medicaid would need to 

complete up to thirty- one pages of paperwork. Officials learned that 

busy poor families  couldn’t keep up with this complex paperwork. The 

result: a huge drop- off in the number of applications from eligible fam-

ilies that needed the coverage. For lower- income Americans faced with 

unpredictable work schedules, unreliable transportation, difficulty in 

finding childcare, and a lot of stress, it can be impossible to overcome 

bureaucratic hurdles.39

As Harvard Law School professor Cass Sunstein argues, “Excessive 

paperwork requirements do not merely take time. They impede infra-

structure improvements. They increase poverty. They reduce economic 

growth. They make it difficult or even impossible to get access to oppor-

tunities and benefits that could fundamentally change  people’s lives.”40

Create Time- Saving Aid

To examine the benefits of reducing time poverty among the working 

poor, I have been conducting a large- scale study in one of the largest 

and poorest slums in the world, Kibera, in Nairobi,  Kenya. The  women 

who live in this slum spend forty hours  every week on chores and other 

forms of unpaid  labor. Hand- washing laundry and watching it dry (so 

that it  doesn’t get stolen) takes up to ten hours a week. Even in this slum, 

where  women earn an average of $5 a day,  there is a market for time- 

saving ser vices, along with lessons for all public policy officials about 

the value of  people’s time and the ways officials can support time afflu-

ence for all citizens.41

In Kibera,  women sometimes fund their time, paying nearly half a 

day’s wages to  others to do their laundry or take clothes to a local laun-

dromat. They also pay  others to purchase vegetables for them to save 
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the hours it would take to walk to and from the market. As Gladys— a 

single working mom living in  Kenya on less than USD$5 per day— 

explained to me, “Hiring someone to go to the market for me saves 

me time that I can use to rest, spend more time with my kids, or spend 

more time selling vegetables at my stand. To me, it is worth the cost.”

Even though  these ser vices are clearly desirable (even for  these 

 women who are struggling financially), time- saving ser vices for the 

poor are often undervalued by potential aid recipients themselves and 

by the policy makers building supportive programs.

I asked a group of forty aspiring policy makers at the Harvard Ken-

nedy School’s program in public policy which of two aid initiatives 

would be more likely to improve  women’s welfare: one that would save 

working  women time, or one that would provide them with cash. Only 

10  percent said that the time- saving initiative would be more effective. 

When I explic itly provided students with the choice between three 

policy programs (a program that gave cash, a program that provided 

prepared meals, or a program that saved time), only four respondents 

(13  percent) selected the time- saving program; 87  percent chose cash.

Luckily, nonprofit organ izations are starting to recognize the im-

portance of time- saving ser vices for  women working in poor countries 

worldwide. In 2016, Melinda Gates wrote a “Gates Note” on the issue 

and created a video “Time Poverty: The Gap That No One Is Talking 

About,” highlighting the fact that in  every part of the world  women 

spend more time on unpaid work than men. She observed that the 

“massive hours that girls spend [on  house hold tasks] distorts their entire 

lives.” Building on this call to action, nonprofits are starting to provide 

time- saving ser vices to  women in hopes of increasing their time afflu-

ence and downstream educational attainment.42

OneProsper— a nonprofit organ ization I work with in India— 

provides rainwater collection technology that eliminates six to eight 

hours per day of travel to collect  water. This nonprofit also provides 

girls with bikes so that they can get to school faster. This assistance in-

creases the number of girls and  women who can attend school. As one 

thirteen- year- old, Bhomi, said to me, in response to receiving the bike 
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and  water technology, “Not having to collect  water has reduced water-

fetching drudgery. I am now studying in ninth grade. It was almost 

impossible for me to go to school on foot. The bike has changed my life 

and I am able to continue my studies. Thanks to  these donors, I can 

read, go to school, and my entire life has been transformed.”

make Vacations mandatory

Historically, the policies of most governments have focused on im-

proving material prosperity.43 Indicators like the gross domestic prod-

uct (GDP, the monetary value of the goods and ser vices produced in 

a country) have been considered the main indicator of societal well- 

being,  because of a general belief among policy makers that wealth re-

sults in greater happiness. More recently, governments have started to 

recognize that other  factors can shape citizens’ well- being, such as how 

optimistic they feel about their lives, the amount of air pollution they 

experience, and income in equality in society.44

One  factor to date that policy makers have overlooked is time afflu-

ence, or the lack of it. Using a database of seventy- nine countries, a col-

laborator and I analyzed the relationship between time affluence and 

happiness. Countries with a higher proportion of citizens who valued 

leisure more than work  were happier, regardless of the type of govern-

ment in place or the relative wealth of the country.45

 People who lived in countries that  were more time focused (versus 

money focused)  were happier,  because they  were less impacted by fi-

nancial concerns.  After the 2008 financial crisis, the GDP of the United 

States fell 4.3  percent—as of this writing, the largest decline in the post- 

world war era. Following the meltdown, major depressive disorders and 

stress increased, while optimism and happiness decreased.46  People in 

the United States, and worldwide, who found meaning outside work 

and  were more time focused than money focused showed less of a nega-

tive shift in happiness or stress.47

Policy makers need to ask  whether  there are ways for them to shift 

citizens’ time and money orientations to improve time affluence and 
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promote happiness. Can we mea sure well- being in ways beyond GDP 

and then act to increase  those mea sures, just as we act to increase pro-

ductivity and retail spending (which, in fact, may be tamping down our 

time affluence and happiness)?

The percentage of  people who value leisure more than work varies 

wildly, from 40  percent in the Netherlands to 1.2  percent in Tanza-

nia. More generally, in areas with chronically high levels of income 

in equality and in poorer areas— such as Latin Amer i ca and Africa— 

fewer citizens value leisure more than work.48

 These results suggest that the existence of policies that encourage 

citizens to make time- related decisions can make for happier citizens. 

In organ izations, incentivizing employees to take their paid vacations, 

implementing aggressive  family leave policies, and even shortening the 

workday could be vital for improving health and happiness. The Go-

thenburg City Council in Sweden, a top 10 country in the World Happi-

ness Report, recently switched from an eight- hour to a six- hour working 

day. Employees who took part in this experiment  were happier, less 

stressed-out, and more productive, and they took less sick leave.49

Update Urban Planning

The ultimate time suck is the commute. One entrepreneur, Aslyne Ro-

driguez, started EmpowerBus to provide workers in underserved com-

munities with better access to public transportation.50

The service— funded in part by employers and employment 

agencies— finds time for low- income workers by providing reliable, on- 

time transportation for their (often lengthy) commutes and allowing 

them to reassign that time in time- affluent ways,  whether that is to take 

classes (upgrading high school or taking college classes), develop a skill, 

or relax and listen to  music. Suddenly, an activity that was encouraging 

time poverty is being used to enrich lives. The venture is now extend-

ing its ability to find and fund time by delivering groceries to workers 

on the bus. Now the time that  people spend shopping is freed up, too, 

a benefit that is significant for many lower- income  people who live in 
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food deserts and have few  viable options for healthy eating that  don’t 

take a lot of time out of their day.

As one  woman living in Ohio explained, “I  don’t have a car and 

try not to walk to the store  because my neighborhood lacks sidewalks. 

I have to access a grocery store with a pharmacy  because one of my 

 children has special needs. Prior to EmpowerBus, I would cab myself to 

the grocery store fifteen times or more monthly. It was very expensive 

as the cab rides  were as much as $8 each way.” EmpowerBus not only 

gets her from point A to point B but also helps her unload her grocer-

ies. She saves a lot of money, too: thirty taxi trips at $16 used to cost 

her $480 per month, or $5,760 per year— nearly one- third of what she 

paid for rent for the year. In contrast, the bus is  free, and, although it 

takes slightly longer, the time cost is neutralized through the grocery 

delivery ser vice.

Governments can also do what they do best: regulate through pen-

alties and incentives to encourage, or sometimes mandate, dif fer ent 

be hav iors. Apps can help solve some issues by rerouting  people to 

less- congested areas or even helping them decide when to travel. This 

is good! In 2018, Americans lost an average of ninety- seven hours 

a year due to traffic congestion, costing them nearly $87 billion (or 

an average of $1,348 per driver).51 More recently, apps are matching 

 people for carpooling. This ser vice saves time and improves the com-

mute: making social connections and talking to  people we  don’t know 

well increases happiness, reduces our stress, and expands our social 

networks.

But the vast majority of  people  don’t use ride- share apps (only 36  percent 

have ever used them) and instead drive alone to work (76  percent).52 With 

one of my students, I recently conducted eight field experiments to try to 

encourage employees to carpool to work using one of  these technology- 

based platforms. All eight experiments failed miserably. Of eighty thou-

sand employees, we only successfully encouraged twenty- two new users 

to try a carpooling app.53

Through regulatory policies— such as congestion pricing and park-

ing bans— governments could prod  people to use  these ser vices. The 
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cost of implementation could be well worth the benefit of removing mil-

lions of hours of commute time, taking cars off the road, and increasing 

 people’s positive use of their time.

recognize Time’s Value

Governments can also enlist design teams to rethink bureaucracy that 

usurps valuable time. Ser vices that let us order our coffee ahead of time 

and pick it up can be applied to public ser vices as well. For example, 

in 2016, Philadelphia’s Penn Medicine Hospital hired a diverse team of 

physicians, health economists, and designers to solve major bottlenecks 

in ser vice delivery.

The team members focused on “stripping pro cesses down to core 

functions” to “clarify the complicated.”54 In the words of one of the par-

ticipating staff members, “In our modern world, it is easy to junk  things 

up.  Simple is hard. We are quick to add more questions to research 

surveys, more buttons to a digital interface, more burdens to more 

 people. Yet more words, screens, pages, boards, or tasks are seldom the 

answer.” They usually take up more time. Rethinking ser vice delivery 

can likewise  free up hundreds of thousands of citizens’ hours.

• • •

Choices about time,  whether voluntary or constrained, define the 

health, well- being, and economic opportunity of every one in society. 

Any time that we spend stuck in traffic is time that we  can’t spend en-

joying our families, contributing to our communities, working, or de-

veloping ourselves. A lack of  free time—or even a perceived lack of 

time— predicts poor health. As you have seen,  these feelings affect all 

of us, from parents with young  children living at home, to  those who 

are working multiple jobs to make ends meet. Time poverty even af-

fects students, who are increasingly crippled with debt and face height-

ened competition to succeed at work, therefore combining intense study 

schedules with full- time work.
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Workplaces, organ izations, and governments need to be part of the 

effort to make us all time smart. To start, they need more data. A good 

amount of data on individuals and their time use is amassing, but  little 

data exists at the orga nizational, municipal, or country level. (I am 

working on this now; let me get back to you in, say, five years or so.) 

Better mea sures of time use in large- scale panel data from all over the 

world— not just wealthy countries— will drive conversations about time 

poverty in local and national governments. And we need more organ-

izations to take time poverty seriously as a public health issue that af-

fects not only individuals but also the well- being of a com pany, a city, or 

a country. Without a concerted effort, time poverty  will remain a bar-

rier to happiness and economic mobility for nations around the world.

Still,  there’s much to be done right now, and I’ve highlighted many 

of  these ideas  here. One more  thing we can do is to lobby our compa-

nies and our public officials to recognize the prob lem. Now that you 

recognize your own time poverty and are trying to take small,  simple 

steps to change it, we need to push our institutions to do the same. 

When it comes to finding creative solutions, individual action is not 

enough. We need a paradigmatic shift. In the words of author Anne 

Helen Petersen, “Reducing societal- level stress and burn- out requires 

institutional change. It  isn’t something that an oxygen facial or a tread-

mill desk  will fix.”55

Amen.
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CONCLUSION

time in the  future

How did it get so late so soon?

It’s night before it’s after noon.

December is  here before it’s June.

My goodness how the time has flewn.

How did it get so late so soon?

— DR. SEUSS

The  future of time is filled with promise and peril.

 You’ve come a long way in understanding some fundamental truths 

about time, money, and the modern world. Time poverty  matters, mate-

rially. We know this. We have the data. We know that the so- called East-

erlin Paradox is true: the accumulation of wealth does not always create 

an increase in happiness. Chasing professional success at all costs is a 

cause of, and not a solution to, our feeling of having too much to do and 

not enough time to do it. And  there are attendant consequences of living 

this way: depression, obesity, loneliness, selfishness— the list goes on.
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We have started to acknowledge  these truths, and  we’re toying with 

interventions, at both the individual level and the policy level, to over-

come time poverty. Some places are trying four- day workweeks (the 

United States, as with paid parental leave, lags  behind).

It’s a good start, but we need to go much farther, lest the 80  percent 

of Americans feeling time poor rises to 90 and then to 100. We need 

to test interventions beyond the typical white- collar ones to help work-

ers at all economic levels and in all types of jobs, including the profes-

sions where it is seemingly difficult to make time- smart changes (for, 

say, teachers or health care and ser vice workers).

We need to convince business leaders that time affluence is a com-

petitive issue. The war for talent  will demand that companies take time 

affluence seriously. The assumption that  there’s a return on treating 

workers well  hasn’t always been a given. It has been built and is con-

tinuing to be built over time, through experience and data. We need to 

extend  these discussions by proving the return on time- affluent work 

policies. This work has already begun.

We need to scale interventions to help  whole socie ties shift their focus 

away from success equaling economic growth and  toward other mea-

sures, including the way they value time for individuals. We need to 

acknowledge the real and significant costs associated with the cultural 

obsession with financial growth: rising health care costs, an inability 

to retire that creates a lack of growth ave nues at work, and a dearth of 

social participation.

Policy changes could facilitate the changing of social norms. If the 

United States made paid vacations mandatory, the economy would ben-

efit, fundamentally shifting the rhe toric around what  matters. I call this 

legitimizing leisure. We know that countries that value leisure more 

than work are happier and are better able to  handle the emotional con-

sequences of financial shocks like economic downturns. We know that 

happiness increases productivity. So the natu ral by- products of turn-

ing the cultural norm inside- out— from a money- driven society to a 

time- smart one— would be higher productivity and lower health care 

spending. Shifting the rhe toric could be contagious in a way that social 
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scientists are discovering is quite power ful. We look to  others to see 

how we should act.1 Policies that help some enjoy their leisure fully and 

positively  will make other  people and organ izations  eager to emulate.

Also, innovators must push technology in directions that  will create 

time- affluent outcomes at all levels of society. Autonomous products, 

such as self- driving cars, can also promise time wealth for the already 

relatively well- off, as long as  these devices coordinate commutes and do 

not increase congestion. Broadly, automation promises ever more re-

markable time savings and can be engineered in ways to help the needi-

est and most time impoverished among us. I think of the poor  women 

I’ve worked with in India and Africa: a basic washing machine— that 

stalwart robot many  people take for granted— provides  these  women 

with thousands of hours of time to devote to education and childcare. 

And it creates security and empowerment that improves their station 

and the overall well- being of their region.

This is a  future we should all be able to get  behind. I  will use my 

data, and  will collect more data, to help create a time- affluent  future 

for all. In the next ten years, I see reducing time poverty (in addi-

tion to material poverty) as a crucial component of tackling our most 

wicked prob lems, including educational in equality, obesity, and climate 

change. I’m serious about this, and I hope you are, too.

 Because it starts with you. That’s why I wrote this book primarily 

for you, the individual. It starts with becoming time smart, recogniz-

ing the profound effect that this transformation has on you, and then 

demanding that  others re spect and accommodate your approach to 

your time.

• • •

As I write this, my colleagues and I are mourning the passing of Clay-

ton Christensen, the legendary, masterful Harvard Business School 

strategy professor. His theory of disruptive innovation, it’s not hyper-

bole to say, was one of the most impor tant business ideas of the last half 

of the twentieth  century.
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Sitting down to finish this concluding chapter, I revisited Chris-

tensen’s classic Harvard Business Review article “How  Will You Mea sure 

Your Life?” (July−August 2010). Its themes and ideas are consonant 

with what  you’ve just read  here: think about the purpose of your life; 

make a strategy for it; be deliberate;  don’t expect money and profes-

sional success to make you happy.

When he wrote the article in 2010, Christensen had just beaten back 

the cancer that would return and take him from us a de cade  later. His 

confrontation with the inexorable truth about time— it’s finite; you 

never get it back— helped him see, feel, and live by the tenets in his 

article.

I have a pretty clear idea of how my ideas have generated 

enormous revenue for companies that have used my research; 

I know I’ve had substantial impact. But as I’ve confronted 

this disease, it’s been in ter est ing to see how unimportant that 

impact is to me now.

I have offered a lot of scientifically rigorous strategies in this book. I am 

a time nerd,  after all. And I know you are incredibly busy. I hope that 

the time  you’ve invested in reading this book has convinced you that 

time poverty  matters to you. I hope it has created the space you need to 

think about the purpose of your life and to put this purpose into action.

I hope, too, that it’s clear to you that seeking time affluence  isn’t self-

ish. In fact, it’s entirely the opposite. When you have put thought into 

who you are and why you do what you do, and when you have  shaped 

your time so that you can act in a way that is in line with your values, 

the entire world profits.

We may be destined to become, at some point and to some degree, 

the plaintive narrator of Dr. Seuss’s impeccable lyric at the beginning 

of this chapter. But  there’s so much more we can do now to create a 

happier world and to live, individually and collectively, time- smart and 

fulfilling lives.

We simply have to decide to do it, before the time has flewn.
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APPENDIX

frequently asked 
questions

My colleagues, students, dinner guests, and  family members, as well 

as the occasional Uber driver, consistently ask me in ter est ing questions 

about time, money, and happiness. This appendix addresses a few of 

 these questions that come up most often.  Because  these responses are 

meant to be brief, I have provided additional resources for more infor-

mation.

Is Time Versus money  really an Individual- Level decision?

 Whether we are rich or poor, married with kids or single, younger or 

older, we see that valuing time over money is linked to greater hap-

piness. Yet  people ask me an impor tant question:  Doesn’t our social 

context  matter for our decisions and happiness? Readers often inquire 

about  whether and how their partners, workplaces, and kids shape their 

time−money choices and happiness. And they are right. Our social 
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context shapes  every aspect of our time and money decisions (and  every 

other decision in life).

When we become parents, our  children (and even our pets) shape 

the amount of time available to us each day, as well as our decisions 

about money versus time. Retirement alters the amount of  free time 

available to us and the ways we use it. Companies and countries vary in 

the degree that they accept vari ous strategies we can use to fund time 

(e.g.,  house cleaners) or find time (e.g., vacations). Socie ties enforce dif-

fer ent expectations on us, depending on our demographic character-

istics and social class backgrounds.  Women are expected to do more 

of the chores at home, and they believe they should pursue multiple 

goals at once, making high- status jobs seem less desirable and attain-

able for them than for men.  People from lower income brackets are 

often expected to invest more in their families and work jobs that lack 

set schedules, forcing poorer  people to choose between caring for the 

 people they love or keeping the lights on.

For more research on how the  causes and consequences of time pov-

erty differs depending on social class and gender, see Hartmut Rosa, 

Social Acceleration: A New Theory of Modernity (New York: Columbia Uni-

versity Press, 2013). We also must make time- versus- money decisions in 

collaboration with our partners. This can be difficult. See H. R. Bowles 

and K. L. McGinn, “Gender in Job Negotiations: A Two- Level Game,” 

Negotiation Journal 24, no. 4 (2008): 393−410, for strategies on how to 

navigate  these choices.

While I have focused this book almost exclusively on decisions we 

make as individuals, choices about time and money do not happen in a 

vacuum. More research is needed to understand and intervene on the 

embedded nature of  these values and actions.

does my Location Shape the Happiness Value of Time?

I’m often asked  whether valuing time is more predictive of happiness 

for  people who live in areas that are less work obsessed. As you might 

have guessed, the answer is yes. My colleagues and I looked at the 
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question of how work norms and work beliefs shape the ways  people 

spend their time and their enjoyment of leisure time.  People who lived 

in places in the United States where their peers worked a lot of hours 

felt less happy when they engaged in leisure activities such as socializ-

ing and volunteering. Beliefs about work also mattered. If they lived in 

places where  people believed that hard work was a critical part of what 

it meant to be a good person, our respondents also enjoyed leisure less, 

no  matter how many hours their peers worked.

Together,  these findings tell us that the way our peers act, and the 

values that are espoused in our society about the value of work, can play 

an impor tant role in determining  whether our time- smart decisions 

 will pay off for personal happiness. To reap the joy of making time- first 

decisions, we need to encourage entire socie ties to value time, too.

Why  Can’t you Just Tell me What to do?

I am often asked to provide a personalized formula for attaining time 

affluence and happiness. On this point, I am a source of perpetual dis-

appointment.  There is no one- size- fits- all solution. We all have dif fer ent 

values, needs, and priorities. And we all respond differently to time 

choices.

 Here’s a personal example. Inspired by the research under lying this 

book, my partner recently de cided to quit his full- time job. He now 

works as a freelancer, and he chooses when and where to work. This 

schedule control has, he says, “dramatically” reduced his stress. He 

loves feeling like his own boss. Yet one person’s bliss is another’s hell. 

Some  people would pay not to have flexibility. See A. Mas and A. Pallais, 

“Valuing Alternative Work Arrangements,” American Economic Review 

107, no. 12 (2017): 3722−3759. Other  people are so busy that they want 

to hire a  house cleaner, but they  don’t,  because they are trying to teach 

their kids the value of hard work. This decision is fine, too.

In short, the path to time affluence  will not look the same for every-

one. My best advice is to incorporate the approaches from this book 

that resonate the most— and then learn by trial and error. Infuse your 
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day- to- day and major life decisions with time- smart strategies such as 

funding time, finding time, and framing time. For fun, try the activities 

that you are most resistant to.

If you hate the idea of hiring someone to clean your  house or do your 

laundry, try it once, and see  whether you still hate it. If you do, reflect 

on the reasons. You  will learn the most if you actively push yourself out 

of your comfort zone  every once in a while. This is generally true about 

money, time, and life.

Then tell me what solutions you liked and which ones you  didn’t. 

What worked? What was a waste of time? What did your partner think? 

We can work together to experiment with, and co- create, solutions 

for time poverty. Put the following Time- Affluence Checklist on your 

fridge as a reminder to experiment and have fun.
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Time- Affluence Checklist

If you are feeling time stressed, do the following:

✓ Track your time.  Determine where your hours are  going.

✓ Think about what you enjoy  doing.  Focus more on what makes 
you happy, what brings you meaning, or what is productive.

✓ Find small pockets of  free time to do more of  these activities.  
Prioritize the feelings that you want more of (e.g., plea sure, mean-
ing, productivity).

✓ Think about what you do not enjoy or what brings you stress.  
Focus on what brings you misery or stress, or what is  
unproductive.

✓ Reduce the amount of time you spend engaging in  these expe-
riences.  Minimize  these experiences by funding time (e.g., out-
sourcing), finding time (e.g., canceling meetings), or reframing time 
(e.g., focusing on the positive).

✓ Block out the  free hours you have found for yourself.  Schedule 
the activities you want to do during your  free time. If you want to 
spend more time reading, block out exactly when you are  going to 
do this.

✓ Enjoy your leisure.   After  going through all this effort, turn off your 
work email and enjoy yourself. You deserve it.
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with, 1
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need for data on use of, 142
prioritizing, steps for, 71
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48–49
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money, 8–9, 34–35, 49–50
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21–23, 30
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time affluence
accounting for time and, 50–59
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benefits of, 11
checklist for, 151
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differences in individual approaches 

to, 149–150
documenting time used and, 36–37
feeling guilty about, 10–11
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37–41, 60
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happiness related to, 138
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long-view planning for, 105–113
mindfulness and, 34
recognizing and overcoming time 
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recognizing time value of, 48–49
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increasing, 124
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small, potentially costly decisions  

affecting, 33
steps for improving, 34–49
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